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In consequence of the LARGE INCREASE in our business during
the past twelve months, we have been COMPELLED to lease ENTIRE
STOKE, at No. 5 Free Street Block for our RAPIDLY GROWING trade.
With the enlarging and remodelling of these commodious premises,
also the additional supply of stock to Our hitherto laige assortment, we
As we
shall make a FINER and BETTER display than ever before.
manufacture our own goods, we sell at prices that DEFY competition.
In addition to the regular Trade Styles, we are offering some makes
that are specially suited for

DROPIN
AND

ENTERTAINMENTS

I

Skating Rink LOOKAT Churches, Chapels, Lodges and Schools.

Roller

Grand Esthetic

Party,

Thursday Eve’5, Mar. 9.
Sunflowers and JLilies.
gy Prices

as

SPRING

mar7-d3t

Abyssinian Church, Newbury Street.
The first iu the course will be given by Rev. F. E
Clark of Will is ton church Thursday evening March
9th. Subject; “NAMES.” This is full of interest,
and all are invited. Course tickets 50 cts. Evening 25 cts. Proceeds for benefit of church. Refreshments also for sale.
mch7 d3t

PORTLAND

THEATRE.

Frank Curtis.^Proprietor & Manager.

ONE WEEK ONLY.

Were awarded TWO GOLD MEDALS in this state over all other comORLD S
petitors; and have just won the GOLD MEDAL in the great W
FAIR at Sidney, Australia,
Wre shall be pleased to show our Goods to any who may favor us
with a call, whether they intend purchasing or not.
^

$1, $2 & $3
LOW GROWN

STIFF,

Supported by Select Dramatic Company in the
powerful Drama from Wilkie Collins’ Celebrated
Novel "The Frozen Deep,” entitled

Produoed with New Scenery and Mechanical
Effects by E. La Moss, Mr. W. M, Gill, Lorenzo
Wallace and assistants.

AT

Usual Prices.

_

A

of the Best

Makers, constantly kept

in stock.

Illustrated Cata-

instalments.

on

MERRY, NEW ENGLAND ORGAN GO.,

Sale at Box Office.

on

3

SQUARE & UPRIGHT PIANUS
Instruments to rent and sold
logus mailed free to Applicants.

a

LIEUT. RICHARD WARDOUR,

Popular Instruments

These

AT

JOS. F. WHEELOCK

now

felt.

HATS

AT

Seats

fession,

usual.

POPULAR LECTURES

NEW

Oar STUDENT’S PEDAL ORGAN is also worthy of PARTICULAR
notice, furnishing the Student as it does with a full set of Pedals for
home use. These Organs have the endorsments of all the musical proand are admitted EVERYWHERE as supplying a need long

THE

mch9 dtd.

Portland. Me.

No. 5 Free St. Block,

eod3mos

mar7

O. m/.I.
last Lecture in the course before the

Tbe

Maine Charitable Mechanic Association,

Hatter’S

Will be given

237 Middle St.

Wednesday Evening,
MARCH 15th, at 7.30 o’clock,
BY-

THOMAS

TASII, Esq.,

DRESSER, MCL£LLAN & GO'S
BOOK SALE.

SION OF OOL.D HAT.

Superintendent of Public Schools.

In Order to Close Out the Stock of Books Sow

Subject:—Metric System.
public
mchBdlw

The

are

Unsold,

PRAY, Ch. Lee. Com.

F. E.

New Portland Theatre.
CVanlr C*n1 a

For One Week

Prnnriflf/ir Mr Monotror

One Matinee.
The most

MR. GUS WILLIAMS.

And

we

advise

Longer.

customers to call at
stock becomes broken.

our

Friday Evening, March totli,
and Saturday Matinee,

Supported by a Genuinely Brilliant Company,
under the management of
SIB. JOHN KICKABY.

SOMETHING NEW. DRESSER,

as

as

WednesmarBdlw

commences

GHAKTD HALL
THE-

-OF

Mechanics' Building,
HnntiDgtcn
Abbey begs

Mr.

a▼.

and

Front Lace Boots, Kid Foxed, French Mott. Kid
Top, Pat. Lea. Cap Toe, new and stylish.

to announce

the

first

appearance of

in Grand Italian Opera in Boston
MONDAY EVENING, March 20.. .JLu Traviut
THURSDAY EVENING, March 23 II Trovatore
SATURDAY MATINEE, 25^, 2 P. M.Faust
PATTI will be
by Sigs. NICCOLINI, Salvati, Pinto, etc., Miles. Dingeen and
a
Montegrifo and Mrs Florence Kice-Knox; also byof
Grand Chorus and Orchestra under the direction

Genuine Donger Kid Button with low Vamp, Box
Toe. Quarter
halt sizes.

over

Vamp,

widths,

all

Sir. D’Auria.
The following

popular prices will prevail: Admission, $1; reserved seats, S2 or $3, according to locaSubscription seats for the three Operas. 87.50.
Sale, for subscription seats only, opens Saturday,
March 11, 9 A. M., Park Theatre Office. Orders for
subscription seats, from New England cities, address HORACE McVICKER, Park Theatre, Boston.
Excursion trains will be run on all roads for both
mch7-eod7t
evenings.

tion.

Gilbert’s Programme.
Thursday Evening.
6.Waltz*
7.Polka

I.Waltz.
2.Galop.
3.Newport.
4.Waltz.
5.Tfce “German.”
Tickets
admitting

8......Galop

9.Waltz

10.The “German/
Gentleman

CITY

with

*11

XI_-a..

Aif

ADVERTISEMENTS

City of Portland.
occupant, of Buildings and
lot., on Bnr.h.m, Brant, Mellen, Bherold
man, Sheridan, (the latter including
Poplar .tree!,) Arsenal, Beach, Central
Chadwick, Cherry, Commercial, Fletcher,

To owner,

To Close
DUUIB mat lUUBb

LC DUiU

HORATIO STAPLES
rapidly

.O

»1C

iuau

auj

uiuci

cost. 300 pairs Rubbers and Oil Goat Button
Widths A A, A, B, 0 and D.
that must be sold.

Sizes 2V2 to 7.

Fine

N. Y. Boots for Ladies’

wear

in all

Staples,

Horatio
Middle Street,

Junction of Free.

■

styles.

GENTLEMEN’S ■■TO BUYERS OF CARPETS-LADIES’
American

At 421 CONGRESS

Do Ton Want
Do Ton Want

a

We will sell yon one
any nouse in Portland.

Brussels Carpet ?

Office, I
February 0, 1882. J

is hereby givon, that the above named
streets have by order of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen been renumbered according to the
plans in the City Civil Engineer’s Office, and all parties interested are hereby notified that the numbers
so designated must bo affixed to the buildings on
said streets on or before the first day of April, A. I).
1882.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk,
Per order,

NOTICE

febldtd

TAXES.
accordance with a City Ordinance. I shall pub
lish on the 13th day of March, a list of all the
taxes as8esseJ upon residents, amounting to twenty
dollars and upwards, then remaining unpaid in the
bills committed to me in 1881, together with the
names of the persons assessed therefor.
II. W. IIKKSEY, Treas. and Coll.

IN

feb27-dtd

Portland, Fob’y 25,1882.

GEO. A. CAY & CO.,
No. 499 Congress Street
feb21
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opened

Portland and

an
can

office in
be found

No. 27« Middle St.,
Edwards & Walker’s
from
Hardware store,
rn iii' ii 11 iii to »7th.
dtI

over

TABLELMPS

Tapestry Carpets ? Ton can save
cent, by buying of ns.

Want

Tou

a

Carpet

of

any

before

Centres.

from 10 to 20

Please Examine

kind?

onrs

purchasing.

Our Goods are all STRICTLY FIRST-CLASS in every respeci.
Call and inspect our Goods. No trouble to show them.

QUALITY and STYLE guaranteed.

Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

English

For Sale Wholesale and Retail.

G. E. JOSE &

CO,

ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER,
OPPOSITE

ST.
dtf

Me.

CO.,

Provisions,

15f Commercial St,, Portland, Me.
CHICAGO OFFICE,
122 La Salle St
Futures bought and sold on Chicago Market on
mar3dtf
Margins. Correspondence invited.

Facilities

Especial

for

a

HOTEL.

Specialty

Life Size Crayons.
Jlj7ccf

Ainu—TO PI/BASE.

See that each Pad bears the Private Revenue
A tamp of the HOLMAN PAD COMPANY, with
above Trade-Mark printed in green.
Dr. HOLMAN’S advice is free. Full treatise sent

application Address
HOLMAN PAl> CO.,
744 Broadway, N. V.
(P. O. Box 2112.)
eod&wnrm6m—(tmar21)
jnol4

free

on

ecessitating

a

ing mother Attempt*
PARENTS BE

Take Pair

to

of Shear* from Her

Child.

CAREFUL.

are common to women, and
Mrs. Warner, of
of them are vory serious.
South Kondout, Ulster Co., N. Y., some weeks ago
attempted to take from her child a pair of shears
A slight struggle enwith which it was playing.
sued, in which the point of the shears entered Mrs.
Warner’s left eye, entirely destroying the sight.
Her family physician di. what he could, hut intense"

Domestic aceiilents

inflammation arose, which, by sympathy
threatened the loss of the other eye. Total Blindness to a woman having the care cf a household is
In this strait Mrs. W—
an Irretrievable calamity.
applied to the well-known and skillful Surgeon, Dr.
David Kennedy, of Kondout, N* Y., tvko removed
the injured eye by a very successful operation, setting aside all danger of further harm to the sight of
the other eye, but, owing to pain and mental dis-

ly painful

tress, her system needed

a

tonio

and

restorative

prescribed
■’Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy,” which sustained its
reputation and laid a sure foundation of health.

medic

ne.

To do this work

the

Doctor

Remedy”
Kennedy’s “Favorite
all impurities from the blood, reguCures Constipation,
lates the Liver and Kidneys.
and all diseases and weaknesses peculiar to Females. It is for sale by all our druggists at ONE
feb25eod&wlm
DOLLAR a bottle.

1

■■

W
▼

Bp

V all

Market
fel»25

f

Hall,
9

Market

Sell on Instalments
Repairing and Tuning done in

Wm. P.
144 1.2 Exchange

or
the

DRY HEMLOCK BOARDS
FOR SALE.
Hemlock Boards, Beady
for immediate delivery.

800,000 ft. dry
ADDRESS,

B. C. JORDAN, AIM, Maine.
feb25

dtl

Watches Sold

on

Instalments,

At McKeuney’s New Jewelry Store,

N°;547 congress Street
SPECULATION IN GRAIN ON CHICAGO MARKET FROM *6 TO *1,000 RECEIVED. EXPLANATORY PAMPHLET MAILED FREE. BEST OF
REFERENCE GIVEN. GEO. N. SALISBURY &
CO., GRAIN BROKERS, 60 BROAD ST., N. Y.
dlw
mv3

opin-

communication published on our local page,
conclusively shows. The only question is
political; is whether the Republican candidate or some other shall be elected Mayor of
Portland. That is the true issue upon which
Mr. Littlefield’s supporters and other citizens are called to pass.
They cannot elect
Mr. Littlefield. They can only succeed in
defeating Mr. Libby, and aiding the election
of some man who is not only opposed to
prohibition in theory, but pledged as well to
disregard its enforcement as an executive
officer. It seems to us that the wise course
for them to pursue is to support the candidate of the party through whose efforts our

present laws have been put on the statute
book, a party which is the only political organization in the State committed to the policy of prohibition. They have often supported

men

“were for the Maine law but

who

agin its enforcement.” Have they not less
to fear, more to hope, from a man who is
“agin” the law but for its enforcement?
“A

battle is certain to be fought
says the London Times,
“over the revised version of the New Testapitched

speedily,”

very

Already a respectable organ of Conopinion has sounded the war-cry
against its new readings with as much feeling as if it thought that Mr. Gladstone had
been among the revisers. Vituperation and
taunts will not arbitrate finally between
contending scholars. H at the end of the
wordy warfare the public be able to perceive what is the actual amount of questionable
matter, something Will have been
gained. The high probability is that a ma'
jority of persons who speak the English language will be content to regard the uncertainties as still uncertain, provided they
may keep so much as remains behind adment.

servative

mitten._
Dalton Lester of Troy, aged 19, after 3.
altogether successful career as burglar

not

and highwayman, has gone to the States
prison for a brief term. lie was a student
of the dime novel, and had committed a few
robberies for the purpose of raising funds to
equip a force for the annihilation of the

American Indian—a matter of easy accomas he knew from the success of
the heroes of the 10 cent histories he had
absorbed, could he but once get to the region where this unwary and cowardly race

plishment,

is in camp.

Cattle King Powers has two ranches iriT
Colorado, situated one on each side of the
One extends eighteen
Arkansas river.
miles along the river and is all under fence.
The other stretches for twenty-two miles
along the river and far enough back to include an expanse of 80,000 acres, all under
fence. There are forty miles of water front
and 100,000 acres of pasture under fence, all
owned by one man. The fencing on these
sum

up

over

100 miles.

That Tilden is getting somewhat impatient with the bores who visit him at Greystone may be inferred from the confession
of a recent visitor, who says that “in the
morning Mr. Tilden rose at 7 o'clock and
When a man of
drove me to the depot.’’
his age gets up at that hour to drive a fel.
low to the depot, it shows that his forbearance has reached its limit.

A
NERVOUS

A

Cure

DEBILITV.

Guaranteed.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain TreatDizziness, Convulment: a specific for Hysteria,
Loss
sions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression,
InvoluntaImpotency,
of Memory, Spermatorrhoea,
overry Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused
ertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure
recent cases Each box contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
six boxes
proprietors, John C. West & Co., guarantee
oni’ft
am'
ease.
With each order received for
six boxes, accompanied with live dollars, tne proguar
prietors will send tho purchaser their written
not
an tee to return the money if the treatment does
H.
H.
issued
Guarantees
through
effect a cure.

Portland,

n

d&wly46

The Mobile Register declares that the
Union sentiment that in 1860 gave a majority of Southern votes for the Union is again
making its way to the front with a determination to stay there, and that the young
growth of the South, having none of the old
spite to gratify, is coming up full of faith in
the Union.

That sounds nice.

Say

it

again.

A complete file of the Boston Banner of
Light, a Spiritual paper, having been advertised for sale by Judge Good of New Jersey
two years ago, he found a purchaser in the
agent of the late Czar whose library, it is
said, contains the largest collection of books
and periodicals on phantom literature that
irt in tl,.1

nrrtwl/1

Warned by the drought of last summer,
New York, In looking after an increased
supply of water, has about decided to build
a $14,000,000 dam and appurtenances at the
mouth of Croton river, by which 32,000,000,000 gallons, about a year’s supply for the

city,

can

manner

Hastings,

deo!4

St., Portland, Me.
d3mo

FOB ALL
DISEASES OF THE

AN0

SWAYNES’I

SrchmTett'ers,

TSfeST’

ra8h
Erysipelas,
Ringworm,

VEGETABLE, HEUlEltfEE SEEDS
At Wholesale and Retail.
Catalogues mailed free to any address.

KENDALL

&

Barbers*
|TCH
Rcdnessof
Nose
ano

<;

WHITNEY,

OiNTMENT.
On account of Allaying we intense
insuring
sweet repom. it is
KNOWN BY MANY AS
for

Great Cure
Itching Pitta."

On. Sy/ayne

a

Face,
Burns,

Son,
phila.

AND

POBTLA.VB, MEIeb7

deod2w<&w8m

be unnecessary.

A native of Cochin, China, Gran Nguyen
in his thirty-third year, has been admitted as avocat at the iirst chamber of the
Paris court of appeal. This novel member
of the French bar completed his studies in

Paris._

Hayiland Copper Mining Company.

subscribers to tbe stock of the Haviland
Copper Mining Company are hereby requested
to immediately present to its Secretary the receipts
they now hold and receive in exchange certificates
of Btock of said company.
GEORGE S. WINN. Secretary,
22 Exchange Street.
mar8-d!0t

If the Democratic party is defeated in
1884, the Athens, Ga., Banner wants to
know whether it will be worth preservingWell, it might be, though tho Republicans
have kept it very well in pickle for the last
22 years, and the process of preserving might

Hanb,

Cuts

Aljl,

JanlS

d&w

j3

The balk of tho importations of Spring mill!,
nery consists of very large bonnets and lirger
round hats than any worn last Summer, ye1
there are also pokes of medium sizes, cabriolet

gypsies, and very small capotes. The large
pokes have square flat crowns with very flaring
fronts, and many havo the middle of the brim
rolled back toward the crown, or else they are
rolled all along the edge to give a coronet effect.
The wide front of these bonnets is farther enlarged by their strings being set so far back
that the crown is tied flat against tho head,
and the brim thrown forward and outward.
Fine straw is the material for such bonnets In
preference to chip, which is only found in black
bonnets and in hats. Very few pure white
straws are seen, the preference being givon to
ecru and Manila braids, Tuscans, Milan straws
that are made in England, and tho flue English split straws that aro as light in weight as

chips.

Dark straws of the strong Milan braids
will be chosen to match costumes, and are
shown in all the shapes in dark green, garnet,
olive, brown, etc. The small capotes with coronet front or with the brim rolled upward all
around will he tho first

Spring

bonnets worn in

city streets, especially in dark colors corresponding with the dress, but the great pokes
and piotnresqne round hats will be chosen for
midsummer at the watering-places and country
resorts. The rough straws for travelling and
general wear are made of porcupine braid of
smoother quality thau that introduced last
year, and with a lustre like satin; these will be
most used in dark colors, especially red, blue
or greep.
For garden bats are Leghorn flats,

with pleated brims edged with straw pleating
that is

embroidered in colors. Manila hats
have colored facings of Belgian straw inside
the brim, thus bringing a becoming color next
the face, and doing away with the necessity
for a lining. Other hats of very large Gainsborough shape have a straw ruche on the
edge of the brim. Of all the large shapes the
poke with a rolled front meets with most favor
from dealers; when trimmed with a great cluster of feathers directly on top, it recalls pro
cisely the bonnets of a hundred years ago, after
which it is modelled.
Faille, feathers, and the new ecru laces are
trimmings on Paris bonnets. The faille that is
about to take the place of satin has very small
reps, finer than those of gros grain, ami has a
sheen like satiu; it is very soft and pliable, and
forms folds ami drapery on the outside of the
bonnet; but it is most used as a plain smooth
facing inside the wide brim, with tiny piping
folds ou the edge, while faillo ribbon to match
the lining is twisted in one or two rows outside
the crown, and forms strings that begin almost
in the middle of the back. This faille ribbon
is three or four inches wide, and is twisted
loosely and most carelessly across the bonnet.
The only other trimming then needed is a cluster of short feather tips on top, nodding forward, or else a great panache with an aigrette
in its centre is put quite high on the left side
of the crown, or two half-long plumes take tbo
place of this panache, aud cover the entire loft
side of the bonnet. Very few bows are made
of the ribbon, though occasionally one with
very long loops is put quite far back on the
crown, or else high up on the right side. There
is also a great deal of latitude in tbe use of
feathers, as they sometimes form a ruche or
wreath upon the whole brim, and have a long
plume-like end falling in tbe middle of the
back; such feathers are very thick; indeed,
most fiue plumes are now doubled along the
qnill, and represent from two to six tints, either two contrasting shades, such as Manila with
green, or else they are graduated from cream
to deep yellow, or perhaps one side of the qnill
shows pale blue, olive, and pink, while the
other side is tan. cardinal and deeper crimson.
Tbe new Manila laces are used to relieve the
plainness of smooth faille linings, and to trim
the outside as well. These are tbe linen twine
laces described by Madame Raymond, and are
used in their natural unbleached hues of lera,
tan, and gray. They cover the facing by being gathered on their straight edge far back in
the brim, thus bringing the scalloped edge to
the front, or else this arrangement is reversed
outside the brim. These laces come in guipure
designs, and there are also Spanish and guipure
silk laces in these colors, and in red, blue,
green, etc., used for similar purposes. Sometimes the soft silk laces ara put in ruches of
two gathered frills inside the brim, especially
of Gainsborough shapes, and there are also
many pleatings of lace used. Dark velvet linings of dull green, bine, dark red or brown are
so generally becoming that
they will not be
abandoned for the newer faille. There are also a few shirred satin and shell-like ruches of
velvet inside brim, but tbe greater number
have tbe smooth linings of faille, with lace.
Among fancy feathers are large bows made of
partridge plumes and of pheasants’ breasts;
these are put on somewhat iu Alsacian effects,
as are the broad folds of faille. Crinkled crape,
both thick and transparent, and crapes with
moire markings, are usea lor trimming some
The transparbonnets and for making others.
ent crapes are pnt on the frame auite smooth
A great deal of “piece
over faille or satin.
lace" is imported in the Manila shades, bat in
the Oriental and Breton designs.
Flowers are very largely imported by the
dealers, and they prophesy that midsummer
hots will be laden with them. The French
bonnets thus far shown have few flowers upon
them, but there are small capotes with a
wreath of crushed roses (salmon pink in tint)
on the front, with lace drooping over them, or
else nasturtiums are grouped in the same way,
or beaded leaves are on one side, and sometimes
a single rose with green leaves is placed on one
of the faille strings. Another pretty floral fancy is a crown formed of rows of tiny rosebuds
alternating with rows of pearl beads, or else
forget-me-nots with white crystal and silver
beads. A great many jet and colored beads
will be used again. The jet crowns are solid
patterns of the finest round beads, or very
small bugles in close patterns of waves, circles,
blocks or leaves; others are of faceted beads
mixed with chenille in embroidery patterns on
net, and in Spanish lace designs. A front
piece wrought to match comes with these, and
a great many have beaded laces falling over
the brim on the hair. Gilt and straw beads
are also prettily wrought into similar pieces,
and there are pearl crowns and fronts of beautiful designs. Drop bead trimming for coronets will be much used, and this is shown for
mourniDg bonnets in dull black pearl beads
mounted on black crepe lisse. Feathers and
leaves of green and gold shaded boads make
handsome ornaments; other ornaments have
silver filigree-work mixed with pear-shaped
pearls. New faceted jet ornaments aro shaped
like lilies, Maltese crosses, crescents, cornucopias and swans. Long pins have jet heads
shaped as a heart or diamond, or else they are
oval or hexagonal. Copper-colored gilt and
silver ornaments are shown as pins, with a star
head, or an arrow, or a heart with a lapis-laznli stone in the centre, or else they take the
shape of dragon-flies or beetles, or they resemble great buttons of the smooth copper color.
For edging the brims of bonnets are beads of
all colors and of varied shapes, square like
blocks, diamond-shaped, round, oval, smooth
or faceted, and these maybe had in silver gray,
blue, copper, Manila shades, gold, pearl, jet
etc.
NEW MANTLES.

The new mantles for spring are small and
short, and are made of rich cloths in which
gilt and silver threads are introduced. Most of
the new shapes have square sleeve-like pieces
introduced, and all cover the arms well. One
pretty design has two basque-like pieces low on
the sides, one of which passes over the
a
arms
as
sleeve, and tapers to a point
of
the
in the
middle
back, where a
of
bow
wide moire or faille ribbon com
great
it. Such wraps aro stylishly made of
pletes
Manila-tinted camel’s-hair, with dark brown
marabout ruches for trimming, and a dark
brown faille bow behind. Cheviot cloth jackets are closely fitted, and are made to oatline
the new pointed corsages to which basques are
attached—sometimes one basque only, but oftener two—by a seam across the hips. This
gives the full effect across the hips, and allows
room for a panier dress beneath. The middle
forms of the back are completed by one, two,
or three box pleats.
The neck is very bigb,
and it is closed, no matter whether the front is
double or single breasted. The collars are
turned over, and the buttons are very small,
and there aro a great number down the front.
Jersey ribbed cloth is used for these jackets as
well as for those mails in Jersey shape, close
over the hips without box pleats behind, and
with tho back seams closed to the end.

be stored.

Representatives of Iowa
has passed, with but one dissenting vote, a
bill providing for a gold medal to be presented by the governor to Kate Shelby, the heroic
young girl who saved an express passenger
train on the Chicago and Northwestern road
last summer, from wreck by a washout.

rent.

best

In

Square, Portland, Me.
dtf

in

The House of

Timothy, Cloycr, Flax, Hungarian, Millet, Red Top, Blue Gran,
Lawn Grata, Orchard Graaa,
Carden, Flower, Bird Seed., Ac.

ealer.

m

—

outspoken

opposition might be reasonably expected.
But the prohibitory law is not in question.
It is on the statute book, and Mr. Libby's
duty, a duty he has never failed to discharge
when in office, is to enforce all laws thoroughly and impartially. His record is of the
best, as the testimony given by that veteran
and efficient sheriff, Mr. Oren Ring, in the

ranches will

uovlii

KENDALL^ WHITNEY,
—---

Merchants.

Seeds,

FALMOUTH

Fine Portrait Work

to show a fine assortment of Millinery and Fancy Goods. Mourn-

Grain,

Circulation (per pair), 25c.
Absorption Halt for tledcated Rath*. For
Colds, Rheumatism, and all cases where a Medicated Bath is needed; also an excellent foot-bath
(per 1/2 lb. package), 25c.
For Sale by all Druggists, or sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. Tne Absorption Salt i %
not “mailable,” and must be sent by Express at
purchaser’s expense.

many of the best Manufacturers, also

MRS. DRYDEN having removed
to No. 465 Congress Street, in the
store formerly occupied by the
Misses Simonton. is now prepared

CommiRsion

ter. The best Plaster in the world. 25c.
Holman’* Absorptive medicinal Foot Pla*
ter*.
For Cold Feet, Headaches and Sluggish

UPRIGHT PIANOS |
From

REMOVAL.

S. H.LARMIN1E &

Holman* Absorptive medicinal Rody Plan-

-AND—

DEALER.
eodti

Portland,

-»■*■ au^kMW

HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents
Me., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.

GRAND, SQUAB F

BROWN,

Chicago.

." fhe'tircuiatiouT”

Holman’* Ague, Liver and Stomach Pad
For Malaria Ague and Stomach troubles. $2.00
Holman’* {Special Pad. For chronic cases $3.00
For stubborn cases ot
Holman’* Spleen Belt.
enlarged Spleen and unyielding Liver and Stomach troublos,. $5.00.
Holman’* Infant*’ Pad. For ailments of Tdfants and Children. $ 1.50.
For Uterine,
Holman’* Abdominal Pad.
Ovarian and Bladder Troubles. $5.00.
For KidHolma’n* Renal or Kidney Pad.
ney Complaints. $2.00.
Holman’* Pcctorial Pad. For affections ©f the
Chest and Lungs. $3.00.

by

Fitted complete with the

oolO__dtf

S. H. LAItMINIE,

..
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A. W. JOED AN,

the
Operate Through
"aMmWBBMBav
■BfcJjESWl
Serve Forces and

Pottery

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines'
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

per

Sts
STREET, GEO. A. GAY & Co. Cor. Congress & Brown
T.Th&Stf

Prints, all perfect, 4 1-2 cents. ing Goods a specialty.
6 cents.
Cotton, yard wide,
$1.50. 465 CONGRESS
Rubber Circulars,
mar8

PADS

ELEGANT

With HeautfuB

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

SHOE
THE
mar4

n

qSF Oongweaa *£p.

cheaper than

streets.
City Clebk’s

UOLMAN’S

DRAPERY GOODS.

inform the public that we have had a room fitted expressly for the display of Car*
We are pleased
line of the same in all grades.
pets, and it is our intention to keep in the future a very fine

Do

Curacoa Kid Button. Widths AA, A, B, C and D

J

Wall Papers

to

Kid Button in all the leading stylee.

Headquarters For Ladles’

PERRY DAVES & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

G.M.Bosworth&Co

mar4

the leading

Fine and Medium goods in all the leading styles.
Gent’s Bals., $2.00, Gent’s Congress $2.00.
Gent’s Congress $2.75.
Gent’s Bals. $2.75.
Gent’s Fine Jersey goods all widths and sizes.

per bottle.

•*

of'

would be natural and reasonable. Or were
he as candidate for an executive office, committed to the non-enforcement of the law,

Pain Killer in the house Is a safeguard that
no family should be without.
All druggists sell it at »5c., 50c., and $1.00

'*

quarrel

liquor traffic. While we differ from him in
opinion, we hold that he has a right to entertain this belief, and deserves the respect of
people for his manly frankness in avowing his
adherence to an unpopular cause. To condemn him for so doing savors of persecution
for opinion’s sake.
Were the repeal of the prohibitory law in
question and Mr. Libby a candidate for lawB
maker, opposition to him by prohibitionists

Oar stock lias been selected with the utmost care,
and comprises all the new and popular colors and
and for
designs, our facilities for buying, sellingour
store
putting on are second to none anywhere,
show
the
finished
best
to
been
has
newlyarranged
effects of our wall Decorations and fabrics for Curtains to match. We cordially invite our patrons
and the public, and think an inspection of our store
and stock will repay them.

±

Contest.

not hesitated to take his stand
with a small minority in expressing the belief that the settled policy of the State is not
the wisest policy to pursue in regard to the

-—--

uiuuv)

Mayoralty

ion at d has

become one

of “BARKER” BLEACHED Cotton solS
lunt are MORE YARDS
I ruTOu*, there
Probably
amiiitir

us

and because he is

habit,

-AND—

It has

The “Barker” is a fine, firm, soft-finished Cotton.
of the most popular Bleached Cottons of America.

steamboat and hotel managers

favor

supporters with Mr. Libby
is over the best methods of doing away with
Intemperance. They do not dispute his integrity, his ability, or the honesty and efficiency with which he has when in official position enforced all laws with which he had
to do. They object to him because he believes that prohibition is not the most useful
weapon with which to combat the drinking

removes

OPENING

ANNUAL SPRING

railway,

a

Mr. Littlefield’s

Ur.

tWE SHALL GIVE OUE

-vr

H 1WUUI ICKOIU

BOYD’S

_

Feb. 23d and 24th.

OPENING AND SELLING BY

■Kir,

ft lUlCi

dtf

THURSDAY & FRIDAY.

at less than the manufacturers’ cost.

or

Emery, Fore, Frederick, Bilman,Bonld,
Hemlock, Henry, Kennebec, Laurel,
Lowell, Maple, Milk, Moody, Moulton,
Noyes, Orchard, Promenades Eastern
and Western, School, gherbrook, Silver,
Taylor, West Commercial and Wilsoa

new

-ON-

sizes and

supfltkd

MME

and
nice in fine all wool
Fancy Black Dress
Goods. The above are
very choice styles and
we shall offer them at
prices that will please
close buyers.
Don’t buy

Something

All

The

_

TRADE MARK.

REAL FRENCH
DRESS GOODS.

csed.

attach^ of the

As far as can be ascertained the

For Chills and Fever PAIN KILLER has
no equaL It cures when everything else falls.
Delays are often dangerous. A bottle of

OWOr

com-

by demanding credentials
upon
of every person claiming to represent our journal.

__

bargain.

Spring Opening!

u

“BARKER” BLEACBED COTTOJIMIAIBS

LADIES’

Editor,

not

preeorrs

Puss is furnished
certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,

regular

Card

a

will confer

—

We shall at the
time offer a very fine
and extra heavy Marseilles Quilt at the low
price of $1.87, as fine
a quilt as we have ever been able to offer
before at $2.50.
Extra large sized
Glass Towels at 12
l-2c.
100 pcs. yard wide
Brown Sheeting, very
fine and heavy, only
6 l-2c, an extra good

feb25

YARDS

THOUSAATD

SEVERAL

with

are

or

_

$1.10.

N

West Newton st.

inE.AHELiiUPATn

■

LADIES’

of this invaluable remedy has

.......

253 Middle tat.

mart_dtf

Prof. Kirser.

usual. Sale of Seats
day, March 8th.
Prices

We have just secured a large lot of fine
Marseilles Quilts, extra large size, that we
shall offer at the exceedingly low price of

STUDLEY,

CO.,

No. 47 EXCHANGE STREET.

Saturday Evening, March 11th,
MR. WILLIAMS

&

McLELLAN

Evkky

saved thousands of lives.
PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER Is
not an experiment. It has been before the
public for forty years, and Is most valued
Where It is best known.
A few extracts from voluntary testimonials
read as follows:
Pain Killer has been my household remedy for
colds for the past twenty-seven years, and have
never known it to foil In effecting a cure.—
L. 8. Crocker, Williamsville, N. Y.
For thirty years I have used Pain Killer, and
found it a never-failing remedy for colds and sore
throat—Barton Seaman.
Have received immediate relief from colds and
Bore throat, and consider your Pain Killer an
Invaluable remedy.—Geo. B. Everett, Dickinson,
N. Y.
I have just recovered from a very severe cold,
which I have had for some time. I could get no
relief until I tried your Pain Killer, which
relieved me immediately. I will never again bo
C. O. Force, Lowndes, Ga.
without it.
Have used Pain Killer in my family for forty
years, and liave never known it to faff.—Hansom
Lewis, Waynesboro, Ga.
._.
I began using Pain Killer in my family twenty,
five years ago and have used it ever since, and have
W.
take
its
Dyer,
found no medicine to
place.—B.
Druggist, Oneida, N. Y.
For whooping-cough and croup it is the beet
preparation made. We would not be without it.—
A. P. Routs, Liberty Mills, Va.
For twenty-live years I have used Pain Killer
for colds and chapped lips, and consider it the beat
medicine ever offered.—Geo.Hoopeb.W ilmington,
N. C.
I was suffering eeverely with bronchitis, and my
throat was so inflamed I could scarcely swallow
any food. I was advised to try your Pain Killer,
and alter taking a few doses was completely
cured.—T. Wilkinson.
Dr. Walton writes from Coshocton: Your Pain
Killer cures diphtheria and sore throat, so alafciIngly prevalent nere, and has not been known to
faff in a single instance. This fact you should
make known to the world.
Mrs. Ellen B. Mahon writes: My son was taken
violently sick with diphtheria, high fever, and cold
chills. So many children have died here, I was
afraid to call a physician, and tried your Pain
Ho was taken on Sunday, and on
Killer.
Wednesday his throat was clear. It was » wonderful cure, and I wish it could be known to the
poor mothers who are losing so many children.

QUILTS.

before the

once

use

that

munications

The

some

Williams in his play of

OUR GERMAN SENATOR,

prompt

Prices Will Remain the Same,

mirthful of the great Comedians,

Mr.

PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER.

of any kind until you
visit our store, and we
will save you money.

Engagement for Two Nights and
v

We cannot undertake to return

diphtheria.
No medicine has ever been discovered which
acts so quickly and surely in such cases as
or

ACCIDENT
Dry Goods TERRIBLE
Surgical Operation—Lov-

We would announce the Continuance of our Sale

invited.

We do not read anonymous letters and oommnn
cations. The name and address of the writ aro In
Plicaall cases indispensable, not necessarily for
tion bnt as a guaranty of good faith.

A cold or sore throat may not
amount to much, and If promptly attended
to can easily be cured: but neglect is often
followed by consumption

[Harper’s Bazar.]
New York Fashions.

PBESS.

THURSDAY MORNING, MARCH 9.

seem to

same

THOSE

THE

Diphtheria.

1883.

1883.

Exchange St., Portland.

Terms:
Dollars a Year. To mall sublsnb
ere Seven Dollars a Year, if paid In advance.

Rates of

MEDICAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS_

MISCELLANEOUS.

Nothing in the present session of Congress has given the Cincinnati Commercial more satisfaction than the announcement that the United States is to have a
navy if money can buy one,

With Heavy, Sensuous Jaws.
[Chicago Tribunc.l

“Good-by, my

sweet.”

Up the heather-hedged lane that led from
Farmer Redingote's h amble cot to the broad
of meadow land and forest that encircled
the castle of the purse-proud and haughty
Duchess of Blue Island avenue, these words,
spoken in tender tones by a radiantly boautiful
girl upon whose pure, sweet face the last rays
of the setting sun were falling with a mellow
radiance beyond compare, fell upon the ears of
Pericles Hetherington like the blessing of the
cassocked man of God to one who after a life
Poricles
of sin, lies upon a bed of death.
paused and looked back, “Bon soir, my augol,”
he said.
The sun-glints fell with a hectic fiush upon
his cream-colored pants.
From a neighboring
pond came the deep croaking of the frogs.
Soft-eyed cows were coming slowly up from
the grassy meadows beyond the hill, where tho
buttercup blossomed iu all its goldeu glory aod
the daisy laid its white face to the earth. A
brindle dog with heavy, sensuous jaws came
out of the corn and caught Pericles by the rear
of his pants.
Myrtle Redingote saw the animal's action.
“Great heaveus!” she cried, “Pericles will be
unable to sit down for a week. How can I live
without sitting on his knee once in a while?”—
and with a low sob of pain she went into tho
parlor and began eating candy.—From “Chnmps
and Their Weaknesses." by Murat Halstead.
acres

There is rather more inquiry for all kinds of Wool
and the tone of the market is firm. Holders, how-

THE FLOODS.

XLVIItli Congress-lst Session.

THE BOSTON MURDER.

THURSDAY MORNING, MARCH 9.

are ready to meet buyers when current prices
offered,but concessions are now out of the ques-

ever,

STATE NEWS.
ABOOSTOOK

COUNTY.

The Whig says the arrangement between
ghe E. & N.A. railroad and the N. B. & C.
railroad, whereby a mixed train will be run
road to connect with the night
on the latter
train from Bangor on the former has been perand
the
mails will now arrive in Houlfected,
ton and Calais early in the morning—a great
convenience.
The through trains will also
tho New Brunswick
on
run on express time
the
Brunswick & Canada railNew
railway,
way and the European & North American
railway, bringing passengers from Presque
Isle to Bangor on the same day. The arrangements will go into affect in a short time.
The Sherman Soldiers’ Monument Association have closed a contract with a3ugor parties to erect a monument in memory of our
It is to bo of Italian marblei
fallen heroes.
with a double granite base, and will stand 20
feet and 4 inches high, and will cost S5975, exclusive of transportation and is to be erected
in season to bo dedicated on the 4th of July

Boston, March 8.—The early morning
developements in the Kirkland street murder
are ol some
importance, though as yet
virtually showing nothing that might tend to
The first
place the guilt where it belongs.
important fact is that Allen Fairclough, who
from his peculiar relations to the murdered
womafi had been expected to give much information as to her antecedents, returned by
this morning’s boat train from New York, and

at

IN GENERAL.
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single woman. The Welch woman was held
to answer, but before Philbrick got out of the
Edward
court-room he was recognized as
Austin by a wife whom he deserted in Maine
some years ago, and Tuesday he Was arraigned
for polygamy and held in *800 for trial up
stairs.

METEOROLOGICAL.
INDICATIONS

FOR

THE

NEXT

TWENTY-FOUR

HOURS.

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal i
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
March 9, 1 A. M.
)
For New England,
Increasing cloudiness fallowed by snow or
rain, slowly rising temperature, falling barometer and east to south winds.

[special bulletin.]
Tha thermometer is highest in New England
and lowest in the West Gnlf States. The
storm which was central sooth of Texas this
morning has moved northward and is now
central in Arkansas. Rain prevails in the
Southern States, Ohio Valley,) Virginia and
Missouri, and snow or rain in the upper Lake
region and Iowa. Clear weather continues in
New England and New York with light variable winds and temperature below freezing.
Very heavy rains are reported in lower Mississippi, Tennessee and Cumberland valleys.
Indications are that rain will prevail in the
southern portion of the Middle States and rain
or snow in the northern portion of the Middle
States daring Thursday, followed by clearing
and slightly warmer weather on Friday; snow
and rain for New England on Thursday night
and Friday morning. The floods will increase
in lower Misssisippi during the week and the
river will not reach the highest point at Helena
before Sunday.

BY TELEGRAPH.
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clusively partisan,

only
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The man Josh has turned up and
task.
He also clearly
proves to be well known.
established the fact that he had no share in
aro
satisfied that
officers
and
the
the crime,
his statements are sure. As the case stands at
noon the mystery of the murder is as profound
as when first discovered, every additional discovery made by officers since midnight only
tending to clear away circumstances of a suspicious nature and developing nothing now in
the tracing of the murder:
The murderer of Mrs. Bell is still at large
The
and the police evidently mysterified.
latest development in the case is furnished by
She
in
the
lives
who
woman
vicinity.
a German
says that yesterday morning a few minutes
before Mrs. Bell was murdered, while she was
going to the grocery on the corner she was accosted by the murderer,who seized her violently by the shoulders and shook her roughly,
leaving black and blue marks on her skin.
She ran from him into her house and be then,
it is believed, met and followed Mrs. Bell. He
a
be
“crank.” She
to
is now thought
describes him as already telegraphed with the
about au
side
whiskers
of
stiff
item
additional
It is not known positively yet
inch long.
whether or not Mrs. Bell’s husband is dead,
although a neighbor claims Mrs. Bell told her
she buried him at a cost of $6C0 for a lot. She
belonged in Newbury, N. Y., and her husband,
whose name was Wm. Fall, was a hardware
salesman. They lived in New York city some
time, and the officers have gone there to look
up their antecedents. Mrs. Bell will be buried
Friday forenoon.
The autopsy on the body of Mrs. Bell revealed one circumstance tends to show most
conclusively that the murder was deliberate
and brutal. Nine different cuts or stabs were
found from a half inch to two inches deep.
The fatal wound was about two or two and a
quarter .inches deep,fand severed the jugular
The weapon used is
vein and carotid artery.
believed to have been a double edged knife
of dirk fashion.

WALL STREET.

MAINE.

Knox and Lincoln Railroad,
Dahariscotta, March 8.—The stockholders
of the Knox and Lincoln railroad to-day took
no action on leasing the
road to the Maine
Central or electing directors.
Adjourned to
Rockland next Wednesday.
Camden Election.

Camden, March 8.—At the municipal election of Camden village corporation last night
D. P. Bisbee, D. W. Russell and W. W. Perry
elected assessors.
They were chosen
wholly on the issue of being in favor of a good
local government and the enforcement of the
were

The indebtedneess of the
is $10,000 and it was voted to raise
$3,000 by assessment towards paying it.

prohibitory
corporation

law.

An Evangelist Arrested for Adultery.
Thomaston, March 8.—E. H. Ellis, claiming
to be an evangelist and hailing from Boston
who has been holding revival meetings in this
and other places in this vicinity of late, on
Monday evening while holding a meeting at
North Haven i a this county, was arrested by
Sheriff Spaldi g on a warrant charging him
He had his preliminary exwith adultery.
amination here to-day before Judge Dal, and
was bound over to appear at the next term of
the Supreme Judicial court to be held at Rockbail was fixed at $5C0
land next week. Tli
which was furnished by a score or more of his
still faithful adherant3.
Courts Matters in Franklin.
Farmington, March 8.—The Supreme
Judicial court opened to-day, Judge Virgin
presiding. Elias Field was appointed county

attorney for the term.
189 cases.
this term.

Thirty-six

The docket contains
marked for trisj

were

Railroad Matters.
Bangor, March 8.—A public meeting was
held in City Hall this afternoon to discuss the
proposition of extending the Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad which is to be submitted
to the voters at the coming municipal election.
Mayor Strickland presided and addresses were

by several prominent citizens, some
favoring the proposed plan and others opposing
it. The meeting adjourned till tc-morrow afmade

ternoon.

MAKINE NEWS.
Burned at Sea.

Boston, March 8—A private dispatch from
Calcutta states the ship Valiant of this city,
Capt. Dalv, was burned at Calcutta yesterday.
The vessel was beached and would probably be
a total loss.
She had a cargo on board, was
157 tons register, built at Damariscotta, Maine,
in 1874, and owned by Thayer and Lincoln of

Boston.

Steamer Sunk.

London, March 8.—The Wilson line steamer
Apollo was sunk off Ushant by a collision. Six
persons were drowned.

The Market Hardening—Louisville and
Nashville—Western Union Affairs—The
Pacific Railroads—Illinois Crop Reports,
&c.
New York, March 8.—Wall street reports
state that the market yesterday showed a hardening tendency. There was but little apparent
liquidation, and the raids made showed the
readiness of the Gould-Vanderbilt party to buy
stocks. The decline at the close was accompanied by rumors of trouble in Boston banks. It
was also said to have been manipulated. There
is some evidence that leading bears are getting
over on the bull side.
Mr. Vanderbilt said last evening that he had
bought Lake Shore yesterday. The stock loananother
ed as high a8 1-64 yesterday, and
squeeze of the short interest is not improbable.
Mr.Keene is said to have sold Erie yesterday
Large purchases were made for European account. A rumor was current of a new suit
against the company, but no confirmation can
be obtained. Mr. Jewett says the decline in
Erie seconds is unwarranted, as interest is certain to be paid.
A syndicate has been formed to take the $10,
000,000 of Louisville and Nashville trust bonds,
The list was started yesterday and neiore a
had been subscribed.
o’clock $8,COO,000,003
NIt was reported that the decision rendered by
the Supreme court of the United States against
the Chicago, Danville snd Vincennes Company
would be used against Louisville and Nashville to-day, on the ground that the latter company was largely interested in the Vincennes
road.
It is understood that the St. Paul and Omaha
Company will consider this week the matter of
an increase in the capital stock, based upon additional mileage.
German houses were among the buyers of
Denver yesterday. There is a report of a new
bull pool in Denver. There are large orders
In the market to buy Rochester and PittsAssessments have been made
burg stock.
as follows:
Texas and St. Louis, 10 per cent;
Texas and Colorado, 10; North River, 10; Oregon Short Line, 10; Richmond and Allegheny, 15.
The Executive Committee of the Western
Union Company recommended yesterday the
payment of the regular quarterly dividend of
i per cent. The statement to be made to-day,
will, it is said, show a material increase in
the surplus, which, December 31, amounted to
$1,014,280. The pooling arrangement between
the different cable companies will be of great
♦enefit to the Western. This agreement is expected to take effect next week. It is reported that the American Cable company will issue either $1000 in preferred stock and $1000 in
common stock or $1000 in bonds and $1003 in
common stock for each $1000 cable subscription.
Mr. Dillon bought Union Pacific again yesterday. The charge that the company has a
floating debt of $10,000,000 is denied by parties
in interest, who answers that the company has
on hand $2,000,000 in cash
and $50,000,000 in
bonds which could readily be turned into cash.
The annual statement will show that the comIt
pany has earned 12J per cent on the stock.
was reported last evening that Union
Pacific
was being raided for the purpose
of shaking
out Boston holders. It is stated that most of
the Union Pacific sold yesterday was abort
stock There were some good orders to buy in
It is alleged that Mr.
the vicinity of 111.
Gould and Mr. Keene are alike bears on the
stock.
Tennessee bonds declined yesterday on reports that a 60 cent 6 per cent bond was to be
issued in place of the present bonds.

Milton Mining and Milling Company.
Boston, March 8.—The report of John
Shoeubar, Superintendent of the Milton Mining and Milling Co. of Maine, states that the
mine is now in excellent condition for operations on an extensive scale and has already
reached a state of development which gives
great encouragement and the strongest evidence that it will be self-sustaining in a short
time, and that it will become a dividend paying property in no remote date.
Another Boston Failure.
A. W. Perry, boot and shoe manufacturer
Summer street, has failed. Perry has two fac,
tories, one at Rockland and the other at Hanover, and has done quite a large business. He
has suffered severely from losses Ithrough bad
debts,
xne
liabilities are reported m the
neighborhood of 875,000, a large portion of the
merchandise indebtedness^being in favor of
Boston merchants.

NEW YORK.
Annual Meeting of the Western Uulon
Telegraph Co.
New Yoek, March 8.—At a meeting of the
directors of the Western Union Telegraph Co.
this afternoon a quarterly dividend of li per
cent, was declared.
The quarterly report
shows a net revenue of 811,050,000, which with
the surplus of January 1, foots up to 82,586,273. Deducting the dividend and other payments the surplus for the quarter is 81,259,073.
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A Frenchman named Nedeau was instantly
killed at Berlivi Mills, yesterday, by being
caught in a revolving shaft.
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adopted.

favorable circumstances. There are not less than
20,000 destitute sufferers from the overflow in Arkansas.
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The Secretary also received the following
from William L. Hemingway, commissioner
for Mississippi at Memphis:
Eighteen thousand persons are without supplies
The number will inor meaus for procuring them.
The rations iscrease rapidly during the overflow.
instant.
15th
the
exhausted
sued will be
by
of
Tennessee, telegraphed
Gov. Hawkins,
the Secretary as follows:
I have appointed H. W. James commissioner for
Tennessee to receive and receipt for stores at Memphis. Other points in Tennessee will be supplied
from that place. The number of Tennesseans who
are destitute by the overflow is estimated at from
3000 to 6000.

The Secretary tc-day telegraphed to Gov*
Hawkins as follows:
Telegram received. Twenty thousaed rations ordered to be sent to Commissioner James at Mem-

phis.
The Commissary General of Subsistence was
to-day instructed to have rations ready to be

sent to Commissioner James.
Measures fer Re’ief Taken at St. Louis.
St. Louis, March 8.—At a meeting of the
merchants on ’change today, Gov. Crittenden
made an earnest appeal for aid for sufferers in
the overflowed districts of southeastern Missouri. About $2OC0 in money and provisions
were donated, and the relief committee appointed some days ago were instructed to solicit additional subscriptions.
Gen. Beckwith
*1_-

buxiioa-

$2,251.93.
Our Distinguished Vlstor.
St. John, March 8.—Wallace Ross goes to
Portland tomorrow morning to train for the
mac,

Review of the

During the past
changes: In Grain,

Iron is very

Bigelow Paper.
London, March 8.—Mr. Lowell, the U. S.
1 linister, replying to the application made on

HUMOR.

_

Making Fun of Our Microscopic Navy,
Washington, March 8,—One of the officers
sf the navy department has received from a
friend in Santiago, Chili, a number of Chilian
newspapers with marked articles abusing the
United States, and in general|terms ridiculing
and
Blaine’s proposed American Congress
lampooning the United States navy in particular. One paper contains a large cartoon representing the destruction of the United States
navy by the Chilian fleet. A large wash tub
manned and rigged in the most ridiculous
’ashion is made to do duty in the picture as the
United States navy. Under the cartoon arejthe
words “Chilians can beat Yankees everytime.”
Several of the articles were translated and subHe attaches no
nitted to Secretary Hunt.
mportance to them, and states they can
as
representing in any way
lardly be regarded
he true state of feeling existing in Chili.

A

BIG

STRIKE.

Four Thousand Men on the Kick,

Omaha, March 8,—The work of laborers

re-

Burlingto & Missouri
ilacing
trading contract was interrupted this afternoon
)y a body estimated at 4,000 men, who formed
n procession, rushed
upon the grounds, drove
iff the laborers and overpowered the regular
md special police. Several special police were
:aken to the hospital in consequence of their
wounds.
strikers

on

the

1 ©half of American citizens arrested in Irel »nd, says the coercion act is contrary to the
8 pirit and foundation of principles of |both
1 Inglish and American fjurisprudence, but it is
t be law of the land and controls all persons
<' omiciled in the proclaimed districts of Ire1 md, whether British subjects or not. It is
lanifestly futile to claim that naturalized
c itizens of the United States should beexemptc d from the operation of the act.

8.
note the following

we

new

firm; other quotations nnchanged.
Market.

Corrected for the Pbess daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides.8 ®9M, Hinds. 9yj@liy*

Fores...6yj@7'li

Rattles.

6

@7
@ 8%
@16
@15

@8y3 Rounds. 8

Backs.7

@13

Rumps.12

Loins.12

Loins.12
There has been a good demand for the week at

Rump

steady prices.

_

drums fish.

HAVANA.
Brig Stockton—4468 shooks and
heads, 460 bdls hoops.
CARDENAS. Brig John T Ives—5276 shooks and
heads, 910 bdls hoops, 17 empty casks.
Foreign Imports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Dominion—41
cases oranges to Perry & Flint, 2434 bars iron 25
anvi's to A E Stevens & Co.
Bally Botneefic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush Gornmeal to 6
W. True & Oo.
Receipts of Maine Central.
Poktland, March 7.
Ui

x

omtum,

care to uncwiiiuiouua mniouituuJEO

tor connecting roads 70
chandise

miscellaneous

oars

mer-

Dry Cioedi Wholesale market.
following quotations are wholesale prioes and
corrected daily by Storer Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle Btreet:
The

UNBLEACHED COTTONS.

Fine 7-4.14@17

Heavy 36 in. 7%i

Med.

Fine
Fine
Fine

36 in. 6%
36 in. 6

Light
Fine 40in. 7%

BL

LCHED

8-4.18@22
9-4.22@20

10-4....27%@32%

COTTONS.

Fine 6-4.. .'...16
@20
Fine 7-4.19
@23
Fine 8-4.21
@20
Fine 9-4.25
Fine 10-4.. ..27%@32%

Best 30 in..11%
Med. 36 in.. 8
eight 36in.. 6
Fine 42 in..10
Fine 6-4....11

@30

TICKINGS,

ETC.

Drills....
8@ 9
Tickings,
Corset Jeans_ 7 a; 8
Best.16
@18
@14
Satteens. 8@ 9%
Medium.. .11
Cambrics. 6@ 6%
Light. 8 @10
Denims.12%@16% Silesias.......... 10@20
Cotton Flannels. 7@
Dacks-Brown 9
@12

Fancy 12%@16% Twine & Warps 185
Batting—Best...11%5
Good. 8%.

Stack imarket.
following qnotations of stooks are received
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton (mem
bcrs of the Boston Stook Exchange), corner of MidThe

dlo

and Exchange strer
Cloting.
7%
6%
20%
100
46%
79%
33%

Opening.

Boston Land. 7%
Water Power. 6%
20
Flint & Pere Marquottejcommon
C. S. & Clev. 7s.100%
Hartford SiErie 7s. 48
A. T. & S. F. 80
33
Eastern
Flint & Pere.Marquette’preferred. 92
L. R. & Ft. Smith. 48
Marquette, Houghton & Ont. 60

Northwestern preferred.139%
New York Central.180%

Milwaukee
Paul.108%
5t. Paul preferred. .120
& St.

Union Pacific stock.
Western Union Tel. Oo.

Ill

77%

Minin* Stock*.

(By Telegraph.)

San Francisco. March 8 —The following are
jlosing quotations of Mining stocks to-day:

Best & Belcher.
Bodie.
Jon. Virginia.

the
6%
4%
1

Eureka.
16%
Jouldlk. Curry. 3%
dale & Norcross.
1%
Mexican.
8%
Northern Belle. 9%
i )pbir. 8%
1%
| lavage
lierra Nevada.
7%
1

The Wool Market.

Boston, March 8.—[Reported for the Pre**].—The
ollowing is a list of prices quoted this afternoon:
< >hio ana Pennsylvania—
PicklocK andXXX.......46 @ 48
Choice XX......44
@46
FineX.43 @44

Medium......46
and

36

@48
@ 38

XX......41%@

Fine..41%@

Medium....46

Common.36
( ►ther Western—

43
42

@46
@ 36

fine and X.*.41%@ 42y8
46
Medium.
@46
36
Common...
@ 36
>ulled—Extra.36 @ 441

Superfine.30

No 1.15

1

tombing and

delaine—
Medium and No 1 combing.48
Fine delaine....47
Low and coarse.36

Medium unwashed.30
Low unwashed.26
( ialifomia.12
'exas.17
( lanada pulled.30
Do Combing.39
23
! myrna washed.
U unwashed..15
luenos Ayres.23
32
loutevideo.

j

(

sold

were

fat prices ranging

from 6%@68/ic Ptb live weight.
Working Oxen have been in moderate demand of
late, but as the season advances there will probably
be a better demand. We notice sales of
Girth.
Live weight.
6
2500
$120
1 pair.6
4
2300
$110
1 pair.6
10
2900
$160
1 pair.6
8
2800
$416
1 pair.6
Milch Cows—Extra Cows $65@$75; ordinary $20
at
Farrow
Cows
head;
$18@$66
p
springers
@$50;
The trade is very fair for extra

$15@$29 pLead.

Cows and Calves, common grades dull.
Sheep and Lambs—Those from the West were
All owned by batchers and cost landed at Brighton
from 6%@6%c p lb for Sheep and 7@7Vac live
weight|for Lambs.
Swine -Fat Hogs cost landed at tho slaughter
houses from 7@7% c p lb live weight.
(Jhicago Live Stock market.
(By Telegraph.)
OHioAOO.March 8.—Hogs—Receipts 10,( 00 head;
n.ixed at
shipments 6,000; strong; common to good at
6 40@
6 80 a6 36; heavy packing and shipping
7 00; light 6 85@0 36; skips and culls 3 00@6 60.
» head;
260
6000
head
-Receipts
shipments
Cattlo
strong; exports 6 20@6 70; good to choice shipping
6 46@6 00;common to fair 4 90@6 26.
Sheep receipts 6.000head; shipments 2500 head;
market firm; common to medium 4 00@5 00; good
to choice at 5 60@6 00; Lambs and extra muttons
6 76@6 26.
_

Domestic illarketa.
(Bv Telegraph.)
viw York. March 8—Evening.—Flour market
dull, heavy and slightly easier with a limited export
and local trade demand.
t•>(!

K

hMa*

ornnWa

hhlt

sales 18,600 bbls; No 2 at 2 70@3 60; Superfine
Western and State 3 65@4 26; common to good ext
Western and State 4 35@5 00; good to choice Wes
tern extra at 6 05®8 50; common to choice White
Wheat Western extra 7 00® 8 OOifanoy do at 8 00
@8 76; common to good extra Ohio at 4 45@8 00.
common to choice extra St. Lotus at 4 40® 8 50.
Patent Minnesota extra at 7 60@8 00: choice to
doable extra at 8 10®8 26, including 2700 bbls of
City Mill extra 6 40@6 50 for W 1; 1600 bbls No 2
at 2 70@3 66; 1200 Superfine 3 66@4 26; 700 bbls
low extra 4 30,®4 90; 2900 bbls Winter Wheat ex3600 bbls Minnesota extra at
tra at 4
Wheat—
4 40®8 26. southern flour declining.
reoeiDts 14,000 bush: exports 142,172 bush;raarket
unsettled,opening 1@1 % higher,afterwards became
weak and lost most of advance, then strong again,
closing a trifle under highest rates; less doing for
sales
export and fairly active business in options
3.117.000 bush, including 197,000 bush on soot:
No 2 Spring 1 30; ungraded lied 1 04@1 35; No 3
do 1 24Va@l 25; No 2 Red at 1 30@i 30% new,
1 31%@1 31% for old; ungraded White at 1 29%;
No 1 doTl6,000 at 1 2!>ai 29% new. 130% old.
Corn
Rye is steady; No 1 at 84c. Barley weak.
%@1% higher, closing very strong and less doing
for export with a moderate business in options: receipts 1596 bush; exports 63,089 bush: sales 696,-

26@8'b0;

the spot; ungraded 66®
busli, inoluding 144,000
70%c: No 3 at67%68o: No 2 at 68*40 new. 70®
70%0 01a; No 2 White 77%@78;steamer Yellow at
71c; Southern do 70@70%c; No 2 for March at 68
@68%c, closing at 68%c; April at 69%@69%c,
closing at 69% c; May 70@70%c, closing at 70%c;
Jane closed 71%c. Oats l@2c higher and more
active: receipts 4,760 bush; exports 700 bush: sales
269.000 bush; No 3 at SC@60%o;White do at 61@
61%c; No 2 at 61%@51%c new, 52% 52%o for
old; do White at 62@62%c new, 63%c old; No 1 at
62e; doIWhite 66c; Mixed Western at 50@52;Wh!te
do 61@64c;Mixeil State at 60@52%c; White do 62
35,000 bush No 2 for March at 60
61c; 16,00V for April at 49%@49%c; 90,000
on

f56e,including
ay at

48%@49%c.

Sugar

unchanged;

fair to

good refining at 7%@7 7-16c; refined easier; White
ttx C 8%@8%; off A8%@%c; standard A8%o;
powdered at 9%@%c; Cubes at 9%; crushed 9%is;
granuiatiM at 9%c; Confec. at 8%. Molaaee**
steady. Petroleum is drooping: united at 79%.
Tallow stronger: sales 60,000 fts. at 7%@7%c.
Pork shade better on options; cash dull and weak;
260 mess on spot at 16 26 old: now do quoted 17 23
@17 37%: April 17 10@17 26. Lanl unsettled;
advance
opened 7%@10 higher, closing weak and 10
47%;
nearly lost; sales 760 prime steam on spot
420 city steam at 10 36: refined for Continent quotBatter weak; State 26@43c; Western
ed 10 70.
18®43c, Creamery at 44@46o. Pheeee drooping;
State at 8@12% c poor to ohoioh; Cheddar 8@12%c
poor to choice.
Freights to Liverpool

Hatteras
Ar at Matanzas 2d inst, brig Mary
N
7th inst, ship Lizzie
Ar

at°Cardift

S31

cash/lO 22%@10 25 for ApriljlO 37%@10 40
for May; 10 47%@10 50 for June. Bulk Meats are
higher; shoulders at 6 25: short ribs at 9 30; short
dear 9 45.
At the afternoon call of the Board, Wheat closed
higher at 1 26 for March; 1 27% April; 1 22% foi
May; 1 16*4 Juno. Com irregular at 68%®;68%c
for March; 68%@69%c April; 63%c May; 63 Vs®
63%c June. Oa a Irregular at 40c bid for March:
63%@63%c lor May; 41%@41% June. Pork is
lower at 16 87% for May; 16 7C@16 72% Jane.
Laird unchanged.
Receipts—16,000 bbls flour, 22,000 bush wheai,
68,000 bush 00m, 90,000 bush oits, 4,200 besh
rye. 18,000 bush barley.
Shlpments-20,000 bbls flour, 3,800 bush wheat,
31,000 bush| oorn, 50,000 bush oats, IOCO bnsb
rye, 12,000 bush barley.
ST. Lotns,March 8.—Flour about 5 better. Wheat
higher and unsettled; No 2 Red Fall 120% cash;
1 22% for April: 1 21 for May; 111% for June;
No 3 do 1 17%: No 4 at 1 10. Coro slow 60c cash;
pork ingner at
61%c for April; 62%c tor .Hay.
16 76 bid cash; 16 92% bid March;16 96 bid April.
Lard higher at 1016.
Keeeipts—4,000 bbls Bonr, 19,000 bnsh wheat,
14 000 bnsh com, 0,000 bnsh oats, 0,000 bush
rye, 0,000 bnsh barley.
Shipments-10,000 bbls flour, 48,000 bush who'-t,
62.000 bush oorn, 0,000 bush oats, 000,000 bush
Barley, O.OCObnsh rye.
Detboit, March 8.—Wheat higher; No 1 White
cash and March at 1 23; April at 123%; May and
at 1 22%.
'£it$
Receipts 1,000; shipments 1,000 bush.
for

NewYobk, March 8.—Cotton firmer; Middling
uplands 1113-16c.
New Obleans,March 8.—Cotton strong: Middling
uplands ll%o.
Mobile, March 8.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplands at ll%c.
Savannah, March 8.—Cotton is steady; Middling
uplands ll%o.
Memphis, Marcfi 8.—Cotton is firm; Middling
uplands at ll%o.
Market*.

European
By Telegraph.)
London, March 8—Consols 10011-16.

Livkbpool,March 8—12.30 P.M.—Cotton market
hardening; Uplands at 6 9-16d; Orleans 6%a; sales
16.000 bales: speculation and export 2000: futures
—sellers at previous quotations.

Portland.
In this city, March 6, by Rev. A. Dalton. John
Marran and Miss Jennie Terwilliger, both of Portland.
In this cltv, March 7, at Pine Street M. E. Church,
by Rev. D. W. LeLacheur, J homas L. Barlow of
Boston, (formerly of Montreal,) and Corrie S. Crossman, youngest daughter of the late Capt. Joseph A.
Grossman of Portland.
In this city, March 6, by Rev. S. F. Pearson, D. A.
Brewer and Mrs. Mary A. Small, both of Portland.
In Yarmouth, March 7, by Rev. J. Torrey, Edw.
H. Lambert and Miss Lulie E. Porter, both of Free-

port.

_

DEATHS
In this eity, March
years 7 months.

8, Annie L. Richards, aged 20

[Funeral servico Friday afternoon at 2% o’clock,
Burial at convenience of
at No. 4 <Vilson stre >t.
the family.]
In Kennebunkport, March 7, Oliver Libby Clough,
aged 43 years.
In Gardiner, Feb. 18, El wood H. Ring, aged 24
Feb. 18, Mrs. Mary
^In'f'armingdale,
62

wife of Geo.
years.
Wheeler, aged
Mrs.
Feb.
In Topsham,
Margaret E., wife of
20,
Ansel Atkins, aged 61 years.

FBOM

FOB

Parthia.New York..Liverpool....Mch
California.New York..London.Mch
Toronto.Portland. ...Liverpool. ..Mch
CitT

of Paris.New York..Liverpool

..

.Mch

8
8
9
9

'apeGoodHope...29

Australian..40
1 tonskoi...
25

@ 62%

@25

@62

Prussian.Portland. ..Glasgow.Mch
Germanic..New York. .Liverpool.. .Mch

Aecapuloo.New York..Panama.Mch
York..Havana.Mch
Niagara

..

.New

9
11
10
11

Furnessia.New York... Glasgow.Mch 11
11
Scythia.New York. .Liverpool.. .Mch
Atlas.Boston.Liverpool.. .Mch 11
York..Havre.Mch
16
Amerique.New
Dominion.Portland....Liverpool....Mch 16
16
Parisian.Boston.Liverpool_Mch
Gellert.New York..Hamburg ...Mch 16
Republic.New York..Liverpool. ..Mch 16
Italy.New York..Liverpool...Mch 18

City of Brussels....New York..Liverpool.. Mch 18

Hibernian.Portland....Liverpool,...Moh 23
Catalonia.Boston.Liverpool....Meh 26
Sarmatian.Boston.Liverpool.... Mch 30
nrrNTATPBE ALMANAO.MARCH 9.
risis.6.23 I High water, (p m).. 1.42
gunsets.......6.68 I Moon rises.. 10.59
gun

MAEINE

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

WEDNESDAY,

March S.

via
and mdse to 1) Torrance & Co.

Halifax—passengers
Steamer New Brunswick, Larcom, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sch A F Crockett, Thorndike, Baltimore-coal to
H A A Allan.
Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—lime
to O A B Morse A Co.
Sch Brilliant, Wheeler, Rockland—lime to C W
BelknaD A Son.
Sch J P Merriam, Smith, Otland for Boston.
Cleared.
Barque Elverton, Miller,’ Monrovia, Af—R Lewis

^Barque Minnie Hunter, Lath waits, Matanzas—Geo
3 HuntJA Co.

@40
@40

qew

25

@17

@29
@ 38
@33
@45
@80

Condition

Bonds.

-OP THE-

The policy of the Government in making
successive calls of bonds for redemption
will render it necessary for many holders
to reinvest, during the coming year, money
now lying in safes and vaults in the form
of old issues of bonds, which have ceased,
or will soon cease, to bear interest.

inst, ship Andrew Jackson,
Bartlett, Charleston; barque John Gill, McIntyre,
Norfolk.
Cth

Liverpool

Sch Florence N Tower, of Camden, 175 tonp,
to parbuilt at Lincolnville in 1800, has been sold
ties at Rockport.
m at
built
torn
Sch Rising Sun, of St George, 233
(one-hair)
Waldoboro in 18G6, has been
by Capt Geo Rawley, of Tenant’s Harbor.
___

_

purchased,

MEMORANDA.
ship
dispatch from Calcutta states that the inst.
Valiant, Daley, was burned at Calcutta 7th
She was beached and probably, is a total loss.-to1572
gether with the cargo. The Valiant registeredhailed
was built at Damarisaotta in 1874, and

charge for commission.

$48,493,349 50
DINBURMEJVIENT8.

in

Ernestine, Norton, at New York from Matan
baBrIg
NO. bad
zas, reports. 1st inst, off Wilmington.

Interest allowed at 3 per cent, per annum
monthly balance* of $1,000 or over.
No interest on accounts averaging less than

a

on average

heavy SE gale lasting twelve hours, in which split
sails, stove boat, bulwarks. &c.
Brig Kaluna, Ray, from Portland for Caibarien.
which put into Bermuda leakv, l as been repaired
and was reloading 3d inst. Would be ready to proceed in a few days.
Sch Chromo. Goodwin, from St Marc for Boston,
and
put into Nassau, NP, 1st inst, for provisions

$1,000.

...

Stocks.
|K

We do a general commission business
in Stocks and Bonds dealt in at the New
York Stock Exchange, and other sound

two men.
_T
Sch Billow, Arey, from Rockland for New York,
loss of an
put inio Newport 6th inst and reports the
anchor in Vineyard-Sound.

securities.
Especial attention given

to orders by Mail
and Telegraph from Banks, Bankers, and
other institutions and from investors out of
the city.

DOMESTIC FORTH.

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 28tb, ship Wacliueett, McQilvery. Bombay.
GALVESTON—Ar 27tb, sob Bcnj B Church, Kelley. Baltimore.
PORT EADS—Sid 2d, barque Penang, Townsend,
_

Our Memoranda of Government Bonds
for 1882, containing valuable information
on many subjects, can be obtained by all
desiring to make investments, or to con-

*

OEDAKKEYS, FLA-Ar 4th, sch Wyer G SarBoston.
gent. Gower, Tampico, to load for
PENSACOLA—Ar 4th, sch Ruth Robinson, MU-

sult its pages for any purpose.

1!RCNSWICK, GA—Ar 27tb, sch City of Augusta
JobnBon, Charleston.
,,
Cld 2d, sch Three Sisters, Simpson, Philadelphia.
s
Cld 3d. schs Clytle, Laughton, Baltimore; Julia
Bailey, Morton, Portland.
SAVANNAH—Cld 7th, sch John S Case, Colcord,
G
CHARLESTON—A r 6tb, barque Jos Bakei .Smith,
New Bedford.
MORBHEAD CITY, NC-In port 3d, barque G E
Reusen, Leighton, from Cardiff, disg.
WILMINGTON. NC—Cld 4th, sch L T Whitmore,
Campbell, Satilla River.
RICHMOND—Ar titb, soh Nathan Cleaves, At-

Fisk &
5

Hatch,

Nassau St., N. Y.

-AND

...

NEW HAVEN—Ar 6th, sch Helen A Chase.Chase,
Pensacola.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 7th, sch Warren Gates,Smith,
New York.
Sid 7th, scbs Jesse Hart, 2d, Wall, New York via
Wood Hole; Princeton, Johnson, for Perth Amboy;
Victory. Milllken, Hoboken; J M Morales, Jordan,
and S P Adams. Johnson, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 7th, Bch Eva C Yates, Yates, fm
Brunswick for Providence.
Sid 7th, soh Billow, for New York.
In port, sob Island Belle, Robinson, from Fall
River for New Haven; Jas Barrett, Jones, for New
_

VJNEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 6tb inst, sch Norman,
Smith, Cienfuegos for Boston.
EDUARTOWN—Sid 6th, schs Helen Thompson,
Marshall, New York tor Thpmaston ; Commerce,
Perry, do for Rockland; Red Jacket, Ginn, South
from Rockland
Amboy for do; Maggie Bell, Torrey,

for New York.
or
In port, schs Grace Cushing, from Philadelphiaif
D B
Boston; Sarah Wooster, Philadelphia for Lynn;
Everett. Richmond for Portsmouth.

BOSTON—Ar 7tli,barque Payson Tucker, Tucker,

Cardenas.
Cld 7th, sen C u Morse, Aoams, ruimuo^ma
Cape Ann.
Ar 8th, barque David Chapin, from Cardenas.
Cld 8th, sch Ariosto, Elwell. Bath.
LYNN—Ar 5th, sch Maria Theresa, Kallocn, from

6»

Portland Water Co., 1st Mort.

6s

------

6»

Cincinnati,..
Cook County

--------

7s
7a

_______

7s
Chicago..
Main© CeDtral B. B. Consol,
6b
Portland & Ogdensburg B. B. 1st Mort.,
6b
Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Begistered and Coupon,
BY-

BARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

mcli7

00

Total Undivided Surplus.

$9,915,498

89

W

Hunt, Steele

Capo Hayti.

10. sch. Grace Davis, Davis,
Portland, (and sailed 17th for Martinique); 17th,
Wm Douglass, Mclndoe, New York.
At Demarara Feb 6, brig Geo E Dale, Pierce, fm
Fernandina, ar 4th.
At Cienfuegos 1st inst, brig Hattie. Linneli, for
Boston, ready.
Ar at Cardenas 1st inst, seb Kensett, Harraden,
Phil delpliia.
Sid Feb 25, barque Daring, Stover, Portland; 1st
inst. soh Earl H Potter, Keene, North of Hatteras.
Sid fm Havana 2d inst, barque Antonio Sala,
Mitchell, New York.
Cld 2d. brig Harry Smith, Weeks, Sagua.
Ar at Sagua Feb 27th, barque Geneva, Haskell,

eodtf

-OF-

Henry Clews & Co.,
18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.

Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only

on

deod3w

YOU SHOULD

Chicago

WALL STREET OPERATIONS.
The old-established Banking House of
No.

Bay

INSURE

-IN THE-

PORTLAND, HAINE.

years of fair dealing with its policy-holders.
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest in
snrance authorities and the most prominent business and professional men all over the country, and
for all these reasons is entitled to your considerstion and respect.

IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
stockholders to take the lion’s share oi the proMutual companies never fail.
IT HAS OVER THIRTEEN THOUSAND POLI
CIES in force, and is therefore sure of a fair aver
age mortality, and cannot be seriously affected by
no

fits.

epidemics.

HOME

A

IS

comp ANY •

All polieie
POLICIES!
issued after Nov. 16, 1881, are incontestible after
three years from the date of the policies for any
cause except fraud or mistatement of age.
ITS DEFINITE CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which can occur during its
eontinnance, ana is so simple and clear that even a
child can understand it.
ITS MAINE LAW EXTENSION is the most just
and perfect plan for protecting the interest of the

INCONTESTIBLE

policy-holder

ever

devised.

Whenever
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
the reserve upon the policy and the dividend additions thereto, amount to the sum insured, the policy becomes payable at once as a matured endow

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH LOSSES.
OUR ESTABLISHED RULE Is to pay our death
claims promptly upon their approval by the loss
committee, without waiting the customary ninety
days—and without rebate of interest.'
President.
JOHS E. DE WITT,
DANIEL SHARI* Vice President,
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,

PeGROOT,

Secretary,

Assistant

THOMAS A. FOSTER, Medical Director.

MAINE STATE

com-

mission for cash or on margin.
Deposits received.
4 per cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
Board of
of N. Y. Stock Exchange and the
Jan31eodtf
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.

JOHN A. DODGE &

St

PAHTUND. TOE.

NICHOLAS

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)

Ar at St Kitts Feb

_

Exchange

WHY

AGENCY,

J. F.

Ferris, Manager.
W. A. MORRIS, Agent for Portland.

At

4, sob Sarah

Agency,

ment.

BANKING HOUSE

__

ex-

34,393,045

IT

_

more, for New York.
Sid fm St Pierre Feb

for reinsurance of all

OF

dec 31

FOREIGN PORTS.

Pernambuco Jan 28th, brig A J Pettengill,
Dewey, from Rio Janeiro, ar 27th, for New York.
At Guantanamo Feb 24, barque Am Lloyd.,Whit-

reserve

isting policies.

IS AN OLD COMPANY, having been estabished over thirty years.
IT HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since its organization, paying every honest
loss without dispute or delay.
IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for liberality by
many

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.,
eodtf

Wilmington,
DEER ISLE—Ar 4th, sch Paragon, Elwood, from
Portland.

Clure, Antwerp.
At Liverpool Feb 17th, ships El Capitan, Lincoln,
for Philadelphia; Ella S Thayer, Olven, for Rio Ja-

Liabilities, including legal

Total

IT

Woodbury & Mod

NC.

42

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Stocks bought and sold at New York, Philadelphia and Boston Stock Exchanges. Members of
Boston Stock Exchange.

SWAN &

1,331,068

ums.

UNION MUTUAL

Street.

Evansville, Indiana.6s
Androscoggin & Kennebec 1st Mortgage..6s
Leeds & Farmington 1st Mort.6s
Portland & Ogdensburg 1st Mort.6s
Northern Pacific 1st Mort.6s
New York & New England 1st Mort.6s
6s
Railroad Equipment Co
Maine Central R. R Co. Consol.7s

-FOR SAXE

03

1,465,534 44

inch 7

IIYEST1HEITS.

VoonsvillA Inf)

$41,511,949

Total Assets, Dec. 31, 1881.$44,308,641 89

HANSON,

Middle

Cincinnati,

9,266,000 00
9,463,973 42
1,731,210 08

Real Estate.
Cash and other Ledger Assets....

Portland

oot8eodtl

__

At Dunedin Jan 27, barque B Webster, Prince,
from Boston.
Ar at Sourabaya Jan 11, barque Matanzas, Simmons, Fayal.
Sid fm Manila Jan 11, barque Laurens. Snow, for
Channel; 14th, ship Helicon, Howes. New York.
At Batavia Jan 18. barques Mary G Reed, Warner, unc; Willard Mudgett, Lamphsr, do.
At Calcutta Jan 30, ship Freeman Clark, Dwight,
for Boston or New York.
Ar at Valparaiso Jan 25, ship John C Potter, Mc-

by

Market value of Stocks over cost..
Accrued Interest, Rents and Premi-

66

10,706,112

Loans secured
United States
and other Stocks.

bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New York
Stock Exchange.

194

$8,920,000 97
1,426,652 00

—

STO O KLB

Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 7th, sch Spartan, Hodgdon,
Thomas R Pillsbury, Pitcher,
from Richmond;
_

A88ET8.
Bonds and Mortgages
United States Stocks.
State, City and other Stocks auth
j orized by the Laws of the State..

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

SAMUEL

5,236,365 63
1,745,044 84

Assets, December 31,1881 $41,511,949 03

Bonds 30

Railway

Arat Delaware Breakwater 7th. brig Castalia,
Jackson, Colby’s Cove for Pbiladelpbia.
NEW YORK—Ar 7tb, barque Miranda, Corbett,
Cardenas 11 days; sobs W J Boyd, Bates, Matanzas;
B J
Stephen Bennett, Douglass, Port Royal; schs fm
Fellows, Clarks, Calais; J H Eells. Harrington,
Z L AdAlice
Kennebec;
Montgomery,
Camden;
ams, Ada F Whitney, and Frank Walter, Kennebec;
Fred Gray, Foss, Portland; E Arcnlartus, Snow,
Rockland; Ada Amos, Adams, Rockland; Herald,
Hodgdon, and Charlie Hanley, Rhodes, do; Silver
Spray, Chatheld. do; Cbarlie & Willie, Weed, Vinalbaven; Sophia Kranz, Smith, Maine; Sarah Louise,
Wm G
Hickey, and Volant, Murcb, New Bedford;
R Mowrey, Providence; E C Gates, do.
for
Matanzas;
Cld 7th, scbs S P Thurlow, Tabbntt,
for
Fleetwing, Maddox, Rockland; Idaho, Jameson,
Boston.

Net Cash

MUNICIPAL

A

for Matanzas.

Endowment and Tontine Policies,
and Ann aides.
Other Disbursements.

Jotham F. Clark,

S,T£Tli

mar4

Paid Policy-Holders for Claims by
Dividends, Surrender
Death,
Values, Discounted and Matured

Rimka nmmumed in 1881,-840,189,090
Riskm Outatanding,.8400,079,019

„,

_

DECEWBEIt 31, 1881.

Ledger Assets, Jan. 1, 1881..,. $38,409,844 02
Income. *10,083 605 48

We receive deposit accounts of parties
good standing ; satisfactory references
required from those not already known.

Ship Ida Lily, from Philadelphia for Mansamllo,
which put into St Thomas leaky, was discharging
Feb 20th, for the second time. She was leaking

FORTRESS MONROE—Ar titb, barque Martha
McNeil, Pascal, Havre.
Passed in, barque Lilian, Rnmball, from Paysandu
for Baltimore; sch silver Heels.-.
BALTIMORE—Ar 6th, scbs S M Thomas, Conary,
Providence; Addle M Bird, Fale*. Wilmington.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 6tb, sob Nellie F Sawyer,
Bunker. Brunswick.
Ar 7th, sens Brave, Bennett, Jacksonville; R M
Brookings, Otis, Providence.
Below, sob Geo K Hatch, from Cardenas.
NEWCASTLE—Passed down 6th, brig Daphne,

Life Assurance Society of the U. S.

Banking.

tons,
from Boston.

wood, Portland.

EQUITABLE

Government Bonds can be obtained at our
office in any amount, at market rates, with no

A

UDLD

Ull

CO.,

1!4 Wall Street, New York,

and sell all active stocks on three to five per
cent, margin. They send FREE their

“WEEKLY FINANCIAL REPORT,”
bo made on invest-

Showing how largo profits can
ments of 910 to $ t ,4100.

febl8

ATLANTIC

oodlyr

a

Mutual Insurance Co.
OF YEW YORK

COLORED SILKS.

Pensacola.

At Bermuda 3d inst, brig Kaluna, Ray, from Portland for Caibarlen, repairing.
Ar at Matanzas 1st inst, barque C P Dixon, Keene
New York; brig R W Messer, Brewster, do; soh A R
Weeks, Littlefield, Boston,
Sid Feb 27, schs Lizzie Dewey, Peters, Delaware
Breakwater; Lahaina, Houghton, Portland; 1st inst
barque J S Winslow, Morton, do.
In port 1st lust, barques Cbas Fobes, Buckman.
and Lizzie, Devereux, for North of Hatteras; Shetland, Haskell, andiOrmus, Shaokford, do; brigs C S
Packard, Harkness; Josefa, Davis; Fidelia, Harlow;
for North of Hatteras; Ellen H Munroe. Adams, do;
sobs Agues I Grace, Fountain, do; Albert H Waite,

Dodge,

for South of Hatteras.
Ar at St John, NB, 6th inst, soh

Wm

D

We

the

Feb 4, lat 16 OS S, Ion 120 W, ship Brown Brothers, Goodell. from San Francisco for Havre.
March 6. lat 39 30 N, Ion 70 35 W, barque Robinson Crusoe, Robinson, from Matanzas for Boston.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
CAUCUS.
Pownal.
The Republicans of Pownal. are requested to
meet at the Town House, in said town, on SATURDAY, the eleventh day of March, at two o’clock
in the afternoon, to nominate candidates for Town
Officers for the ensuing year.
Also, to choose a
Town committee.

Per

TOWN COMMITTEE.

order,

Pownal, March 4th, 1882.
NORTH YARMOUTH.
The Republicans of North Yarmouth are requested to meet at their Town House on Saturday,
March 18,1882, at 3 o’clock P. M.. for the purpose
of selecting candidates for Town Officers. Also to
choose a Town Committee.
Per order, Town Committee.
North Yarmouth, March 6,1882.
The Republicans of Deering are requested to meet
at the Town House on Friday, March 10th, at 6 o’clock p. m., for the purpose of nominating a candidate for the vacancy in the board of Selectmen.
Per order Town Committee.

Deering,

March

8,

1882.

offering

bargains

un-

in

RISKS
policies

1 Lot American Silks, 20 inches
wide, in eighteen desirable
shades, at $1.00 per yard. These
Silks are very serviceable and
usually sold at $1.25.
1 Lot Satin Merveilleux, beautiful assortment of colors, comprising many delicate evening
tints, at $1.75.
1 Lot Surah Silks, complete line
of colors, at $1.50 per yard. We
have never before been able to
offer the same quality for less
than $1,75.

Samples Sent by Mail.

ONLY.

to

merchants, making

risks

water-borne.

Premiums

Heavy Lyons Oros
Grain Silks, 21 inches wide, in
twenty-live choice shades, at
$1.25 per yard.

MARINE

This Company will Cake risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
soon as

following:

AGAINST

INSURE

open

1 Lot Extra

Cargill,

SPOKEN.

are now

usual

Low, Newburyport.

on

Marine

binding

a*

Risks from 1st

January 1881, to 31st December,
1881.*4,039,487 10

Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1881.
Total Marino Premiums.

1,587,634 47
$5,627,021 57

ASSETS,

$13,16^.466.40.

Mx Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 7,1882.
Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating In 1881

40 PER CENT.
Paid in

Losses

Thirty Days

After Proof.
J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vioe President
W. H. H. MOORE, Zd Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vioe President.
J. H. Chapman, Seeretary.
ruiuLAiM>:

J. W.

ioo r unr, si.

MUNGER,

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT,

CO K RESPONDENT.
Fab. 4,1882.
feb4dlmteodllmAw6w6

492 & 494 Congress Street.
dtf
marl

-FOR—

Corns’

Cure Your

Brief Extracts from Testimonials

MANN’S

,0Scb Mary E

Long. Hardy, Boothbay, to load for
York—Chase. Leavitt A Co.
Elizabeth,
Dunton, Boothbay—D Cboat.
Sch Mary
[FitOM MEKCHAXTS’ EXC1IANOB.1

Ar at Boston 8th. steamor Nestorian, Glasgow.
Ar at New York 8th, steamer City of Washington,
!rom Havana.
brig Johanna, Ray, PhilaAr at Cardenas 2d

inst,

iciphia; Emma, Richardson, Boston; sch Hattie E

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIFT

BT USING

SCHLOTTERBEOK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not

a

HARNESS.
DRIVINC HARNESS,
from

$18.00

EXPRESS
from

Jas. 0.

HARNESS,

$40.00

up.

Harness,
up.

BOOTS and SHOES.
In order to reduce onr Stock to make
Goods of our own manufacture.

room for

We offer at COST for the NEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladies’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This is a rare opportunity as our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from line hand sewed to comDo not fail to call
mon medium grades.
and examine onr goods before buying
elsewhere.

McGrlauflin,

feb25

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE C0„
Cor, Union
Janl

Falmouth Hotel
dtf

Fishing Insurance

eodtf

Genuine Peep o’ Day Alarm Clocks
AT

ONLY $2.00,
HcKENNEY’S NEW JEWELRY STORE
347 C ON(iKE«M STREET

The

NOTICE.
my wife, Alice Burrous, having left
my house without reasonable cause, uotice is
rereby given that I shall pay no debts of her contracting after this date. ROBERT r. BURROUS.

WHEREAS

marSdlw*

books of the

PORTLAND MUTUAL

Fishing Insurance Company
open for business. We insure nil ree
•els owned in the fllnte of IVIaiue and enthe Cod and Hlarkerel fisheries.
in
gaged
ire

Portland, March 7th, 1882.

St,, Under

from

prominent Professional Men.

Caroline H. Winslow, 31. D.,
Washington, D. C.
With three months’ use of the Reactionary Lifter,
I am a physically regenerated woman.
Its effect
has been magical. I esteem it a blessing which can
not be over-estimated.
Clayton Keith, 31. D.,
St. Louis.
It hardens the muscles, steadies the nerves, and
tones up the whole physical system, thus enabling
it to resist disease.
noratio Gomez, 31. D.,
New York.
1 am fully satisfied with your machine anu its effects.
David Wooster, 31. D.,
San Francisco.
1 do not hesitate to unqualifiedly commend the
Lifter
to all peisons sufferingfrondysReactionary
peptic or rheumatic affections, and to every person
of sedentary employments.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, 31. D.,
Harvard University.
it furnishes a concentrated form of exercise whlc
[ nave found salutary, agreeable and exhilarating
1’he particular apparatus you use, “The Reactionary
Lifter,’’ is a most ingenious, convenient, compact,
knd serviceable arrangement.
R. C. 31 offal, 31. D.,

Brooklyn.

61 Preble St., Head of Portland

febti-dlm

to those In want of

up.

$25.00

Double Team
from

INTERESTING

oanstio.

It removes Corns. Warts, Bnnions and Callous,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush tor applying in eaoh bottle.
W-d CURE IS OUARANTRED.^k
Par sale by all Druggists.
Price 93 cents.
Trv It and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to Its value.
A sk for Schlotterbeck’s Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no othrr.
sndtl
nov23

Arrived.

Steamship Dominion, (Br) Reid, Liverpool

Brig John T Ives, (Br) McKenzie, Cardenas—Nutter, Kimball A Co.
Brig Stockton, Allen, Havana—Phinncy A Jack-

@

f

Gilt/Dua.—---o

@ 50
@40
@ 33
@ 29

@36
@33

INSURANCE
j—

t.

HA?at

DEERING,
SAVIilKfO DAYS OE STEAMSHIPS.

.J.L

STATEMENT OF THE

7th, sch Cbas E Sears, Turner, New York.
Sid fm St Andrews, NB, 4th inst,soh Nellie Clark,
Clark, New York; Senator Grimes, Clark, do.

In this city, Maroh 6, by Rev. A. Dalton, Francis
H. Hicks and Miss Emma, L. Stackhouse, both of

*«

1

*

\

Cld

MABRIAOES.

J

■".—

Fink, Darrah,

__..

firmer; Wheat 1? steam 4.
March 8.—Flour is dull and nominal.
Wheat excited and higher; No 2 Chicago Spring at
1 26%@1 26 cash; 1 26%@1 26 for March;l 2B%
26% April: 1 21% for May; 116% a 116%
une; No 3 do 1 04%@1 05%; rejected at 70@75.
Oorn higher; regular 58%c;fresh at 60%c for cash;
68%cfor March; 68%c for April: 63%@63%c for
May; 63%c June; rejected 69c. Oats higher at 42c
for cash; 40%c for March; 40%c April; 43@43%
Mav; 41%c June; rejected at 40c. Rye is steady
83%c. Bariev steady at 1 00. Dressed Hogs nominal at 6 76. I*ork higher at 16 37%@16 60 cash;
16 37%@16 40 for April; 16 60@16 62% May;
16 82%@16 85 for June. Lard is higher at 10 20

■

Moses, Sheer,

11%

Jnion Con.

fellow Jacket.....

Extra

Most of the Beeves

60]

Chicago & Alton.128%
Ohioago & Alton preferred.136
C.IB. Quincy.127%
Erie.
34%
Erie preferred. 70
Illinois Central.133%
Lake Shore.113%
Michigan Central. 79%
New Jersey Central. 89
Northwestern.129%

Coarse.

_

Brighton Cattle market.
For the week ending Wednesday, Marcli‘8.
Amount of stock at market 1820; Sheep and
Tjftmbs 7,200; Swine 18.850; Veals CO; number of
Western Cattle 1470; Northern and Eastern OU1
Vlilch Cows, &c., 340.|
Prices of Beef Cattle p 100 lb, live weight—Exira quality at 6 76(®7 12%; first quality at 6 00®
6 02 V»; second quality at 6 2E@5 87%; third quality 4 37%@6 12%; poorest grades of coarse Oxen,
Bulls, fee.. 3 00@4 26.
Brighton Hides at 8%c p lb; Brighton Tallow at
7%c p lb.
Country Hides 7c p lb; Country Tallow 6c p tb.
Calf Skins I2@12%e p lb;Sheep and Lamb Skins
at 1 00@$1 76 each.

91

New York Slack and money market(By Telegraph.)
New York. March 8—Evening. Money loaned
from 0 to 3. and closed at 8; prime mercantile paper
6@B. Exchange steady at 486% forlong and 9%
State bonds
for short. Governments unchanged.
rather dull and lower. Railroad bonds active and
weak.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government (securities:
Cnited States 6s, es...100%
United States 6’s ext.102%
United States new, 4% s, reg.118%
United States new, 4%’s coup.113%
United States new, 4’s, reg.117
United States new, 4's, coup.....118
Pacific 6’s of 96.126
The following are the closing quotations of stocks

lichigan—

tion.

47%

11
Summit Branch.11
66%
Denver & Rio Grande. 66%
68%
Northern Pacific preferred. 69%
Common. 31
80%
(Sales at the Broker’s Board, Boston, Mcli. 8.|
Deer Isle Mining Company. 14c
10
Twin Lead
Sullivan Mining Co. 1
Eastern Railroad 4%s. 1906.106%@106%
Bath Citv 6s, 1894.R. L.103%
103%
do 0s, 1902.
do 6s, 1891.103%
.132
Mills.
Androscoggin

California

are

Chicago.

Foreign Exporta.
MATANZAS. Bark Minnie Hunter—2625 shooks
and heads, 636 empty casks, 640 boxes herring, 27

1

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The Massachusetts Fast Day will be April
0 th.
The United Ireland appeared in Liverpool,
^ 'uesday.
The trial of Dr. Lamson began in London,
5 esterday.
The Hermann has arrived at Now York
tom Antwerp.
She had a stormy passage.
The New Hampshire Club of Boston is going
t ) Richmond, Va., next month, to take its anr ual dinner.
A child of J. D. Callahan, residing in Winc hester, Mass., was taken suddenly ill Monday
y nth vomiting and a
severe pain in the abdolen and stomach with cramps in th©
legs, and
< ied in 20 hours.
Two other children and a
l r*rder were taken ill in the same way
It is
t bought that both children will die, but the
l oarder will recover. Medical examiner Wins ir held an autopBy but could not discover any
c lue to the nature of the disease.

week

Fresh Reef

j

A

CHILIAN

Wholesale Market,

Corn has advanced about
lc. Flour is quiet and weak.
Lard is unsettled.
Sugar is firm and Vsc higher. Eggs are easier and
tending downward. Cheese is very dull. Butter
quite dull. In Drugs & Dyes, Alcohol is 6c higher;
Opium has advanced to 4 75; Morphine is quoted at
4 00. In Fish, Large Shore Cod are 26c higher.
In Fruit, Valencia Raisins Bhow a slight advance;
Palermo and Valencia Oranges are higher; Lemons
are lower; Virginia Peanuts 2 25@3 50. Our figures
are higher on Spruce and Hemlock Lumber. Sperm
Oil is 6c higher; Linseed slightly lower, Boiled is a
little higher, and Lard Oil lower. Cake Tin 25c off.

FOREIGN.

this afternoon in pursuance of a call for a National convention, committees on organization
and platform were appointed, and at the evening session the former committee submitted a
report which was adopted.
George W. Rutherford of Illinois was elected national organizer of the National committee elected, after which the convention adjourned till to-morrow morning. Among the
members of the National committee are Solon
Chase of Maine, B. M. Meachem of Massachusetts and J. G. Greenleaf of New Hampshire, and L. B. Averill of Vermont.

fan

WEEK ENDING March

FOB THE

_

Something of interest to Greenbackers.
St. Louis, March 8.—Nineteen representatives of the Brick Pomeroy or Hugo Preyer
branch of the Greenback party assembled here

Ctn

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

u-

Servian Grandiloquence.
Belgrade, March 8.—The proclamation is;ued by King Milan on the elevation of the
irincipality to a kingdom, expresses gratitude
;o European powers for
their sympathy tovards Servia, and says the national enthusiasm
a a guarantee that in the future
the spirit of
iervia’s immortal liberator Milosh, and of the
iero martyr Michael, will be honored.
The
mergies of the new King will be devoted to
be dissemination of virtue and enlightenment.
Silver Agitation in England.
London, March 8-—At the bi-metallic meeti ng at the Mansion House to-day resolutions
i r, favor of free coinage of silver were carried,
ibout 1200 persons were present, including
a any prominent business men.

TT nStnJ

—

Rev. Thos. Jarrett, distinguished linguist,
and John Miner, eminent writer on oriental
topics, are dead.

Hanlan race.

B. P. L.

1-*

army, here, has sent 1G,C33 rations to Monnd
City, 111., and 5003 rations each to Pamiscot
and Mississippi counties, Missouri.

Mr. Reed of Maine from the committee on
rules reported the* amendments to the rules
presented by him some days ago and printed in
the Record. There has been some slight modifications made, the moat important of which
is the addition of a clause providing that it
shall be in order for the House, on motion to
go into committee of the whole, to designate
the bill which shall be first considered. A rule
is also added according the eeeond and fourth
Mondays after the morning hour to the consideration of business relative to the District of
Columbia.
Laid over under the rules.
Under a call of committees the following
bills were reported:
By Mr. Harris of the committee on naval
affairs authorizing the construction of vessels
of war for the navy of the United States. Referred to the committee of the whole.
By Mr. Morey of Mississippi from committee
on post offices and
post roads, providing for
ocean mail service between the United States
and foreign ports. Referred to the committee
of the whole.
By Mr. Townsend of Ohio, amending the law
concerning commerce and navigation, and
regulation of steam vessels. Referred to the
committee of the whole.
It places foreign vessels when in our ports
under the|same rules relativejtojtheir outfit and
to the protection of passengers as govern vesaels owned in the United States, and reduces
license fees of pilots, engineers, and from $10
and $5 to $1.50 and 75 cents. It also exempts
owners of domestic vessels Jfrom personal liability beyond the amount equal to double the
amount of their respective investments therein.
Mr. Haskell of Kansas moved the House
proceed tojthe consideration of business on the
speaker’s table.
First bill was one authorizing the purchase
of property known as Freedman bankjin Washington, D/ 0., and appropriating $250,000
therefor.
Mr. Springer moved to refer the bill to the
committee of the whole.
The motion was
lost. The bill passed. A number of executive
communications were appropriately referred.
The following Senate bills passed:—Directing
the Secretary of War to pay over to the Secretary of tho Army of the Cumberland $7,500
to aid in the erection of a statue or monument
to General James A. Garfield.
The next bill on the table was the Senate
‘Anti polygamy bill. Mr. Converse raised a
point of order that the bill must go to the
jommittee of the whole. Fending the decision
)f the point the house adjourned.

tants was as follows:
Hazael, $9,380.81 gate
money and $90C3 sweepstakes; Fitzgerald, $3,with
$1000
sweepstakes; Hart, $1,593;
850,
Hughes, $1,125.76, and Sullivan $750.47. Nore-

WASHINGTON.
A Big Job.
Washington, March 8.—The bill introduced
in the Senate to-day by Senator Garland for
the construction and repair of levees on the
Mississippi appropriates 815,000,000 for the
purpose.
Public Education.
Hon. J. L. M. Curry of Richmond, general
agent of the Peabody education fund, addressed the House committee on education and
labor to-day on the question of national aid to
public schools on the basis of illiteracy. A. J.
Chambers of New Haven also addressed the
committee on the bill providing for the apof a commission of colored men to
pointment
inquire into and report upon material, industrial and intellectual advancement and present
status of the colored people of the United
States.
A State Dinner.
President Arthur gave a dinner to-night to
several members of the Cabinet and a number
Tho dinner was
of Senators and their wives.
an informal and social one given in return for
hospitalities tendered the President during
the winter. Ex-Secretary Blaine, Mrs. Blaine,
Mrs. Wadsworth, Miss
Frelinghuysen and
Mifs Beale were among tho invited guests.

uuai

Match.
New York, March 8.—The wajkers and
managers of the pedestrian match met this af»iiu

desperate.
Washington, March 8.—The Secretary of
War received the following despatch from L.
H. Maugum, commissioner for Arkansas, at
Memphis, Tenn.:
Have issued 100,000 rations throughout the overflowed county in Arkansas to about 15,000 sufferers.
They will last seven or eight dayB. Affairs arc
very alarming. Suffering iB on the increase anil will
continue so from forty to fifty days under the most
more

vided auy laborer who shall receive a certififrom the United States counsel at the port
whence he shall embark, that he is an artisain
coming to this country at his own expense and
of his own will shall not be affected by this
bill. Lost—Yeas 19, nays 24.
On motion of Mr. Miller a proviso directing
the removal of any Chinese unlawfully found
in customs collection district by the collector,
was amended to direct that he shall be removed to the place from whence he came.
On motion of Mr. Brown an amendment was
adopted providing that the mark of a Chinese
immegrant duly attested by witnesses, may be
taken as his signature upon certificate of requisition issued to him.
The question then recurred on the amendment offered by Mr. Farley that hereafter no
State court or United States court shall admit
Chinese to citizenship. Mr. Farley rose to
speak upon what he termed “This bill of iniquities,” but yielded for adjournment of the
Senate at 0.10. Adjourned to to-morrow.
HOUSE.

Dividing the Receipts of the Walking

wjxuuuu,

tinues

oato

SPORTING.

MASSACHUSETTS.

was

of half a mile. The loss of stock conand the situation is hourly growing

tance

The Chinese bill was then taken up and Mr.
Platt opposed it.
A vote was ordered upon Mr. Ingalls’amend
meut, limitiug the suspension of the coming of
Chinese laborers to ten years. The amendment was defeated on a tie vote—nays 23, yeas
23.
Mr. Hoar arose and resumed the discussion.
He said the vote just taken showed that it was
the purpose of those having charge of the bill
to force it through without regard to its effect
upon the public faith of the Government,
pledged, by an act in which the Senate took its
share, to the Emperor of China. He refuted
Mr. Edmunds’ point that homogeuity of people was essential to the welfare of the republic, and argued that under the bill if the Chinese youth now being educated here should
ennoble their condition by becoming laborers
they would have to leave the country. Ho
thought it unworthy of Senators to class those
who opposed this legislation upon principle
with free lovers and people not subject to moral
restraints.
Mr. Edmunds, in answer to Mr. Hoar’s closing statement, replied that the right to decide
what constitutes moral law was one inherent
in the Government,and by analogy the right to
regulate the character of the people who shall
come into it belonged to the Government. This
uepenueu upou national policy, ana me iact as
to most of ancient republics, that tney did cot
possess homogenity, was the cause of their fall.
There was no foundation for the charge of violation of moral and public law in our making
distinctions as to foreigners we admit. He
said Sumner, the predecessor of Mr. Hoar, was
the author of the law on the coolie traffic,
which imposes lines and penalties more severe
than those in this bill upon any master of an
American vessel carrying a Chinaman who is
a servant.
The present bill followed that legislation. Mr. Edmunds added that he would
vote against the bill if the twenty years clause
was retained, but would maintain
the soundness of the principle he had enunciated.
Mr. Ingalls moved an amendment, postponing the time at which the act shall take effect
until sixty days after the information of its
passage has been communicated to China. He
took occasion to state his position with regard
to the bill, which he claimed was misrepreyesterday by Senator Dawes. Referring to the
anti-Chinese plank in the platform adopted by
the last Republican National Convention, presided over by the Senator from Massachusetts
(Hoar), he inquired why that Senator had not
then stood up and declared that it was contrary
to the fundamental principles of the Declaration of Independence and contrary to the rights
of humanity. It did not come with good grace
that the two Senators from Massachusetts
should assume all the Virtue of the Republican
party and assert that anybody who differed
from them wes moved by hate. No man could
shield himself from a crime he committed
against the body of the people of the United
States when he advocated their importation by
any sentimental cry of races and brotherhood
"
of man.
Mr. Ingalls subsequently modified his amendment by providing that the act should not go
into effect until ninety days after its passage,
and the amendment was adopted.
On motion of Mr. Bayard amendments were
adopted making the second section read as follows:—“That any master of any vessel of
whatever nationality, who shall knowingly, on
such vessel, bring within the jurisdiction of the
United States and permit to be landed any
Chinese laborers,” etc.
Mr. Hoar moved to amend the bill by adding
the following:—“Provided this bill shall not
apply to any skilled laborer who shall establish
that he comes to this country without any contract binding his labor as the property of any
person beside hismself.”
Mr. Farley suggested that Jail the Chinese
would claim to be skilled laborers.
Mr. Hoar replied it would test whether the
bill struck at coolies or at skilled labor.
The
amendment was rejected. Yeas 17, nays 27.

during yesterday’s investigation.
The clues upon which the police are working are being busily traced and in each case
the explanations given are of such a nature as
tuo

the con-

The bill for a commission on the alcoholic
liquor traffic came up on the calendar, the
question being on Mr. Bayard’s motion to commit it to the Finance Committee.
Mr. Bayard’s motion was rejected—yeas 19,
nays 28.
The bill was thou read and the pending motion by Mr. Davis, of West Virginia, to amend
so as to prevent the commission from being ex-

He was closehimself at station 4.
not only
y questioned, and it is stated that he
as
he arranged
he
left
Boston
had
proved that
with his brother-in-law in Pawtucket, Rhode
Island, on the night preceding the murder,
hut also could not give the slightest particulars as to the possible motive for the crime.
The officers say his prompt return upon learntnat
ing the facts end liis indisputable proofs
he had really gone to New York, tend to
have
that
might
from
clear him
any suspicion
He expressed the utmost
been entertained.
surprise and t considerable grief on being informed of the cruel nature of the deed. At
noon he was still closeted with Captain Ham,
Inspectors Mahoney and Gerraughty and other
officers.
Fairclough was the alleged brother of the
murdered woman and was very intimate with
her. His appearance also solves other mysterious circumstances and establishes beyond a
doubt the identity of the man “Joshua,” also
mentioned as a man who had been known to
call upon Mrs. Bell. He is Allen Fairclough’s
brother and was seen by detectives at his home
in Somerville early this morning. The officers
say that Joshua has also proved an alibi and
has explained all the suspicious facts learned

lallUCl uuuiuuuu

bill for

rising steading.
At Austin, Mississippi, between Memphis
and Helena, the river cut through the town,
destroying the principal buildings. Among
the number are the Masonic Temple. The
Centennial block, a large brick building, was
also demolished, the water being twenty feet
deep all around it. Several storehouses and
dwellings were washed away and carried a dis-

nessee.

firesented

COUNTY.

a

Three hundred men were at work
ternoon.
guarding the weak points. The river thete is

struction, repairing and preservation of levees
It was temporarily
on the Mississippi river.
tabled, subject to his call.
Mr. Jackson, from the Committee on improvements of the Mississippi river, reported
the original bill appropriating 325,000 to continue improvements of Memphis harbor, Ten-

case

The Journal says the Augusta shoe factory
has been running but two months, and now
employs 70 or 80 bands, and turns out eight
Before the year is
cases of fine shoes a day.
out it is the intention of the proprietors to
have 200 people at work.

Last week Luella Welch was arraigned in
Boston for polygamy, and Edward A. Pbilbrick appeared against her to testify that he

Mysterious Circumstances Attending' the

Washington, March 8.
On motion of Mr. Hawley, the statements
taken
before the Committee on
and testimony
the Civil Service relative to bills, proposing reform in the modes of appointment of subordinate executive oflicers, was ordered printed.
Mr. Garland introduced

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Wills Mill, one
Asad accident occurred
mile above West Paris Tuesday morning. Mr.
Luther B. Bartlett of Greenwood, while assisting Mr. Frank L. Willis in removing a stick of
timber from tho carriage to his circular saw,
lost his balance while in rapid motion and his
body was nearly cut in two just under tbearms.
He was a hard-working and industrious farmer.
He leaves a wife.

SENATE.

Crime.

next.

OXFORD

No Arrest Made of the Murderer.

Memphis, March 8.—The river remains stationary with thirty-Bix foet on the gauge. Passengers from below this morning report the leveo at Helena, Ark., still intact yesterday af-

FINANCIAL.

Riley, Coffin, Philadelphia; Georgia, Coffin, NYork;
TB Witherspoon, Sheppard, do.
Cld 3d. barque Bonny Doou, Cole, North or HatschJaa
teras; Ada L White. White, Philadelphia:
of
R Talbot, Crooker, New York; Alzena, for North

now

df^Send

for

tion.

blank applications

or

other informa-

KEO. W. RICH, Secretary.
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It is the most perfect compendium of exercise imiginable. It is particularly adapted to ladies suffiringfrom uterine and kindred weaknesses.

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS
10V6

201 MIDDLE STREET.

GENUINE WALTHAM WATCH

dtf

,n"cr

nl 3IcKENNEIT’* New JEW.
M.KV NTOBB, 347 CONGRESS
feb9-dlm
STREET.

Only 88.30,

The Largest Stock of Clocks in
the city, wholesale and retail, at
McKENNEY’S New Jewelry Store,
febU-dlm

347 CONGRESS STREET

PRESS.

THE

THUESDAY MOEN'ING, MARCH 9.
THB PBB1B8
May be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of N. G.
teesenden, Marquis, Brunei* Oo., Andrews, Armstrong, Cox, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland,
Robert Costello,
Boston * Maine Depot, and
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of the

city.
Auburn, Willard Small

& Co.
Augusta, F. Pierce,
tiangor, J. H. Babb * Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.

Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.

Jollerson’s Bookstore.

Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.

Cnmwrland Mills, F. A. Vorrill.
Deunariscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, B. C. Harmon and Shirley * Lewlf,
Gardiner, Palmer & Oo.
Corham, J, Irish.
Hallo well, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Lisbon, 0. E. Judkins.
Meehanie Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A. Millett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.

«___

CITY AN1) VICINITY.
ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

HEW

ENTERTAINMENTS.
M C M A—Lecture
New Portland Theatre- Jos F Wheelock
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
Railroad meeting—Stockholders’ meeting
Ladies only—Miscellany Publishing Co
Town of Windham—Refunding War Loan
Live Men—R G Chase & Co
State of Maine
Ruptures can be

cured—Mr Thornes
Variety store—G P Mitchell
Easter cards—Frank B Clark
Horseb and oxen—W H Vinton
Home day school—Rev N G Allen

Libby

Annual meeting—Geo
Wanted

Annual report—New York Life Insurance Co

Caucus—Deering

Mr. J. Marsh, Bankof Toronto, Ont., writes:
have
“Biliousness and dyspepsia seem to
cwnmn

nn

mlili

me-

linwinn

Kuhn

a

Cllfforor fnr

years, I have tried many remedies, hut with
no lasting result until I used your Burdock
Blood Bitters.
They have been truly a
blessing to mo, and I cannot speak too highly
of them.” Price $1.00; trial size 10 cents.
dlw
mart
_

From Andrew Shuman,
Editor Evening Journal, Chicago.
I was greatly troubled with dyspepsia and
Sinco using the
dull pains in the head.
Health-Lift, I have had no return of either. I

consider this exercise worth

more

than all oth-

methods ever devised for bodily improve
ment. Health-Lift rooms, 201 Middle street.
tf
feblS
er

__

Frm Dr. J. G. Holland,
Editor Scribner’s Monthly.
The great danger of sedentary men is from
paralysis in its various forms, resulting from a
want of muscular aotivity. Any thing which
will bring entirely into play daily all the muscles of the human body, and do this in the
of time, must be a great
boon to the human race. Such an invention is
Mann’s Reactionary Lifter. Health Lift rooms
swiftest

possible space

febl8-dtf

201 Middle street.

From G. W. Cableton, Esq.,
Publisher, New York.
I have used the Health-Lift about three
month, very regularly—about seven times per

week; still use it regularly and find its effects
very satisfactory. Health-Lift room, 201 Midfebl8-dtf

dle street.

From C. B. Nelson, Esq., Chicago.
A few weeks’ practice on the Health-Lift
entirely relieved me of dysDepsia and general
I regard this exercise as innervous debility.
valuable. Healtli-Lift rooms, 201 Middle street.
dtf
febl8

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

KNIGHT.

Wednesday.—Thomas W. Palmer. Intoxication.
Fined $5 and costs.
Betsey Francis. Common drunkard. Thirty days

in City House of Correction.
.James Neary alias McCormick. Intoxication—2d
offence. Sixty days in county jail at labor.
John McCarthy. Intoxication. 2d offence. Thirty
days in county jail at labor.

Brief Jottings.
Cold day yesterday. Mercury 17° at sunrise,
34° at noon, 30° at sunset: wind.northeast and
north.
Rev. Mr. Lowden will preach at Lincoln
XT. 11

m
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By the breaking of the switch rail at the
siding in this city Tuesday afternoon four car9
of the Maine Central freight train No. 30 were
thrown from the track.
attached to any one,
track was passable in

blame
There
any one hurt. The
was

or
a

no

short time.

To-night-Bev. F. E. Clark will deliver the
first lecture in the Abyssinian church course
on “Names.”
The proceeds of the course will
aid the church. Befreshments will be on sale.
The Belief Corps of Bosworth Post will have
a masquerade party at the Grand Army Hall

to-night.
There will be a temperance meeting at the
Friendly Inn this evening at 7£ o’clock Good
speaking and singing. All are invited to at-

tend.

Unity Lodge,

I. O. O. F., will make a frater-

nal visit to Ligonia Lodge on Friday evening
of this week.
We have received the Musical Herald for

March.
There was only one arrest last evening and
that for drunkenness and disorderly conduct.
The Hibernian, from Liverpool, and Scandinavian, from Glasgow, are due here nest week
and the Toronto will Eail tc-day.
The government of the M. C. M. Association
are reminded of their special meeting this eve-

ning

at 7 o’clock.

The

New York Life.
annual report of the New
Insurance Company, published in

thirty-seventh

York Life
another column, will repay a careful analysis
to those who are interested in the subject of
life insurance. The first thing that strikes us
is the increase in assets during the past year of
over four millions of dollars, making the total
assets over forty-seven millions of dollars, the
sterling character of which is evidenced by the
fact that the whole amount of overdue and un-

collected interest is less than three-tenths of
one per cent of the gross amount. Indeed,
every item shows an advance over the last year_
assets, income, divisible surplus, premiums and
amount of insurance. Over thirty-two millions of new insurance has been placed and
over five millions paid to policy holders in the
way of death claims, endowments, dividends,

&c., since Jan. 1,1881.

splendid exhibit, the New York
Life can reasonably lay claim to favorable
sound
recognition among all who are
and absolute protection for their families.
The following is a list of the members of the
District Society of Portland in connection w ith
the New York Life Insurance Co.:
With such

a

soekicfe

President—Chas. J. Chapman, Esq.
Vinn

PrAairlAnf,-P. Baxter. EfiO.

Attorney—Lewis Pierce, Esq.
Secretary and

Treasurer—W. H.

Anderson,

Esq.

Board of Directors—John Marshall Brown,
Esq., H. N. Jose, Esq., Geo. S. Hunt, Esq.,
Hon. Jas. H. McMullen, James P. Baxter,
Esq William E. Gould, Esq., Hon. W. F.
Milliken, Capt. J. S. Winslow, Hon. James
Bailey, Lewis Pierce, Esq., Thos. E. Twitchell, Esq., Leonard O. Short, Esq., Chas. J.

Chapman,

Esq._f
Deering.

A very fine concert was given last evening
before a large audience, at the new M. E,
church, Woodford’s, by Mrs. Chase, soprano:

Morrison, contralto; Will. H. Stockbridge, tenor; J. B. Coyle, Jr., bass; Mrs. J
Each [artist reB. Coyle, accompanist.
The following was
ceived a deserved encore.
Mrs.

the programme:
Quartette—On a Lake.Mendelssolir
Song—The Village Blacksmith.Weisi
Mr. Coyle.
Duet—On the Blue Wave.Panofkt
Mrs. Chase and Mrs. Morrison.

Song—McGrcggor’s Gathering.Lei
Mr. Stockbridge.

Quartets—HumptyDumpty.Caldicot

Song—Janet’s Choice.Claribe

Mrs. Morrison.
Duet—Flow Gently, Deva.Parr;

Messrs, stocebridge and Coyle.
Song—Old Ironside at AnchorLay.Coveri
Mrs. Chase.

Trio—Ye ShepherdsTell Me.Mazzingli
Mrs Chase, Mrs. Morrison and Mr. Coyle.

Quartette—Will Gaily Laugh and Sing.Pinsut i
Blue Hill

Bay Mining Co.

At an adjournment of the annual meeting o
the Blue Hill Bay Mining Company, held yes
terday in this city, the following officers wen

elected for the ensuing year;
President—H. P. Merrill.
Treasurer—L. Taylor.
Secretary—Geo. F. Gould.
Directors—H. P. Merrill, D. B. Kicker, Gee
F. Gould
Work will be resumed at the mines sbortlj
Arrival of the Dominion.
Steamer Dominion of the Dominion Lini
from Liverpool the 23d nit., arrived at thi s
She brings five cabin an 1
port last evening.
57 steerage passengers and 2800*tons of freigb
CO of which are consigned to parties in thi s

city.
fared

She
no

M.

experienced
damage.

hard winds but su:

C.

M.

A.

ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS OF OLD
PORTLAND.
Interesting Lecture by William Gooid.
lecHon. William Gooid of Windham, Me.,
tured before the Mechanics' Association last
The
evening on the above named subject.
chair was occupied by Lewis B. Smith, Esq.,
Vice President of the Association and on inhe said:
troducing the speaker of the evening
I think you may not have so soon forgotten
the days when the late William Willis, so well
known and remembered as “Portland’s Historian,” contributed to our local press articles
pertaining to the history of men and women
who wero prominently identified with the early

of the town and of the
city of Portland. You cannot have forgotten
with what interest you perused those articles,
how sincerely you regretted his demise, and
how you wondered when that event came to
him at a ripe old age, who would be found to
take up the historian’s.pen and pursue the
as he
success
same tjiemes with as much
achieved. Happpily you had not long to wait
for the solving of your doubts—'ere long there
appeared in our city papers over the cabalistic
characters “W. G.,” articles of such historical
interest and truthfulness as to make certain,
that some one endowed with the rare attainments of a Willis, in this regard, had come
forward to gracefully wield the pen be had
laid down; one, who by his familiarity with
the men, women and locations of the olden
time, by his wonderful retentive memory and
his patient research was eminently qualified to
wear the mantle of our honored and departed
friend. (.Therefor it gives me the same special
pleasure to introduce this gentleman to you
this evening, that I am sure it will give you to
listen to him—Hon. William Gooid, formerly
cur fellow citizen, now Portland’s historian
and a resident of our neighboring town of
Windham.
Mr. Gooid was received with hearty applause
and spoke for an hour and a quarter to a large
and attentive audience. Every available seat

growth and prosperity

and many were obliged to stand.
The lecture would make several columns in
full, but we are enabled only to give the following brief abstract:
The two great events in the history of Falwas

occupied,

mouth Neck after its destruction in 1090, were
Governor Shirley’s treaty in 1754,and the bombarding by Mowatt in 1775. In fixing the date
nf common occurrences old settlers used these
two events for Btarting points. A building was
said to have been built so many years after
one of these two notable cccurrences.
I often find in old depositions, these events
used to fix dates. Within my time the burn-

ing of the town was as far back as most people
went to give the age of a building. So we will
commence there in our investigation relating
to buildings, and those who erected them.
Before the destruction of the town in 1775,
there were two hundred and thirty dwelling
houses on the Neck, now Portland; 130 of these
were destroyed in that file, leaving one hundred standing.
In the fire of 1850 on Temple and Middle
streets five of these time-honored houses disappeared, and in the fire of 1866 fourteen more
were wiped out as if by magic—hot a timber
remained, but their sites in the waste could be
ascertained by their remaining massive chimneys.
In commencing to speak of the buildings
which survived Mowatt's burning, the first
that occurs to me is the Bryce-McLellan house
on York near the foot of High street; the Cox
house, just above it, corner of High and York
streets, latterly the property of Capt. Bichard
Crockett". The remains of the Jos. McLellan
house, foot of Preble street, former stood opposite Motley block; the Larrabee house, rear
of the engine house, near the corner of Oak
and Congress streets; the Frothingham house,
south corner of Free and Centre streets. The
Marsron tavern, which formerly stood on Market Square, now stands on the foot of State
street at the entrance to Clay’s stable. The
Ur. Deane house, best known as the Chadwick
house, was built in 1765, Smith Cobb, master
builder is the last that remains of those built
previous to the burning of the town.
After speaking of the above buildings he
proceeded to a consideration of those of a more
recent date, and spoke of the early builders of
Portland, who were Isaac Illsley, who came
here in 1835; Moses Pearson came here in 1728
from Newbry; John Motley, the ancester of the
noted Motley family, a noted builder, came here
previous to 1738; the two Abner Lowells
father and son. The first Lowell was an ancestor of Abner Lowell, the watchmaker. A
bou of Abner Lowell worked for several years
with Brigadier Preble and boarded with his
family. He built and repaired the General’s
buildings and finished the cabins of his vessels.
The buildings erected after the destruction of
a
the
town
by Mowatt in 1775 w ere
built
two-storied
buildings
couple of
by the Bradbury Brothers in Bradbury’s
In
still
court and
1785, 33
standing.
houses were built of which only two now
Jas. Fosdick’s on York street
remain, viz:
and Jas. Mountfort’s on the corner of MountIn 1786 was erected the
fort and Fore streets.
building by the widow of Brigadier Preble on
Commercial street now known as the Dyer
house. In 1792 Capt. Ebenezer Daveis, grandfather of Edward H. Daveis, a carpenter who
had been a captain in the revolution built a
two story house on the north corner of Free
and Brown streets which was used as a tavern
and kept by his widow after bis decease. He
was a
gentleman of the old school and wore

WHEELOCK.
This morning the Bale of seats for “Lieut.
Wardour”, the dramatization of Wilkie Collins’ thrilling story of “The Frozen Deep,”
we
will begin at Portland Theatre, and when
who
consider the popularity of Mr. Wheelock,
will assume the title role, and the special ef
scenefort Mr. Curtis is making in the way of
to make the piece a
costumes,
and
effects
ry,
do not doubt that there will be
JOS. F.

success, we

crowded houses during next week. The cast
all our
has been given by us—Miss Lillie Joyce
satisreaders will remember. She gave great

Museum.
faction when she appeared at the old
Mr.
The New York World has this to say of
anWheelock and his play: There has been
will
other earnest performance this week that
of
not soon be forgotten. With the memory
it is safe to demany good actors in my mind,
clare that there is not on the stage to-day a bet-

Admitted
ter actor than Joseph Wheelock.
that he had some faults and mannerisms. I do
before
not believe there is another actor now
the public who can play so many parts so well.
Adams
He has done what no man since Edwin
has done—made Claude Melnotte a hero, in-

stead of driveling buffoon. The people who
went to see “Lieut. Richard Wardour” at the
Fifth Avenue Theatre on Tuesday night went
They had witnessed the dire fias-

doubtingly.

a repitition.
co of “The Picture,” and feared
That they were agreeably disappointed is evidence in the fact that “Lieut Richard Wardour” has made such a genuine success that it
will
is to be taken around the country, and
The
doubtless be played to large houses.
the
was
great and electric success of the piece
as Richard
magnificent acting of Wheelock
I have seen the Louis XI. of
Wardour.
the
Charles Kean, the Ruy Bias of Fechter,
rwwilrt nf Ralvini. and the BertUCCIO 01 JSdfour
these
impersonations
win Booth. I select
because they are recognized as the four greatin the range of
est embodiments of character
were
the modern drama; but none of them
Wardour
better, in its way, than the RichardBecause it
of Joseph Wheelock. And why?
the perfecwas nature concentrated. It was
was
tion of earnest and intelligent art. There
was Richard Wardour,
It
it.
noabtingin
broken-hearted, reckless, desperate, and withal, with a grand and noble nature, in the flesh.
There was no wonder that the audience hung
the musical voice and
upon every syllable of
listened with almost deathlike stillness to the
not
words that fell from the actor’s lips. I do
remember in a long time to have seen m a
Warwhen
as
a
scene
threatre so impressive
Every
dour tells his story in the second act.
the actor, every head
eye was riveted upon
a
It
was
bent to catch the slightest whisper.
be proud.
triumph of which any actor could
of balSince people shivered over the horror
few
vini’s dying Othello there have been
audience.
an
to bo thrill, so electrify

things

OUR GERMAN SENATOR.
Gus Williams, one of

Friday night,

the most

the stage will appear at
humorous actors
Portland Theatre as “Our German Senator.’’
The Philadelphia Times says: As anticipated,
on

Gus Williams has been nightly greeted by large
audiences at the Park Theatre, and the second
week of his engagement was begun last even“Our
ing under most promising auspices.
German Senator” is a long-drawn-out farce,
of
which gives Mr. Williams every opportunity
addisplaying his peculiar talents to the best
fails to keep
vantage, and, of course, he never
From the
his andience in the best of humor.
refirst scene to the last the interest m the
Senator
German
“Our
of
markable fortunes
that he is
never flags, and the only regret is
not on the boards longer. The support is gen-

erally good.
NOTES.

Mr. Gus

Williamsjwill have
It was originally

new play for
written for Mr.

a

next season.

McKee Rankin, but not containing parts suitable for Mr. and Mrs. Rankin, the piece was not
accepted. It is a strong melodrama, descriptive
of Western life. Mr. Williams’ role will of
course be of the German order.
It is understood that at the desire of Madan ename Patti Signor Brignoli was offered
her brief
gagement to support the diva during
the
His
with,the
engagement
season of opera.
of Signor
Kellogg company and the objections
Nicolini are said to have prevented.
Chandler’s orchestra will play at Cornish
_

next

Thursday night.

_

WARD

contagious 6tage when removed to the pes ;
house. All proper precautions were taken b;
the Board of Health and Harbor Master.
C. M. Cummings, M. D.,

City Physician.

School Committee—S. F. Plummer.

Treasurer—C. F. Moulton.
Agent—A. F. Moulton.
Collector—Ezra C. Milliken,

cents

Kennebec county is that of the First National
Bank of Augusta against Samuel E. Spring, of
Portland. The action is brought against the
defendant as one of the sureties upon the bond
of the late Israel Booihby, cashier of said
hank, to recover the deficiency in his accounts,
which is alleged to be about $30,000. Messrs’
Baker and Baker, of Augusta, are counsel for
the plaintiff, and MeFsrs. Putnam and Haskell,
of this city, for the defendants. The case is

Agent—Caleb Chaplin.

Constable and Collector—Wm. Chute.
Treasurer, second Selectman and Collector
are Republicans; the rest Fusion.
Lisbon.
Moderator—E. M. Shaw.
Clerk—Aaron Nutting.
Selectmen—Jeremiah Philbrook, A. E. Jordan,

assigned

H. A. Farrar.

for trial

Horace A. Ha'.leit

Elected

Councilman.

on

Tuesday

Bowdoln

Republicans.

Bowdoin.
Moderator—Frank S. Adams.
Clerk—Alonzo Purlngton.
Selectmen—N. S. Purington, Wm, D. Hall, Frank

DISBURSEMENT ACCOUNT.

$2,013,203
reversionary additions to same
discounted, including reversionary additions to
.604,924
2,513,691
Annuities, dividends and returned premiums on cancelled P®1*®*®®

S. Adams.
Treasurer—Alonzo Purinton.
S. S. Committee—C. P. Abell.
Auditor—A. E. Batclielder.
Collector and Constable—W. H. Salley.
Greenwood.
Clerk -A. C. Libby.
Selectmen—Willard Herrick, Abner Herrick.
Treasurer—Geo. W. Kinsley.
Vienna.

College.
Brunswick, March 8.

SENIORS.

Treasurer—G. M. Loneley.
S. S. Committee—M. French, Jr,
Collector—J. Mclntire.

(estimated reserve

Agents’

Washington.

lowers with me. I did not make a set speech,
nor any other kind of a speech, to the citizen8
of the Ward, nor did I attempt to bulldoze
anybody, or to interfere in the quiet conduct
a# *Vin

nlanfiAn

I

mnnt. t/1 t.llA

Ward

Starks.
Moderator—F. Boswell.
Clerk—W. Greenleaf.
Selectmen—W. M. Hlggin, S. Tupper, H. B. WUliamson.

Treasurer—L. H. Dulev.
S. S. Committee—G. W. Spinney, Cyru s Tupper.
Collector and Constable—Levi Young.
Dixfleld.
Moderator—B. F. Lancaster.
Clerk—E. Wait (Gr.)
Selectmen—Frank Stanley (Rep.) Gustavus Hiscock (Dem.) John L. Towle, Jr., (Gr.)
Treasurer—Geo. Holt (Gr.)
Supervisor—Wm. W. Gamer (Gr.)
New Portland.
Moderator—S. Spear.
Selectmen—A. S. Parsons, James P. Conforth,
John Knowlton, Jr., (Rep.)
Treasurer—James Emery.
Supervisor—S. Williamson.
Collector—Geo. A. Hutchins.
Constables—Ged. A. Hutchins, Sam’l Ricker.

A Western paper says:—Nothing will cure
’’’ice,
some sick men more quickly than r
c y
properly applied.—This “cure” may
successful in many cases, but we wou:<!
y:—
If a man suffers from a Cough, or Co,

Cough Syrup.

him Dr. Bull’s

Democratic
him.

__

Personal.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Haskell

have

gone

to

Florida.

1,1880, 45,705.
Pslieies
1, 1881.48,548.
1, 1882, 53,927.
f 1877,
f 1877, $1,638,128.
Income (1878,
Death-| 1878, 1,687,676.
from
claims •( 1879. 1,669,854.
{ 1879,
Interest I 1880,
11880, 1,731,721.
paid.
^
{1881,
11881, 2,013,203.

BOOl'lf,

I

A

had before Judgo Symonds yesterdai
Charles B. Merrill was appointed receiver c f
all the property involved in the suit, with at
hold the same until further ordei s

was

thorityto

from the court. The reciver is authorized t 0
lease the property until January 1, 1883, an 1
after that to sell it, under the proper cond
tions.

__

Mr. Hayden’s Lecture,
Rev. Wm. B.
Hayden will deliver tt e
lecture on the "Egyptian Collection in tt e
British Museum” which was postponed la ,t
week on account of the storm this evening ,t

7.30 o’clock at the vestry of the New Jerusale: n
Church on High street.

515
mar9

Congress

H.

March 8th, 1882.

but seoond Selectman.
Mercer.
Moderator—L. Lombard.
Selectmen—C. H. Allen, C. N. Wood, E. T. Hatch.
Treasurer—L. Lombard.
S. S. Committee—S. H. Willard, K. C. Gray, B.
D. Bowden.
Collector and Constable—B. B. Connor.
Minot.
Moderator—S. W. Shaw.
Clerk and Treasurer—C. H. Dwlnal.
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the Poor—
G. Bearce, P! R. Cobb, N. P, Downing.
Supervisor of Schools—F. E.lEmenc.

dim

return to

All the above goods must
be closed out. Come early.
febi_dtf

Decker Bros1’

Pianos,

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CABY.
a

choice stock of first-class

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

us

Loan.

will bo received by the undersigned,
Treasurer’s office, at Windham Centre,
for a loan of Ten
OB Qf before Much 22nd inst.,
Thousand Dollars, (or any part thereof'not less than
town at
Five Hnndred), authorized by a vote of the
semi-anits last annual meeting, said loan to bear
nual interest at the rate of Four per cent, per anin amounts of Five
num. The bonds are to be issued
Hundred Dollars, or multiples thereof, (coupons atm one year
Dollars
Thousand
payable
tached 1 Two
each
from April 1st, 1882, and the same amount
thereafter.
succeeding year
We shall be in session at the Selectmen s Office, at
the
the Town House, in Windham, on Wednesday,
22nd day of March inst. for the purpose of deciding
reto
the
reserving
right
on all proposals received;
for the interest
ject any or all offers not considered
of the Town.

PROPOSALS
at the

Pease, George

Flint.

Clerk—Edward Collins.
Treasurer—John Fleteher.
Superintending Sohool Committee—Columbus

Mantor.

St. Albans.
Moderator—H. A. Hurd.
Prescott.
B.
Clerk—S.
Selectmen—J. M. Skinner. N. H. \ imng, S. L.
Mayo.
Treasurer—A. J. Bonney.
Agsnt—F. R. Webber.

Liabilities of
"
Resources
Net

Town.*?Z’nnt’12
16,002.44

Debt.$12,696.29

Val. of Town..

.$716,626.00

JOSEPH W. READ,
ELBRIDGE LORD,
O. P. CHAFFIN,

) Selectmen

F. Matthews.

Constable and Collector—C. B. Philbrick.
Mexico.
Moderator—Sewell Goff.
Clerk pro tempore—Leslie H. Harlow.
Town Clerk—David O. Gleason.
Selectmen—Oscar F. Trask, Erastus Hayes,Sewell
Goff.
Treasurer—Henry W. Parks.
Supervisor—Leslie H. Harlow.
Collector—Geoige H. Gleason.

Windham,

[

of

) Windham.

FRED S. HAWKES, Treasurer.
mar9d2w
March 8th, 1882.

VARIETY STORE
520 Congress Street.
bought out Mr. W. D. Jones
tinue the same business (auction vr.c«A*tea;
the same low prices for fgoods thu have

HAVING

Farmers’ Institute.
A meeting of the Farmers’ Institute was
held at Cumberland Centre on Tuesday, and

with

heretofore characterized the store. Glassware,
of
ware Crockery, Fancy and Useful Goods
Wares.
kinds, with a large assortment of Small

largely attended.

In the morning a paper on “improving the
fertility of the soil,” was read by Prof. Walter
Balentine, Professor of agriculture in the State
College, which was discussed by the Professor,
H.
Mr. C.
Cobb, President Harris, Mr.

u.i

5 & 10 ct COUNTERS
All customers

are

treatment.

LACES

farmer who understands the care of dairy
Address FARMER, Cumberland
stock.
Center, Maine.

assured of honest andrespectful
G. P. MITUHKliIi.

Having sold out my stock and store to Mr. G. P.
Mitchell. I recommend him to my former customers
W. D. JONES,
and friends.
dlw

mchi)

hay
Cobb, Harris and others, and in the evening
Mr. Fletcher delivered a lecture on education
as applied so farming.
A number of choice products and fruits were
af<

aS

■

CURED,

hundreds can testify that are wearing the new
now being introduced by Mr. Thornes.
liberty to refer to Dr. Small, and other lead-

appliance
He has

Salmon Eggs.
The distribution of salmon eggs in Maine
waters is now about completed for the present
The State Fish Commissioners thif
season.

and to
D. M. Philbrook, who was under Dr. Sherman
Treat two years and got no help;
John Merry, at Hasty Town House;
A. Thorpe, at John Crockett’s;
Sam’l Patterson, Real Estate Agent;
And one hundred others that are now using them.
MB. TBOH1B8 will make a specialty of treattill he
ing ladies, who are afflicted, at their homes
their leaving their orders at
for the

ing physicians

at their disposal 1,080,000 salmon
in addition to this, received from
and,
eggs
the United States Commissioner two lots, one
of 50,000 and the other of 67,000. The amounl
year bad

West, by

leaves
his

then which could be distributed was nearly 1,200,000, and these have been placed at the
the
respective hatching spots on the rivers of
de
State. The eggs for the Penobscot were
posited at Enfield, for the Kennebec at Moose
head Lake, tor the Androscoggin at Rangel;

till the middle of April.

SHORT LENGTHS WYER GREENE & CO’S

ansale at my stable, Gray Corner.
W. H. VINTON.
mar9-d2w*

FORimals.

—

ALL

mar9-eodlm

Tuttle,
Easten
Berry, General Freight Agent of the
o t
railroad, Superintendent Payson Tucker
the Maine Central, and Superintendent E. E
Burpee of the N. B. railway, H. D. McLeod
am I
Superintendent St. John and Maine,
of th
Capt. Charles Spear, General Agent
All Rail Line at St. John, were in Bango
viet
Tuesday and held a consultation with a
Line
of furthering the interests of the All Rail

TTVT

PER

;

Stationer.
Wedding and Visiting Cards

Old LUmXJKXiOCJ

These are the leading colors for the low
Crown wide brim stiff hats. We have
these colors in the extreme styles.

of Foreign
is now prepared to offer an Elegant line
and Domestic Woolens.
and Trouof
Overcoatings
line
Sailings,
a Superb
1
heretofore
serings to select from, eclipsing anything
ns

I

1

We have both styles. YOUNG Gents’
and OLD Gents’, and charge bnt

$9.75
and exchange, and guarantee the same
quality that others charge $3.50 for.

Spring

Term

begins

low

as

of these

Men’s Fur Hats for

formerly well-known

Boston,

Boys
Boys’ Caps

her white-work Undergarments,
basted, or made in a superior manner.
Particular attention giving to Infant

WARDROBES.

We have a
colors.

fine assortment of

Coat,

and

Pant

Makers

Wanted.

PLEASE EXAMINE THE

towels

We are selling for 25 cts. It is
ly the best bargain in Portland.

positive-

CEO. A. CAY & CO.,
499 Congress St.. Cor. Brown.

feb21

March 13th.

References-The Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D
the Rev. A. Dalton, the Rev. Thomas Hill, D. D.
Address tlio
REV. W. <3. ALLEN,
No, 101 Diwlorth 8t.
mar9eodlw*

CLARK,
Homooopatlxlst.
DR.

ODD FELLOW’S BUILDING.
be
Thankful for many favors of the past, I shall
uuh»-

pleased to receive all of my old,
her of new patrons.

large

JtUK*air
__

Ta-

and

for 50 per
lonetbs from 1 to 15 yard., wiling

In

com.

It?SS lUBU

GEO. A.

GAY

499 Congress St.,
feb‘21

&

CO.

Cor. Brown.

___

New

Clen-

& CO-,
SMITH, GAGEHTBEET.
92

Tan Color Chamois Cloves.

Spring

COBIIERCIAL

d3w

mar4

aire Kids
Broad Fancy Sash

LOOK !
In

Six Hook Laced Kid ©loves.
Worth 82.50, for
Black and Spring Shades.
with others.
$1.75. Please compare

Ribbons, $1.00.
GrEO. A. GAY & Co
499 Congress St.* Cor. Brown.
Real Antique Squares.
eb2i

,

______

Fine Muslin and Nainsook Embroideries.
Silk Gauze foi
Crimp Nets.

COE,

New Buttons-

THE
war-4

a

also
60 Bbls. Sew Orleans Molasses,

25c

197 Middle Street.
oodtf

and

sale by
fuegoB and Porto Rico, lor

25c

HATTER

_

__

NEW 0RLEAN1 MOLASSES.
NEW GOODS.

Goods delivered to ail parts of the city.

SCHOOL

dtf

pestry Carpets.

Brunswick, Me.
Vest

s

...

feblS

A. F. SICHOLS,

$1.00

for

to
mshenwonld call particular attention
ent and

one

somest and best equipped tailoring establishments
is locaat Brunswick to be found east of Boston It
ted on the ground floor of the new brick Dunlap
and
of
utility
the
acme
convenience,
is
block, and
imelegance in all its appointments. Mr. Nichols
an extenin
stock
carries
and
his
own
ports
goods,
And
sive and varied assortment of tho best English
Scottish suitings, which are manufactured to order
into nicely fitting garments by competent journeyHe has been in
men tailors at moderate prices.
Brunswick only a few months, but is rapidly acmost fashionable
the
of
being
the
reputation
quiring
tailor in the state of Maine.
and

•

goods.

Fur Hats for

Would call the attention of the Ladles of
Portland, to her large stock of KensingShe is constantly reton Materials.
and
ceil ing new designs for Kensington
other Embroideries. Stamping done on
to be perany material and warranted

Remnants of Brussels

AND
BAGS.
specialty

KJJLMUJJi.

No. 8 Elm Street,

23d, says—A. F. Nichols,
^The Boston rost of Jan.
of the handhas
in

TRUNKS

a

Specialty.

RISS I. E. FAIRWEATHER,

consistent With first-claBS work-

popular

mar9-dlw

DAY_

1882.

1882.

We make

a

dec29___dtt

BLACK
AND
SPRLNG and SUMMER
GREEN.
| A. G. Nichols,
i Merchant Tailor,
SILK
HATS i °*Price8

J. Frye, No. 23 Preble street
WEDNESDAY, March 15 1882.
DAVID MOULTON, President.

HOME

ENGRAVED CARDS.

d3t

BLUE,
BROWN,

held at the office of J.
on

All Kinds CHEAP.

of

S. Lowell,
EL NELSON & CO. William
CARD KATE ENGRAVER
mar7

Rail
STOCKHOLDER’S meeting of Ocean Street
road Company is hereby called,_and willlb

Portlaud,

and RUBBERS
mart

are many Patterns
which have sold for 25,
37 and 62 cts.

ALL
IN.

the place to find

BOOTS,
SHOES,

YARD.

Among this lot

mar9____wlm~10
RAILROAD MEETING.

lo

is

Misses’ Mosquil-

WANTED to solicit orders for our Nursery Stock
Any wide awake man 25 years of_age, 2r.”}°™' Ad
succeed. EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY.
dress, stating age,
R. «. CHASE A CO.,
8 Pemberton Hq., Boston, Han

All Rail Line.
A party of railroad men interested in thi
E
All Rail Line, including President George
B. Jackson of the Maine Central, Luciui
General Ticket Agent, and W. T

AT-

5, 10 and 20 Cts.

LIVE MEN GLOVES !

ant

the number, and

is

HORSES AND OXEN
All fine

SHOUT THE GEAD TIDINGS.

RUPTURES CM BE

Congress St.

480

_mar9-dlw*

!

Fletcher of Augusta, and others.
In the afternoon a discussion on “feeding
vs. selling,” was entered into by Messrs

dtf

sep29

-AND-

I. ROBINSON,
City Clerk.
mar9 dtd

War

Refunding

3 Free Street Block, PORTLAND.

A

\

WIIDHlffl.

lOWIV OF

Anson.

a
There will be a Republican caucus held
m.
Frida;
5
at
p.
Town
the
Mouse, Peering,
March 10th to nominate a Selectman.

of
Children’s
lot
small
sizes,
School boots,
only 50 cts. worth #1.00.
One lot Men’s line Calf
Boots, #3.00 worth #4.50
One lot Men’s Cong, and Bals
#1.25, worth #1.75.

Also

8,1883,_mar9d3t»

...

Republican

Peering.

only 35 cents,

One

will Bend 1 dozen

Wanted.

are

Per order.

ser.

--

wo

GE0.1l°BBYNPee“:

also required to give notice to said inhabitants, that the Aldermen of said city will be In
in City Buildopen session at the Aldermen’s Room,
ing from nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and
from two to five o’clock in the afternoon on each
of the four seoular days neat preceding such day of
election, for the purpose of receiving evidence of
the qualification of voters whose names have not
been entered on the lists of qualified voters, in and
for the several Wards, and for correcting said lists.
You

Hutchinson.
Treasurer—J. H. Lovejoy.
Agent—A. G. Bean.
Collector and Constable—James E. Aspiuwall.
School Committee—Shirley Hazelton, Jacob Dres-

Lakes, for the Presumpscot at Norway,
for the St. Croix at Grand Lake Stream.

ANDERSON, Gen’l Agent,

kin*; 1 Autograph Album; 100 Album Verees; 5
Paper* Assorted Needles; 1 Specie Purse, and large
Illustrated Family Story Paper 3 months, post paid,

Portland,

Street.

UC

Albany.
Selectmen—George W. Beckler, F. H. Bennett,

___

One lot of Ladies’ line Slippers GO cts. worth 80.
One lot of Ladies’ fine Cloth
Slippers 16 cts.
One lot of Ladies’ Rubbers

CALL and SEE

LAUlwd UflLT Elegant Fringed Table Nap-

THE
W6WirM"Cb
March

PURSUANT

Austin

fair.

One lot of Ladies’ fine Goat
Button Boots $1.25 worth

Annual meeting.

STATE OF MAINE.

ii-

taken in the

_President.

WII.ILIAM H. BEERS,
Vise-President and Actuary.

annual meeting of the West End Railroad
Company will be held at the office of L, M.
Webb, 88 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine, on
16tb’ 18

FRANK B. CLARK,

Newburgh.
Selectmen, Assessors, &c—J. P. Rigby, Frank
Prescott, C. H. Whitcomb.
Town Clerk—John M. Bickford,
Treasurer—Jabez Knowlton.
Collector and Constable—Simon E. Mudgett.

j:—mill'll interest

JOHN MAIKS,
HENRY TUCK, M. D.,
ALEX- STUDWELL,
R. SUYDAM GRANT

CALEF, Special Agent for New England.

nice nill V think,

open

mch9__wit

at 1® o’clock in the forenoon, then and there to give
in their votes for Mayor.
The polls on such dav of election to remain open
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall

was

1,1880,

EDWARD MARTIN.
MORRIS* ERASKLIS,
_

now

Miscellany Publishing Co., Boston, Mass.

S. S. committee—ituius i.uuuiaua,
cancy, Thurston Hunt.
Treasurer—John B. Miller.
Town Agent—ltufus Robinsen, Jr.

Supervisor—B.

ROBERT B. COLLINS,
S. S. FISHER,
WILLIAM H. BEERS,
CHAS. WRIGHT. M. D.,

JOHN M. FURMAN,
DAVID DOWS,
GEORGE A. OSGOOD,
HENRY BOWERS,
LOOMIS L. WHITE,

H.B.CLAFL1N,
THEODOBE n. BANTA, Cashier.
1>. O’ltELL. Superintendent «f Agencies.
CHARLES WRIGHT, M. D., ( Medical
HENRY TUCK, M. D.,
(Examiners.

EARLY.

CJVLL

Higgins.

Selectmen—Edward Collins, W.

1,948,665.

2,033,660.
2,317,889.
2,432,054.

Shoe

Mammoth

and
business, and
calls attention to the following bargains, at less
than half price.

1, 1879,

TRUSTEES.
MORRIS FRANKLIN
WMH APPLETON,
WILI LAM BARTON.
WILLI AM A.

W. H.

Selectmen—Rufus Robinson, Jr., W. F. Harding,
Gideon Andrews. Jr.

W.

$1,867,457.

Me.

$3.00.

03

1, 1878, $127,901,887.
125,232,144.
127,417,763.
1, 1881, 136,726,916.
{Jan. 1, 1882, 161,760,824.
f Jan. 1,1878 $2,664,144.
Dvisible | Jan. 1. 1879, 2,811,436.
at
Surplus
{ Jan. 1, 1880, 3,120.371.
4 per cent. | Jan. 1, 1881, 4,295,096.
I Jan. 1, 1882, 4,827,086.

f Jan.
Amount I Jan.
i Jan.
at risk | Jan.

( Jan. 1,1878, 45,606.
1, 1879, 45,006.

227 Middle St.

$3.00.

During the year 9941 policies hare been issued, insuring $82,374,281.
I Jan.
1 Jan.
in force ] Jan.
I Jan.

Fine Boots, Shoes & HoDhers.

One lot of Ladies’ fine Kid
Button Boots $2.00 worth

participating

EASTER MW

To the Electors of the City of Portland:
to Warrants from the Mayor and
Aldermen of the City of Portland, the duly
qualified Electors of said city are hereby notified to
meet in their respective Ward Rooms, on
the Third Monday of March instant, being the Twentieth day of said month,

All

64

..

Number of

a**

___

847,228,781

Divisible Surplus «< 4 per cent..
«£’J£»A,2,iS £A
Estimate>t Surplus toy the IV. Y. State Standard at 4 1-3 per ct„ aver 10,000,000 OO
From the undivided surplus of $4,827,036 the Board of Trustees has declared a Revisionary dividend
of next
to
policies in proportion to their ^contribution to surplus, available on settlement

to any one who will cut this out and
with 44 cents; this app?ars but once.

Moderator—A. H. Wentworth.
Clerk—F. E. Carkin.
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the Poor—
A. H. Wentworth, Galen Keen, Wilson Sprowl.
Treasurer and Collector, Town Agent and Auditor
of Accounts—Elden Burkett.
Supervisor—C. F. Wentworth.
The officers are all Democrats and Greenbackers.
Hermon.
Moderator—Rufus Robinson, Jr.

ail

86

Z,UJ©,774 7©

943,401,745

BEN S.

PRANG’S and IMPORTED EASTER CARDS.

Town

•, vu

97

48,673 57

291,264 80—$45,130,006

New England Brunch OlUce, Rialto Building, Cor. Milk and Devonshire Mis., Boston, Jlasi.

Denme6.

u

227,032

... ..

...•••••••■«»•••••••••••

143 Pearl Street.

jan24_

elegant

Appleton.

D.

00

HO. 29 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.
3wTh
mchO
_law
Just received, a large and
assortment of NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Collector—SamT Smith.
Town Auditor—D. S. Springer.
Constables—G. W. Springer, Ell Merriman, B. W.
Berry.
Hurricane.
Moderator—J. J. McCabe.
Clerk—J. A. Mitohell.
Selectmen—T. F. Landers, John Donohue, P. L.
Grendeil.
Treasurer and Collector—W. A. Healey.
Supervisor ef Schools—J. J. McCabe.
Constable—M. Murphy.

Clerk-George

these policies, $300,000, including liabilities),...

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

Lexl agton.
Clerk—A. H. Felker (Dem.)
Felker (Dem.) R. F. Dexter,
H.
Selectmen—A.
Fremont Pierce (Rep )
Chase.
Treasurer—C. H.
Supervisor of Schools—Miss Roxie L. Churchill.
Collector and Constable—Geo. R. Boynton.
Chest erviile.
Moderator—-Hon. E. R. French.
Clerk—John C. Wheeler.
Selectmen—John G. Wheeler, Alfred A. Oak69,
Edwin R. French, P. J, Wheeler.
S. S. Committee-H. E. Hodgkins.
Constable and Collector—D. B. Webster.
All Republicans but supervisor.
Litchfield.
Moderator—David S. Springer,
glerk—Gardiner Roberts, Jr.
Selectmen—W. G. Webber, Elisha Baker, C. B.
Preble.

on

••••

452,161

J. W. COLCORD,

The

APPROPRIATED AS FOLLOWS:
70
Adjusted losses, due subsequent to Jan. 1,1882... $361,544
167,439 98
&c.
Reported losses, awaiting proof,
60,25- 76
Matured endowments, due and unpaid (claims not presented)...
2,965 35
Annuities, due and unpaid (uncalled for)
Reserved for reinsurance on existing policies; participating insurance at 4
5
at
cent.
Carlisle
net
per
premium; non-participating
per cent. Carlisle
net premium.... ... 39,716,408 63
Reserved for contingent liabilities to Tontine Dividend Fund, over and
above a 4 per cent, reserve on existing policies of that class. 2,064,244 03
28,889 67
Reserved for premiums paid in advance.

OS

many others did. as I had a perfect right to do,
and while there talked with several citizens of
No possible constructhat and other Wards.
tion of anything said or done, while I was
there could make out a case of bulldozing or
interference, nnless a citizen of Portland has
no right to talk about questions affecting the
public in the Ward rooms of the city.
Yours respectfully,
Benjamin F. Andrews.
Portland, March 8th, 1882.

Instruction in English and Class*
ical Studies.

Store, is
ready for

34

CAN11 A88ET8. Jan. 1, 1882.

Moderator—Calvin D. Wright.
Clerk—Isaac W. Johnson.
Selectmen and Assessors—Hiram T. Strout, Freeman Light, Stephen S. Bartlett.
Treasurer—P. G. Ingalls.

Agent—Joel Flint.
Supervisor—Seldom Overlook.
Collector—E. A. Shlelinger.

545,227

balances
Accrued interest on investments Jan. 1, 1882.
Excess of market value of securities over cost.
*A detailed schedule of these items will accomgany the usual annual report
filed with the Insurance Department of the stateof New York

in company with a friend of mine to see Mr.
Hassett. I met him in the Ward room and
I had no folhad a conversation with him.

EDUCATIONAL

Portland

4,486,606 62
Real estate....
Bonds and mortages, first lien on real estate (buildings thereon insured
for $16,940,000 60, and the policies assigned to the company as addi18,215,030 73
tional collateral security).
Temporary loans (secured by stocks, market value, $2,883,677 60). 2,376,000 00
♦Loans on existing policies (the reserve held by the company cn these poli•••■•

Explanatory.
Mr. Editor:—Allow me state through your
colums my version of the matter in Ward 2,
which in jour issue of yesterday is termed “An
outrageous interference.” I went to the Ward

Maynard.

»

-A. kj.

•••

JUNIORS.

Treasurer—S. IS. Gordon.
Supervisor of Schools—O. F. French.
Constable and Collector—Hiram Dearborn.
A11 Republicans.
Solon.
Moderator—A. W. Rowell.
Clerk—A. M. Maynard.
Selectmen—J. L. Pierce, Corydon Felker, Joseph

2

Cash in bank, on hand and in transit (since received). $1,271,588 41
Invested in United States, New York city and other stocks (market value,

cies amounts to $2,879,000).•
..v..
♦Quarterly and semi-annual premiums on existing,policies, due subsequent
to Jan. 1,1882....—.••••■••
♦Premiums on existing policies in course of transmission and collection

H. A.Bascom, Portland.
E. H. Packard, Auburn.
N. B. It. Pettengill, Augusta.
E. F. Holden, East Otisfleld.

F. Eaten.

kS

1,001,027 ov
379,860 21 $0,097,400

ciciti mo

XXUKJJJ

C. H. Gilman, Salutatorian, Portland.
W. W. Curtis, Brunswick.
M. H. Goodwin, Gorham.
J. F. Libby, Locks Mills.
W. E. Mason, North Conway, N. H.
W. A Moody, Kennebunkport.
W. O. Plimpton, Litchfield.
C. E. Stinchtteld, Brunswick.

Clerk—H. Dowst.
Selectmen, &c.—A. G. Whittier, O. F. French, M.

94

•••

845,130,006 AO

last of the term:

WhittiflV.

90

policyholders..$5,091,8-0
salaries,

oetHdtl

Consignments solicited.

m.

w. p. eoss.

32

■

22
Total paid
Taxes and re-iusurances.............
Commissions, brokerages, agency expenses and physicians fees.
Office and law expenses,
advertising, printing, &c.

W. AILJSy

C-

Given to private pupils by the subscribe*

851,827,487.12
Loeses by death, including
Endowments matured and

Exchaigf St.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’olodr a*

REVENUE ACCOUNT,
Premiums.... .... .$8,438,684.07
387,972.13—$8,060,711.94
Less deferred premiums, Jan. 1, 1881..
Interest and rents (including realized gains on real estate
Hold
..
2,789,821.70
357.167.37—2,432,654.33-310,483,366.27
Lo?s interest accrued Jan. 1, 1881.

next.

The following members of the Senior and
Junior classes have been appointed to take
part in the Senior and Junior exhibition of tbo

_,

The special election in Ward One to elect a
Councilman, for whom there was no choice
Monday, resulted as follows:
Horace A. Hallett .. ..204
Charles Guptill. "
Charles F. Guptill...
Charles H. Guptill...
Scattering.
Mr. Guptill,
And Mr. Hallett was elected.
but
the Democratic candidate, declined to run,
of
in the afternoon there waB quite a number
voters who threw their votes for

Cash Assets, January 1, 1881.*.841,344,130.85

a

Supervisor—Wm. S. Cotton.

ft

JANUARY I,

1882.

leu room 18

BAILEY,

Nos. 346 and 348

Office,

Amount of Net

Cashier BootOOy’s Deficiency.
most important case to be tried at the
present term of the Supreme Judicial Court in

N a

INS. CO.
NEW YORK LIFEBROADWAY.

for

The

Report

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
F. O.

to the Lakes and Mt. Desert.

Auditor—G. McKenney.
All Democrats.
Harrison.
Moderator—C. E. Stuart.
Clerk—T. R. Sampson.
Selectmen—Joshua Howard, Franklin Walker,
John Johnson.
Traasurer—A. R. Morse.
School Committee—Alphonso Moulton.

MTvlArntnr—A

Annual
Thirty-Seventh
-OF THE-

SALES.

AUCTION

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS_

_

„„

Small Pox.
The two cases of varioloid on the schoone
Ricliie were of a mild type and were not in thi

Storey.

School Committee—A. C. True, Prescott Keyes,

A

The mthetic party at the rink this evening
will doubtless prove one of the events of tin
season.
Sun llowers and lilies will be in grea
demand.
Representatives of Oscar Wildi
will be present in full costume. Chandler wil
furnish music and a good time generally ma;
be anticipated.

non-subscribers.
The company contemplates connecting soon
with all the large cities in the State and even
for a talk—and 30

Jr., Henry Taylor.

V_
J
hnt
>•/><!
nlnnlr nnrl lrnnn
been
The Misses Browns of this city have
breeches.
from an attack of Roman
abroad
suffering
Two of the energetic carpenters of Portland
fever.
Were the John Kimballs—father and son.
Kev. Dr. Merriman, who supplied the pulpit
They were the two first professional architects
Hincks’
of the town. The younger of the Kimballs
the State street church during Mr.
of
made the plans for the Old City Hall, which
has received a call to the
in
Europe,
absence
The
Kimball’s
was erected under his charge.
Franklin Congregational church of Somerville
built the McLellan-YVingate house, corner of
has
Harrison Brazier
High and Spring streets.
Mass., at a salary of 83,000 per year. LHe
worked 93 days continuously on the hall-way
not yet decided to accept the call.
has
little
of this dwelling. Very
improvement
The New York Sun says:—“An important
been made on it since. An unused flue of this
building was taken possession of a by hive of discovery has been'made at Mr.!James Churchbees, which filled it with honey, and when ill’s new sugar refinery in Cardenas. It is a
preparations were made to take their horde new kind of soap made from the scum of mosome weeks after, honey and bees had departlasses and sugar in the process of refining. The
ed.
The fine piece of carving over the front door
cleansing properties of saccharine juices are
of John Mussey's house, corner of High and
well known, and this soap is said to be superior
Danforth streets, was done by John Kimball
Mr Churchill is a former
second, whose name is mentioned above. He to all other soaps.”
also did all the ornamental work for the First
leading citizen of Portland.
ho has
Parish church.
Captain Charles H. Chase states that
The Old City Hall was built the same year
not had a word with Mr. Hassett since Thurswith the First Parish church, and under the
supervision of the same building committee, day last.
who consisted of Joshua Richardson John
Fred D. Irish of Gorham and formerly a
Mussey, Albert Newball. When first erected,
for Dresser, McLellan & Co.,
bookkeeper
the “Market House,” as it was called, had no
Mexico with the best
portico; the stairs leading to the hall were of leaves to-day for New
It was originsolid timber, and were inside.
wishes of his many friends.
ally intended to be a useful building economiThe New Religion learns that Dr. O. NJBrad
cally built. In 1833, after two years of city
an oflice at
bury, late of Norway, has opened
government people of architectural taste bethere
came dissatisfied with the plain appearance of
Atlanta, Ga,. and intends to remain
the building. It answered very well for “the
Dr. Bradbury was a member
permanently.
market house” as it was called, but now as it
conof the Garcelon Legislature and was quite
the city hall it was hardly
was to be called
times of the winter
troublous
in
the
the
movement
leader
of
The
epecuous
justtlie thing.
was Chas. Q. Clapp. He was made the comof 1879-80.
mittee to draw a plan and superintend the
Miss Annie E. Greeley, the favorite vocalThe
portico
improvement of the building.
S.
ist, of this city is engaged to Mr. Charles
brick piers and pilasters on the corners and
the heavy pediments on the outside stairs
Hood, called the finest basso in Providence, R.
were the results ef his work.
I where he fills a position in the choir of one
I have already exceeded reasonable limits, as
He carried off the
of the leading churches
I always do when writing of this old town with
honors at one of the most select concerts ever
a history, and yet there are the builders’ works
of three-quarters of a century (with two or three
given in that city at Music Hall, last Tuesday
spacious
exceptions) unmentioned. Of many
night, and received universal congratulationsthem
render
nor
incident
neither
age
buildings
have
The Boston Journal says “The statement is
others
interest.
of
Many
objects special
for 73 years been witness to the good taste of
authoritatively made that Miss Annie Louise
their owners and architects, and have not been
man of her
Cary will be quietly married to a
much improved on since. Before the embargo
choice in the summer or early autumn.” Who
of 1887, they were the homes of affluence.
is the lucky man?
That egergious blunder of shutting up the
ports to foreign commerce, well nigh ruined
Mr. Libby’s “Record.”
New England, while old England, for whose
Mr. Editor:—Will you kindly allow me the
punishment the ruinous policy was contrived,
worse. If an enemy had
was not a whit the
a misapprehenuse of your columns to remove
done it they would have borne it patiently, but
in
sion which I have reason to believe exists
it was their own government to whom they had
Liba right to look to foster and protect their comthe minds of many persons as regards Mr.
temmerce.
by’s “record” as a public officer on the
Those who erected the houses alluded to, and
attacks which
perance question. From the
who were at the time abundantly able to do it,
would naturally be
suddenly found that their ships were worthless have been made on him it
and finally were compelled to leave their pleasthat he has been hostile to the ensupposed
ant homes—some without a place to lay their
forcement of the liquor law. I deem it only
heads. On the mechanics and laborers, dependant nt inntinn to sav that no Countv
Attorent on commerce, which was the principal bushas ever enforced
iness of the town, the blow fell as heavily as it
ney within my knowledge
did on the merchants. Recollections of those
the law more energetically and impartiallj
days yet serve to disturb the very few remainMr. Libby. During the greater part oi
ing, whose age entitles them to close their lives than
the five years he held the office, I served un
calmly and pleasantly.
der him as a liquor deputy, and had ample op
Lecture on Mormonism.
to observe his fidelity {and : courage
portunity
Mr. Wm. Ji rman, the ex-Mormon elder and
I am at a loss to understand in what particu
priest from Balt Lake City, Utah, who recent,
lar Mr. Libby’s record gives offense to the tern
ly lectured at the Y. M. C. A. rooms in this
voters of Cumberland county. In m;
perance
a
crowded
at
the rehouse, will,
city, before
they are indebted to him for a con
judgment
quest of many citizens, give another of his
vigorous and impartial enforcemen
beautifully illustrated lectures on Mormonism spicuously such as has seldom been seen ii
of the law,
and exhibition of Mormon life, with many new
this community. It is said that Mr. Libb;
sights and scenes in the Mormon country, at doubts whether the
prohibitory law is the beB
;
City Hall, Wednesday evening, March 15th.
for the evils of the liquo
remedy
practical
The Mormon monstrosity is but little known
trafic. The advocates of the law can afford t<
outside of the Mormon priesthoo l. Mr. JarWhat
differ with him as I do, on this point.
man is the first
lecturer to give the inner
ever his views may be as]to the practical work
workings of this great tyil. Among other things
r
ings and theory of the law they have neve
he will give a description of the celebrated
the performance of his duty as a put
affected
Endowment House.
Mr. Jarman’s twelve
lie officer. In some places practice is more im
years residence in Utah has enabled him tc
than profession.
Oren Ring.
gather all the facts. The lecture will be un- portant
der the auspices of the Young Men’s Christian
Portland, March 8, 1882.
Association The hall should be crowded. The
j. Winslow Jones & Co.
tickets are now for sale at Stockbridge’s.
A hearing in the case of Walter Rathbon 0
Roller Skating- Rink.
Bacon and others vs. J. Winslow Jones & C(
A1

connection was made between Brunswick and
Bichmond which also gives connection with
Gardiner, Hallowell and Augusta. Free use
is given of these lines till Monday next when
the moderate charge of 25 cents will be made

Treasurer—H. J. Lane.
Supervisor—Willis H. Kolfe (Gr.)
Collector—F. H. Witham, (Dem.)
Scarboro.
Moderator—S, B. Gunnison.
Clerk—John A. Milliken.
Selectmen—G. M. Oliver, Charles W. Libby, J. F.

All

f

completed a line from Lewiston to Bath thus
giving Portland subscribers connection with
Bath through 65 miles of wire. Last evening

Raymond.
Moderator—B. L. Danforth, (Dem)
Clerk—0. B. Lane, (Dem.)
Selectmen—F. H. Witliam, (Dem.,) Albert Morrill, (Gr.,) J. C. Shaw, (Dem.)

Treasurer—Nathaniel

ONE.

New Telephone Connections.
The Telephone Company have recently

LHCTIONS.

TOWN

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

New

CHEESE.

New York
100 Choice Vermont Sago—150 Choice
Plain—for sale by

SMITH, CAGE & CO.,
9ii COMMERCIAL. STREET.
d3w

Style Cents’ Ties

Special Lot Towels
12 1-2 cts-

mar4_

We

are

offering Special Bargainsjn

Black Silks and Cashmeres.
Please inspect them.

>

Owen, Moore & Co,
mar3

CHEESE.

<«f

GEO. A. GAY Ac CO.,
499 COA'«RESS ST.
feb21

A

EVERYBODY WANTS IT.

Nichols gives the following exact
figures of the quantities used in reducing
bones with ashes: Break 100 pounds of
bones into small fragments, pack .them in a
tight cask or box with 100 pounds of green
wood ashes, which have been previously
mixed with 25 pounds of dry water-slaked
lime and 12 pounds of powered sal soda.

Use

will saturate the

^The

....

_,

quite a large amount of good fertilizer
scarcely inferior to superphosphate in value

PARKED,

4 Bulflncli St., Boston, mass.
on all diseases requiring skill and
experience._Nov22eodtaugl3

NJB.—The author maybe consulted

Pork Raising.
[By Henry Reynolds, M. D.j
Raising pork and feeding' corn meal at
present prices and selling the pork for eight

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Corrected for the Tress

to

9, 1882.

March

@ 8 Va
8
Pipe.7Va@
Pig.63/s@
New York,

would be in

Pilot Sap.... 9 OOgll 00 Common.3* @ 3*4
do sq 100 t>. 7 00(88 50 Kehned.@ 3M»
Ship.5 50@6 50
7

Crackers ib

8 60

60 ft

30®

100.

35

Candice.
Mould W tt).12@12V4

Sperm.25

@30

Coni.—(Retail.)

Cumberland 0 60@7 00
Acadia.6 60@7 00
Lead.
Chestnut.6 OU@(i 50
Franklin.7 60®8 00 Sheet.8

Lehigh.6 50®7

00

leather.

Coffee.

25S28

Java.’lb—

12ya@16

Bio.

Cooperage.
Shooks and Heads
Mol.City.. 1 90@ 2 00
Sug. City.. 1 60ft 160
Sag Sawed shk 80 ft 1 00
Fine Sugar
5
Boxshooks
40®
Heading.
Spruce
12
36in.
20®
24
Pine.
22@
Hhd.

23 ft
Hard Pine.
Hoops, 14ft 25 00@30
SftlO
do
Short
00@12
7ft 8 00®
Pop’rStavesl 2 00@14

25
00
00

00

@12 00
Spmce r’gh
B. O. Hhd.
Staves....25 00028 00
Uo”pcr.
God. Bolts
@ 30
M.Y. SheKwti@20
ing.
..

x

@20
@22
@32

Bronze do...

Bolts. :
Oop Bottoms

Y.M.

Light.21
Mid Weight 24

Heavy.23

| Slaughter...35

Gd.l>am’g’d22

Am. Calf....
Lumber.

South. Pine,30 00@40 00
Clear Pine.

00@65 00
00045 00
Shipping .20 00025 00
Spruce.13 00@15 00
Hemlock... 11 00013 00
Clapboards.
Nos. 1 & 2.65
No. 3.40

Spruce, ex.28 00@30
do No. HI5 00(0/17
Clear....25 00028
2d Clear 20 00024
25

Pine.

Shingles,

Cedar ex.. 3
Clear. 2
Cedar No.l 2
Spruce. 1

00@60 0o
26@

50*)
00@

2o@

Matches.

@

2 00

34@

60
40

@12Mj Star,$ygrosB

Manilla.15@

3 76
3 00
2 76
1 50

Laths,
Spruce.... 1 60@ 176
Pine.
@ 2 60

C'ordace*
Amer’n $?lt>.12
Russia. 12

00
00
00
00

@12Vfe
1C

MolaweM.
Porto Rico..
36@

Muscovado.
NewOrleans

Manilla Bolt

Rope.16V2@17
Sisal.10 @11

60
45
44

48@
crop..
Barbadoea new 43@
DriiKN and Dyes.
Acid Oxadic... 14@ 16 Cienf uegos new43@
tart. 50® 62 Boiling.
Natl**.
Alcohol
gal.2 30@2 40
6 Cask. 3 40@ 3
Alum., 3@
Naval 8to”e
Ammonia,
carb. 23@ 26 xar, %> GDi.. *- 6uv **
8 Pitcli(C.Tar)
@ 4
Ashes, pot.... 6%@
Bals copahia..
@ 76 Wil. Pitch.. 4 26® 4
8 25@4
Beeswax. 32@ 38 Rosin.
new

65@

Cochineal.

60
3
40
17
60
25
30
60.

1V2@
37@

Cream Tartar

00
50
25
60

3@ 6 Oakum. 9% @10%
15@ 16i
Oil.
@ 3V®

Borax.
Brimstone...

Copperas...

ou

68@

rurpt’ne.g’l

Bleaching
powders....

50

12@
20@
15@

Ex. Logwood.
Gum Arabic
Aloes cape...
..

28

Camphor.
Myrrh.

@
45@
Opium...*.... 4 76*0 001
60 1
Shellac. 42@

14%

Ligonia.

30
70
45
45
60
62
66
00
30

Sperm.1 25@1
Whale.
65@
40@

Bank.
Shore.

36@

26 Porgie.
40@
60S
@3 60] Linseed.
63®
Ipecac.1 30@1 401 Boiled do....
95@1
Licorice,rt.... 16@ 20: Lard
401
Castor.1
20@1
Cal ex. 34@
Morphine. 390@4 001 STeatsfoot ....1 00 @112
Oil bergamot 2 75@3 00 j Elame. 62@ 64
Paints.
Cod liver... .175@2 00|
3 50@3 7 5 P. Pure Lead.
@7 25
Lemon....
Olive.1 25@1 75. Pure Gr’d do. 0 00@7 60
50
do..
Pure
3
25(5)3
@7 60
Dry
Peppt.
3 00 I Am. Zinc ...,6 00@7 00
Wintergreen.
3
Rochelle
Yel..
bro2%®
Potass
3@ 3 Ya
mide. 38@ 401 Eng. Yen.Red
7
Red
Lead.
251
%
7@
Chlorate. 20@
Rice.
Iodide.2 20@2 25:
@50 Rice, Ip ft.... 6%@8%
Quicksilver..
Maleratum.
Quinine.2 40@2 45,
@7
Kt. Rhubarb.. 75@1 601 Saleratus, ^ lb6
Malt.
35
i
Rt. Snake.
25@
161 Turk’s Island,
Saltpetre.
Senna.
s' 25 J ^ hhd.(bd.)l 87%@2 26
2 00@2 37%
Seed.Canary..2 lia.2 62 Bonaire
00oj3
..2
OOl Cadiz, du.pdl 75@2 12%
Cardamons
Soda, bi-carb.. 3%@ 6<*41 Cadiz,b’dl 37Y2@1 62Yj
Sal.
Liverpool.
Duty paid 1 62Ya@2 00
Sulphur.
In bond
.3 25@1 60
Sugai Lead

Indigo.1 00@1
Iodine.

...

....

...

...

Cr’nd butter..
16$* box
Liv. fine sack. 1 25@1 75
Meeds.

Whit6 Wax...
Vitrol. blue...

Vanilla,
10@U%
Dean.12 0G@16 001 Clover, lb
\ ied Top, bag. 3 25@3 60
ff. Grass bu.. 2 t)0@3 00
Duck.
No. I.
Mpices.
@37
No. 3.
@33
Cassia, pure .30 @32
Cloves.40 @42
No. 10.
(&24
..

Ginger.10 @12
Mace.
90@ 1 00
Nutmegs. 85@ 95
Pepper. 20@ 22

i®17

No. 8.
10 ox.
Pish.
Cod, per qtl.,
L’ge Shore ...4
L’ge Bank....
Smai.

@21
75@5

Mtarch.

25

Laundry

@
@

Mhot.

PoIIock.3 50@4 25 Crop ..
@
3uck.
@
@
Teas.
25@2 50
Souchong.... 25@
Herring
Shore, •pbbL.O 00@0 00 Colong. 25@
Seal I)1 box. 22(a) 25. ao cnoice, *Digu
No.
16@201 Japan. 26@ 30
do choice.
Macke el.^bbi.
35@ CO
Tin*
o.
1.
N
Bay
26
Strait
@27
@
Bay No. 2..
Large 3-0 00@ 0 001 English .25y2@26Yi
gaoreNo.l 19 00^21 00 Uhar. I. O.. 7 25@ 7 76
No. 2.10 60(ffi 12 00 Jhar.I.X... 9 00@ 9 75
8 50@ 9 50 Terne,.6 76@ 8 76
No. 3.
Joke. 5 76@ 6 25
Small.
@
18®
27
Intimony...
Clam bait...
@
...

....

25
50

Hny,

Pres’d ^ptonlS 00@17 00
Loose.14 00@17 00
Straw.11 00@13 00

Sine. 8 00@ 9
Tobacco.
Best brands.
60@
Medium....
60@
Common....
3o@
! lalf lb.
to
STat’l Leaf...
80@
Varnish.
lamar.1 75@2
)oach. 2 25@ 5
1 50@ 2
I'urniture

I]
Superfine.6 00ig6 00
Extra Spring. .6 2526 60

70
68
45
90
60
00

60

“.•Is'alucceBB and

...

CAUTION-Genuine ONLY wiUl
of Baron Liebig S SignaSole Agents for the United States (wholesale only) C. David Sc Co.,
ture in Blue Ing acrots Label.
ls, Mark Lane, London, England.

LIFE ROOT!

50 ]

lids,
lye,

..

Sugar.
Granulated. 93A
Extra C. 9%
Fruit
Mosc’tl Raisins2 70@3 60
London Layers 310(2 3 15
Valencia
1%1@ 12%
Turkish Prunes.7V2@8c
French

Prunes.l2V2@14

Oranges
P&lermos $>bx 3 00@3 60
3 25(23 75
Valencia ^ca«e7 00@8 00

Messina,‘P’box

Jamaica^lOO

2
Lemons.

50(&3 00

Meeslna.3 60@4 50
Palermo!.3 C0@4 00

00
00
00

Mess.18 50@19 00
l :ams.11% @12
b onnd Hogs.... 9 Yi@10

Lard.
1 ub,$»Ib....l3%@ll7/8
1 iercea, lb $?.llfi/8@ll8/4
f ail. 12V* @12%
EScan*.
I ea.3 76@3 80
S [odiums.3 66@3 76
1 ellow Eyes.. 3 10@3 30
Batter.
( Iraamery.33@35
( iilt EdgoVermont33@36
( hoice
22(a)28
( food.20@22
g tore....16@17

A Positive Cure for Kidney & Live Complaints
and ail Diseasesarising
therefrom such as

Nuts.

Virginia....2 25^3

@
92,10c I

Tennessee...

Castana^Jb.
Walnnta
Filberts
Pecan

"
"

7Ya@
Apples.

8

60 8 kirns.

12%@15c
12%@15c

!2%(a;16c

er

A

A*

Eastern.@100

and White Brooks.75@85
Scotch... 90c@l 00
The above prices are for car lots of Potatoes; small
ots about 6c higher.
Jaeksone

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

Elixir of Life Root Company,
J. W. KITTKEDGE, Agem.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
B-'ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT.^g!
eod&wly22
jo

«£LSAM.

This elegant dressing

is

those

on ac-

its superior
and purity.
i contains materials
are beneficial
scalp and hair
and always

Color to

Grey or Faded Hair

Parker’s Hair Balsam is finely perfumed and is
warranted to prevent felling of the hair and,to remove
50c.

dandruff and itching. Hiscox & Co., N.Y.
and $1 sizes, at dealers in drugs and medicines.

PARKER’S

to any house-

GINGER TONIC

hold.
“I cannot account for it!” exclaimed the de-

A Superlativa Health and Strength Restorer.
If you are a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork, or a mother run down by family or house-

faulting bank cashier.—Philadelphia Item.
A woman has just walked with an infant
child from Philadelphia to Chicago. As there
were no outstanding bets on her, and no gate
money, she had to go to the workhouse.—Chicago Tribune.

►

61

..

..163
..161
..161
..121
..160
96
..62
109
..113
..

..113
113

108%
..109
110

POOR, No. 263 Commercial St.
Casket manufacturers,
Furnishing Undertakers.
S. S. RICH & SON, 133 Exchange St
Hosiery, Kid Gloves, Laces,

China and Glass
R. S. RAND,

JL-*

Goods,

Fancy Good*.

Ho*ierv.

uioves, woTBieas, xarns, &c.
A. B. BUTLER, 247

Middle St.

Cleaniiog, Carpet Cleaning
and Feather-Bed Renovating at PUREST CITY
DYEING,
DYE HOUSE ISPreble
Preble House.
St, op.,

Wedding and
Cards and Fine Stationery.
ENGRAVING
william s.
bis

Calling

congress st,
Custom and Ready Made Clothing
Gents* Furnishing Goods.
ALLEN & COMPANY, 229 Middle St
Designs and Choice
Flowers a specialty.
W. E. MORTON & CO., 615 Congress St
Foreign and Domestic, Candies,

FINE

Toys.

18 BEATER

FURNITURE,

STREET,

A Kerosene Fixtures, Lamps Ac.
Old Fixtures Rebronzed.
CLEVELAND & MARSTQN, 128 Exchange St
Fixtures, Kerosene Lamps A goods
Fixtures Rebronzed and Gilded.
LEVI S. BROWN, 28 Market Square

GAS

NEW YORK.

dly

GAS

Furnishing t*oods, Neckwear,
MUSICAL KEADING GENTS’
Underwear
CHARLES CtTSTIS & CO., 493 Congress St
&c.

FOR THE MILLION!

Ditson & Co. publish a very delightful series of
standard and new books, designed to give, in an attractive literary form, all needed inj'ormation about
musical history and some poi'tions of the study qf
music.
favor on the musical
people ot the community by adding these books to
their lists.
D Ani ni1AA is remembered in the Biographi
AlOIIlilIICt3 cal Romance “BEETHOVEN”
($1.60), and the Romantic Biography of MOZART
($1.75). Beth closely follow facts.
rrilA T A|fA«c OF MENDELSSOHN (2 vols.
AIU3 liUllUrS each $1.76); MOZART (2
vols. each $1.50)—let ns into the inner life of the
great masters.
Tlin
T lrno of BEETHOVEN ($2.00). of
A It 13 AjlVtib
CHOPIN ($1.60), of gottsHALK ($1.50). of HANDEL ($2.00), of ROSSINI
($1.76), of SCHUMANN ($1.50). of VON WEBER
(2 vols. each ($1.50) and of MENDELSSOHN($1.60),
are standard, exceedingly well written and very

readable books.
is well represented by RITTER’S
Tlicf
AA1SLUI J HISTORY OF MUSIC (2 vols. eaoh
($1.50), compact and complete, while Elson serves
up in his capital collection of CURIOSITIES OF
MUSIC ($1), a fine entertainment. Urbine’s BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF EMINENT COMPOSERS ($1.76), includes the history of some hundreds of notabilities.

In Guilmette’s

($1.50), Davis’s VOICE
AS A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT (40 cts.), and Sieber’s ART OK SINGING (50 ct3.), we have most
directions for the care and training of the voice.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

Wholesale and Retail.
Cocoes and Fancy Groceries.

Fine Teas,
GROCERIES,

GEO. 0. SHAW & CO., 685&587Cong. & 236 Middle
Fine goods and low prices.
Grocers.
W. L. WILSON &

CO., Exchange & Federal St.

GROCERIES,
8..T.

Teas

and

_

CO.,
Congress St
and fishing; tackle.
Agent for Du Font’s POWDER, and
RENDROCK. Q. L. BAILEY, 221 Middle ,St.

Guns

Store. Hair Jewelry and Unman
Hair Goods of all kinds made to order.
A. BLOCKLINGER, 627 Congress St.

HAIR

Cutlery, Tools.
Glass and Builders’ Supplies.
T. L. MERRILL & CO., No. 9 Market Square

HARDWARE,

IMLanufrs.

and

dealers

in

Harness Leather, Wholesale and Retail.
HARNESS
163 & 165 Middle St
CHAS. J. WALKER &

CO.,
FURS. Special Fine, New
York Goods. Buffalo & Wolf Robes a specialty
MERRY, the Hatter, 237 Middle St
Caps and Furs, manufacturer
and Dealer in Furs. Robes. &c.
G. A. SUSSKRAUT, 232 Middle St.
pharmacy.
Homeo. Medicines, Books and Cases.
S. E. SYLVESTER, M. D. 410 Congress St
Watches. Chronometers,
Clocks, Charts, and Silverware.
WM. SENTER & CO., 51 Exchange St
a

HATS

HATS,

Homeopathic

tP

U'ntrhM.

ninmrnirU.

Solid Silver and Plated Ware.
CARTER BROS., 621 Con grew, cor. Casco St
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks.
Silverware Manuf’rs, Gold and Silver Platers.
ATWOOD & WENTWORTH, 609 Congress St

JKWEURY,

Silver A

Clock*,
Plated Ware, Fino Watch Repairing.
JE AELRiyWatches,
ROBERT B.
613

Congress

SWIFT,

Stive.

Watches, docks and

JEWEJLRY,
Ware, Manufacturers of Masonic Goods, &c.
239 Middle St
J. A. MERRILL A

fm § A Q B

33

CO.,

GLOVES, Laces,
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.
KID
MOORE A
607 A 609
Smallwares and

COM

OWEN,

Tailor.

ment of Imported Goods.
MERCHANT
F. A.

Congress

A

Fine

Complete External and Internal
Inhaler,

One Dollar.

A course of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the mest
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier on earth.
PRICE, $1.00. TRIAL SIZE, 10 Cent*.

single

Weeks &

eod&wly

jan24

W.I. PHILLIPS A,CO., Wholesale Agts.
M.W&Fly
GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADE

BEFORE

Paitial Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, HyFemale
steria*
Weaknestf,
Nervous Pains and Weakneses, Malaria and Fever and
ague. Price 25 Cents,
sold Everywhere.

Organs,

|—

St.

CATARRH.

AFTER TAKIMB.

ga^Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221
vcaUCxouna tf Stone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.

Congress Si.,

restores tho
taste and
smell ;beneficial results
arejealized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaled fo
the head.
colds in
Agreeable to use. Apthe
little
finger
P*y by
m" f™ \g m* r>
■ ■ m
into the nostrils. On
receipt of 50c will mail a package. For sale in Port
Land by wholesale and retail druggists

nd fever and rheumatic
ervous cases, and as a

estorativo.

For sale

by

111

ailments, as a sedative in
general invigorant and

Druggists and Dealers
generally.
T.ThS&wlm

all

mar2

HAY FEVEm

Orders oy mail or

d&wly48

WINES &

GEO. P. ROWELL & CO.,

LIQUORS

kinds, its the
ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
of all

Advertising Agents,

—YOU SALK BY—

ALL THE

I

t STANLEY 4 SON,

Importers,

tin fore st„ porxeandme.

and
Roods,
MILIjINERY
Velvets, Satins, Ribbons, Flowers A Laces.
A. E.
444
St.

Congress

BARNES,

EASTMAN A CUTTS,
Mijljlinery.
Nos. 1 A 2 United States Hotel

Me.

Printing a Special!).
in person promptly atta-.ued

Instruments and Merchandise.

STOCKBR1DGE, 166 Exchange St
A music HOOKS, Pianos,
Organs, Musical Instruments, Ac.

MUSIC

C. K. HAWES. 177 Middle St

Roods.

Rlass

in

Rreat

Eyes
OPTICAU.
Variety of Shape and Color, The best make.
0. H.
No. 4
Street.

Ed MoCameron A Maine Piano Co.’s
BAILEY A NOYES, 72 Exchange St.

and Orgnas of best makes.
Five makes of Pianos and four of Organs.

PIANOS
SAMUEL THURSTON. No.3 Free St

Block

Organs. Weber, Kranich
Bach Pianos, and Smith Am. Organs.
PIANOS
Sc

TIT

If

WTfUTlTTU IT

OL

»>

O/MT

Frame

fflPy.
Fine Gold Frames
to order.
PICTURE
E. H.
37

All

KNIGHT,

a

«

A

_m

kinds Frames

Specialty.

Temple Street.

Hardware,
Goods. Wholesale
SADDLERY
GEORGE
NELSON

Harness Leather
and Retail.
A CO. 119 Exchange St.

and Horse
M.

Ranges, Furnaces A- Kitchen
Supplies. Agents for the “Crawford Ranee.”

STOVES,
KNIGHT A HOWARD. 233

A

236 Federal St,

Ranges and Furnaces.
Agent for
Bishop A Co.s’ Goods.
W. D. AMES, 29 Market Square.

Wood,

Ranges,
Sole Agents for Magoe Furnace Co.’s Goods.
STOVES,
12
St
A, N. NOYES A
and Furnaces.

SON,

Pamphlet Printing

paid

to

H

h

M

and

Exohange

Furnaces,
Sole Agents
“Falmonth lunge.”
STOVES,
AO.B.NASH, 172 174 Fore St
and Hanses.

TnTbStfvJ
W. W. SHARPE & CO.,
Advertising: A rents,
PARK HOW,
NEW YORK
Advertisements written appropriately displayed
and proofs given, free ofa •
The leading Daily and
ekiy Newspapers of tn
United States and Canada, kept on Hie for the accommodation of Advertisers.
■i

F.

A

Always
German, French
TAll.OR.
English Goods.
Exchange St
K0HL1NG,
on

and
W. H,

r

hand the best
89

All,OB and Draper. Fine Roods and
First-class Work a Specialty.
D. E .CORNISH, 249 Middle St.

and draper.
Fine Goods always on hand. Satisfaction
F. A. SMITH, 281 Federal St
guaranteed.

Taii.ok

Clock Maker,
Oliver Gerrish, at
WM. SENTER A CO.’S, Cl Exchange Stree

WATCH

and

U

A

N,

A*

Railway,

and all stations

on

B. A

a. m.

8.40.

The

day

The

this Line will

Steamers Eleanors and Franconia
MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted np with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
every

sage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, 16; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination M
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 88, E. R. New York.
Tickets and Stave Rooms can he obtained at 28
Excnange Street. From Dee. 1 to May 1, no pasdec6dtf
sengers will be taken by this line.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
after

Monday, Dec.
Trains
LEAVE
PORTLAND
—“-“-FOB BOSTON at 8.46 a.m. 1.10
3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at
(Express.) and
1.16, 6.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Bos
ton at 8.80 a. m. (Express), 12.30, 8.30 p. m„
arriving at Portland at 12.30, 6.00, and 8.00
Portland for Scarborough Beach,
p. m.
Piae Point, Old Orchard Beach, andKennebunk,at 8.45 a.m. 3.30 and 5.30 p.ra. (See
Note.) For Saco and Biddeford, at 8.45 a. m.
l. 10, 3.30 and 5.30 p. m. For Wells, at 8.45 a.
m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.)
For North Berwick, Sainton Falls, Great Falls, Dover,
Exeter, Baverhiil, Lawrence and Lowell,
at 8.45 a. in., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
Market, at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m.
For
Rochester, and Farmington, N. II., at 8.45
a. m„ 1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
For Alton Bay,
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. in. For Manchester
and Concord, N. II.. (via Lawrence,) at 8.46
a.m.; (via New Market Jnnotlon) at 3.30 p. m.
Morning Train will leave Kenntbunk for
Portland at 7.25.
HTNOTE-The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland, will not stop at Scarborough Beach. Pine
Point, Old Orchard Beach, KenneDunk or Wells,
except to take passengers for Boston.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. m. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.45 a. m. and
1.10 p. m.

5, 1881, Passenger

_FARE

The .avorite Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and Inconvenience of arriving in Boston Into at night
XST Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail and Sonnd Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr., General Agent.
dtf

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N. B., Halifax, N. £.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
TRIPS

Railway of Canada.
17th,

Direct

Mo

Portland, Bangor
Winter

d3t*

mar8

mar8-dim

Board Wanted in

Private

Family.

YOUNG gentleman would like board and
pleasant room in private family in eastern

A

part of city, vicinity of High street preferred.
References given. Address Box 576, Poet Office.
mch7

dlw»__

FLOUR SALESMAN
WANTED.
a Boston Commission House, a thoroughly reliable, well posted salesman for the Maine
trade. One who can furnish first-class references
Communications confimay find a good situation.
dential. Address “FLOUR,” Box 235, Boston,
marGdlw
Mass.

BY

WANTED.
YOUNG MAN from 17 to 18 year, of age who
would like to le&ru a retail business, one who
Is quick mid actire and would like learn to be a
mar6 dtf
salesman. Address A, this office.

WANTED.
GOOD

A

Apply

oapable girl

for general
at 101 Free street.

housework

mch7dlw«

Wanted.
large sunny house, suitable for a firstprivate boarding bouse in the vicinity of
Congress square. Address Box 1158, City.
RENT

TO

a

class

dbw*

mch7

TO LET.
TO LET.

A

HOUSE to let
class

feha

repair.

on

Cumberland St., 341, in firstat 31 Pine St.

Inquire

rit.f

ESTATE.

REAL

FOR SALE CHEAP.
known as the Morton Farm at Windham
Center, thirty acres of good tilling and hay
land, fifty young apple trees and qnite a number of
old ones. Small lot of pine timber. For particulars
enquire at the firm of CHARLES Q. LIBBY, 667
Congress St., Portland.mar8 d2w

FARM

CARLEtON,

FAItifI

p.

The

FOR SALK.

a farm situated In the
Yarmouth, on the FreeRoad—about
Vz mile from the
port
Falls—containing 66 acres of land,
-well divided into Tillage. Pasture

with 2

& Machias

Steamer

acres

of Marsh.

There Is

a

yonng and thrifty orchard upon tho place containJnst beginning to bear. Good buildings, with a never falling supply of water. Good
toll, easily worked, free from rooks, splendidly loThis Is one of
cated and handy to a good market.
the best farms in the Town and very desirable to
I
will
sell
or exchange
a
farm.
any one wishing
for real estate situated in Portland on faverame
on
or
before
terms. If not sold
April 9th, I will be

ing 110 trees,

prepared to "Leaso” fox
for selling—I have other

a

term of

years.

Reason

business and cannot attend
Ac., address or apply to W. H.
GREEN, No. 34 Emery St., Portland Me.
f»b21 dtf
Febrnary 20th, 1882.
to It.

For terms

FOR SALE
FOR SALE.
An eight-horse power engine,
with boiler, governor, patent in*
spirator, and all other fixings, all
new within a year. Will be sold
cheap for cash. Enquire of or adJ. S. PALMER,
dress
Cor. Milk and Exchniige St.
raarS

X.

d3t

BUSINESS CARDS.

Rockland with
at
Sanford S. 8.
steamers for Belfast,
Bangor and River
also
with
steamer
for
Green’s
Landings;
Landing,
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harber with
iteamer for Lamoine and Snlllvaa. At Sedgwick
yit.li stage for Blue Hill.

Ayer June.,
Clinton,
Fitchburg,
Nashua, Cowell, Windham, and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at

1.03 p. m.
For Rochester, Hpringvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Haco River.7.30 a. m., 1,03
p. m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.24

Coming Weal,
Bangor and Kirer Landings for Portland.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
noT23-dtf
Not. 23,1881.

Jo. from

_J

m.

Naccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
a. m.,
1.09, 0.40 and (mixed)

Baltimore, Norfolk & Washington

at 7.30
*0.30 p. ku.
The 1.05 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer June, with Hoosac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York Tia Norwich Tine, and all rail,
via Springfield, also with N. V. A N. JK. R.
R, (‘‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for Pbiladelphia, Baltimore, Washington, and the
Month and with Boston A Albany R. R. for
the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
it GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
brains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot ooces and a* dolims & Adams* No. 22 Exuhange Street.
* Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. V. PETERS, Gen. Ticke^ Agent.
P.
WES
T. Supt.
GEO.
decSdtf

Newspaper Advertising Agency,

OR

Connects

For

HI WASHINGTON ST.,
BOSTON
Advertisements received for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Prices. Any information cheortully given
snd estimates promptly furnished.
File of tha Press Kept for inspection at any time
Estimates furnished.
Send for Circular.
A List of 100 choice newspapers.

CABINET MAKERS,
Good Carpenters, who understand bard-wood
work, are wanted at Doten’s Mill. 3d story.
E. T. BURRO WES.
Aek ior Mr. Scomman,

Jo.

m.

DODD’S

position
company’s
trade,

salary,

opportunity

Woarf.

LEWISTON,
n> CHARLES
MaeDEERING,
'-.UibT
ter. will leave Railroad Wharf,
sr Portland,
JV ■
IIIII ■
every
Friday
ereni>(,al 11.15 o’clock,far Kockland. Cailine. Deer Isle, Nedgwick, 8a. West Harbor, Bar Harbor, millbridge, J.nr.porl
and Hachiaeport.
Returning, leaves Maohlasport, every menilay morning, at 4.80 o'clock, touching as above,
arriving in Portland about midnight, connecting
with Pullman night train for Boston And the West.

Monday, Dec. 3,
1H81, Passenger Train. Till leave
aud
Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
1.03 p. m,, arriving at Worcoetcr
at 2.16 p, m. and 7730 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.80 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.45 p.

Ittilla,

a

established corporation located in a large wescity. The company has a paid-up capital of
$200,000 and a large surplus. The business has
been established for more than 30 years and is paying annually about $40,000 over all expenses (salaThe right man with the above
ries included).
amount of oapital can secure an official
ana will be
with the corporation at a liberal
to investigate the
given every
no
business
The
affairs.
requires
soliciting of
as orders are more than sufficient to run fourteen
hours per day. This is an opportunity to become
connected with an established business that is seldom ever found.
Address 63 Mason Building, 70 Kilby St., Bosinar8-d3t
ton, Mass.

Arrangements.

imn

ARRANGEMENT.

and 5.45 p.

Agent,

Exchange Ntrcet.
jan21dtf

WANTS.

m

Commencing November 45th.
ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

On and after

m.

Street

STEAMBOAT CO.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

M

Pine

Insnrance one-half the rate of

Portland and Worcester Line,

1.25 p.

From

sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and Soatb
by connecting lines .forwarded free of commission.
PaMage Eight Delian. Bound Trip 815,
Meals and Room inoludod.
For Freight or Passage apply to
fi. B. HAJHPHON, Anal.
lO Lena Wharf, Boston
dflSli

JOSEPH HICKSON, Oeneral Manager.
J. SPICER Superintendent,
*oct!7dtf

n

P. «. Box 070.

1

Long Wharf/Riston, 8

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Millwankee
Cincinnati, Ml. Irani., Omaha, Hngintw, Hi. Paul, Halt Lake City,
Denrer, Han Francisco,
and all points In the
Northwest, West and Southwest.

m.,

No. 22

I have
Town of

Wharfage.
From
Philadelphia, at 1C a.

Tickets Sold at Rednced Rates !

a.

J. li. FARMER,

Steamship Line.

m.

To

Q OR

Sterling;

Saturday.

-AND-

smi

prepaid,

HOUSE

Leaves each Fort Every Wednesday an<*

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

...

For the convenience of purchasers of Ocean Tickets. I have opened an office for the sale of such
tickets by nearly all the most prominent and popular steamship lines, of all classes, Cabin, Second
Cabin, Intermediate and Steerage, outward and
to and from all parts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, France and Belgium, by the largest, best and
fastest steamers, over the safest and most comfortable route across the Atlantic ocean, thus combining speed, safety and comfort.
Tickets •ntward and prepaid sold at
lowest rate*.
Also Exchange in £
Kronor’s
and Keichmarks in Hum* to suit.
The patronage at ail old friends and ticket purchasers is solicited. Cabin plans, sailing schemes,
circulars, &c.. to be seen, and all other information
given on application to

and land 71 Grav Street. Inquire of
S. L.
Att’y at Law,
mar3-d2w 180 Middle St., or upon the premises.

PHILADELPHIA

74 EXCHANGE STREET

for Gorham.

PASSAGE TICKET OFFICE.

For Sale.

PASSENGER OFFICES

r*

General Ocean Steamer

on

m

m.

(mixed) 9.S5

WEEK.

the New Brunswick and Canada, Interoolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Ooun,ties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to d p. m. and any in{^'Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
oiara xvooms
ana iaruier
miormauon apply at
T. C. KERCompany’s Office, 40 Exchange St.,
SEY, President, and Manager
nov24dtf
stations

12.35 and 5.15 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 6.15 p. m.
For Gorham, 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For morn treat Quebec and Chicago, 1. 30
p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewifiton and Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30. 3,15 and 6.00 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.30, 9.40 a. m., and 12.30
p. m.
From Chicago, IHoutrenl and
iiebcc.

WINTER

PER

ON AND AFTER MONDAY, NOV. 98th, Mt.au,
ers
sf (hi. Line will
Leave Railread Wharf,
foot
of
Stats
street,
every
Monday,
and Thursday,
at 6 p. m.,
for Eastport
and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Robbins ten,
St. Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Monoton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pioton, Shediao, Bathurst, Dalheusle, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other

CHANGEOF TIME.

_—

State Street, Boston, Mass.

A

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

TWO

7 10

15

__

_

12.30 p.

$1.00.

m.

I.swi.fnn.

Agent,

D. D. C.
feb20dtf

publishers, 39 Federal St., Boston; established

Steamers!

Dining

and

fia 1 HBd Water Lin*s
Through Rates and Bills Lading given from any
point in New England to Philadelphia.
For Rates and Information apply to
al)

1830.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers runing between Portland and Bangor,
Rooklamd, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, 8t.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensbnrg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten mlnntes for refreshments. First class
Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station. Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of H. f.. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston A Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Snot.
S. H. STEVENS. Gen. Agent. Portland.
decs
dtf

For Auburn

Plil] adelplila.
Connecting there with Clyde Steam Line* to
C'laarleitton, 8. C., Washington, D. C., and

TXT AN TED—Agents to sell our elegant pictures
▼ ¥
of the Garlield Family, published under the
directions of Mrs. Garlield; the only authorized picture: samples free to agents that work. For further
particulars, address J. H. BUFFORD’S SONS, art

BOSTON

Depot Ticket Office.
SS'-The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland oennect*
with Sound Line Steamers far New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m
train oonnects with all Bail I.ines for New
York and the South and West.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Portland for
Boston and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
Boston

ON

Freight received end for warded daily to FALL
RIYEB, there connecting with the C lyde Wtenm«
Bailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
direct to

•r*,

tern

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 8
E. M., and leavejPier 87, East River, New York,

<lec2_
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

after MONDAY, OCT.
1881, trains will run as follows:
DEPABTUBE8:

KAI1.

OLD
COLOIVlf
ROAD.

er®
in an

Semi-Weekly Line to Hew York.

dtf

and

BOSTON

onuection with

In

man

PAYSON TUCKER, Snp’t.

Grand Trunk

STEAMSHIP EINE

FROM

§35,000 WANTED.
preferred)
gentleman (young
with the above amount of capital to join othMaine Steamship Company. WANTED—a
with equal amount, to purchase
large interest

morning.

for Portland at 6.00 p.

Philadelphia ft lew
England

Cabin.
$50.00 Gold.
Cabin return...$90.00 Gold.
For passage. Ac., apply to DAVID TORBANCB
A CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offldec5 dtmayl
ces/foot of India street.

Limited Tickets Aral and second class for
Sr. John and Halifax on sale at reduced
rates,

and

CLYDE'S

SATES OF PASSAGE,

I Huns through to Bangor every moraing, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, bntnot Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday

Os

of

tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.
BROOKLYN/ Cart. Lindall. 2d March.
ONTARIO, Capt. Williams.16th Feb.
19th March.
TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson.

trains

6th, 1881.

p team era

during the winter season
fortnightly between this port and
Liverpool. The vessels are Clyde
boil*, fall powered and have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
ran

only.

Dec.

freight or passage rates and the futlest Infos
rnatioH, apply te the General Eastern Agents,
C.X. BARTLETT A- CO.,
113 (Mate IMreel, col. Hroail (M., tloetoa.
or to vP. 1). LITTLE & CO.,
SI Exchange St.. Portland.
Ja38<B>

4t*

DOMINION LINE.

a. m.

Portland,

point*

STEAMERS,

a.

Lewiston,

with
connecting
and West-

dec5

m., 2.45 p.m.,

a.

m.

Rail Lines for all Southern

On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. ana trains leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through tickets to all points West aaii
Mouth may be had of J. M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets far Seals sad
Berths sold at Depot Ticket OtSce.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent
D. W. SANBORN, Mister Transportation

( Sleeping Cars attached, rnn dally, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central B. K.

W.

for the

Particular attention

8.35

Building.

IRnsic Rooks, Strings, musical

MUSIC,
IRA 0.

STOVES,

Exchange,

Exchange St., Portland,
Clue J>eb

IMPORTED

ELYS* CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.

LEADING NEWSPAPERS,
iron
K) SPBIJVE HTBEET, NEW YORK
The Pubs* may oe found on file a our office.
4 PARK ROW
NEW YORK

MARKS;
Book, Card, and Jon Printer
WM. M.
1J .'inters’

Congress
mULliuery

DRYDEN,

Shirts

ang29dlyr

Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters is the great house1 old medicine of the American people, and is taken
verywhere as a safeguard against epidemics and
ndemics, as a remedy for dyspepsia, biliousness
nd irregularities of the bowels, as a cure for chills

a

made to order, Fine
Furnishings, Underwear and Neckwear.
MERRILL A 00.. Under Preble.Nonse.

cleanses

sores and
of
sense

fancy

roods,
Millinery
Velvets, Flowers and Real Laces.
and Casco Sts
MRS. J.
Cor.

PI A Son.
Pianos.

THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

passages of

allays inflammation,
protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the

nov24

Premature Grave.

No. 4 Kim St

PAPER

E3p*FuIl particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire to
free by mail to every one. Or The Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggiBts at tl per package, or six packages for $5
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by
addressing

Elys’ Cream Balm
Effectually

TARIIB.^umptrA”

R. FOWLE,

n

from Bangor, and all Intermediate stations and
roads
at
1.00
and
1.05 p.
connecting
m.
The afternoon
trains from Waterville,
Angnsta, Bath, Bockland and Lewiston at 6.40
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60

a Fine

FARLEY,
Exchange
HANGINGS, Interior Decorations, Drapery Work, Upholstery Goods, Ac.
G. M. BOSWORTH, 691 Congress St
ANOS; Chickering A Sons, Linderman

send

Th&M2w

mar9

HARK

MARK^-edy.

Potter, Boston, Mass.

P/ «CTePJO

The Great EngAn TRADE

Seminal Weakness.
Im potency, and all
Diseases that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, and many<
other Diseases that

lOO Times More Effectual than any other plaster
or electric battery for Pain
and Weakness of the Lungs,
Liver, Kidneys, and Urinary

I

FOSTER, MILBURN & CO., Prop’rs, Buffalo, N. Y.

MRS. E.
Millinery.

II

(10,66 p.m.;
m10.27 a. m„ 3.07 p. m„
(11.14 p. m. Bath, 6.56 a. m., 11.16 a. m., 4.10
p.m., Brnnawick, 7.26 a. m., 11.48 a. m.,
4.35 p. m., (12.86 a. m., (night.) Rockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.36 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m.,
11.28 a. m., 4.15 p. m. Phillips, 6.40 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a, m.: Wiuthrop 10.25
a. m. being due in Portland
as
follows: The
morning trains from Angnsta and Bath,

Assort-

Federal

E.

Lake,

10.10

a. in

JEWELRY.
TRWRI.RY.

VV

am;

Train* leave ffoatom.
At 8.30 a. in. and arrive in Portland at 12.30jp.
At
12.30.
m.
p. in. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.

Parlor Car Seats secured in advance at

Flonr.

SOULE & CO.,
47 Free Street
Flour.
Fine Teas, and

GROCERIES,
Coffee, Pure Spices, Butter, &c., &c.
WILLIAM MILLIKEN &
682

TTh&S&wtf

mch7

Fine Shirts to order.

on

Gardiner, 6.17

FLORISTS,Funeral

Carpets, Crockery,
and House Furnishing Goods.
HOOPER, EATON & CO., 123 Exchange St

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Face Grubs,
Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Sores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss of
Appetite, Juandice, Affections of the Liver.
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. Directions in eleven languages.

discharges

6.Q0

lowell,

Children’s Christmas
FRVJIT,
GEO. H.

ern

Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,
From Halifax, 8.15 a. m., 2.45 p. m.; Mi.
John, 8.16 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Uonlton, 9.00
St. Stephen, 9.46 a. m.; Hucksport,
а. m.j
5.30 a. m., 5. p. m,: Bangor, 7.15 a. m., t7.45
p.m.; Dexter,7.05 a. m.,4.40 p. m.; Belfaat,
б. 36 a. m., 2.50 p. m.: Skowhegan, 8 20 a. m..
2.40 p. m.: Waterville, 9.22 a.m. 1.65, (10.00
p. m.; and 5.10 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,

Ware.

DRY

TkBY

Boston, arriving at 6.10 p

Sound

Piscataquis R. R.. 111.16 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Bucksport, Dexter, Belfa*t and
Skowhegan, 12.45 p. m., 12.55 p. m., til.15p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.45 p. m„ 12.65
p. m., 11.15 p. m. and 5.15 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Uallowell, Ciardiner, 'Richmond, and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.55 p.
m., 6.16 p. m.. tll.16 p. m.: Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12.65 d. m., 6.16 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
A Lincoln R. R., 7.00 a. m., 12.56 p.
m.:
Auburn and Lewiston, 12.45 p. m.,
5,06 p. m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., til.15 p. m.;
Farmington, Phillips,
Rangeley Lake, Monmouth, Wintl. op,
Readfleld, West Waterville and i\ irth
Anson, 12.45 p. m.,
Farmington via

569 Congress St.
Shawls, Dress

GOODS, Silks,
Goods, Woolens, Linens, &c.
MIIjLRTT & LITTLE, 516 CongressSt.
Goods, Fancy Goods, Silks, Fine
Dress Goods, Cloaks, Shawls, &c,
RINES BROS, 241 & 243 Middle St.

stations

Moose head

Congress and Brown Sts
Kid Gloves, Ribbon*,
Laces, Embroideries, Worsted Crewels, &c
E. S. MERRILL, 467 Congress St

CROCKERY,

Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea and

12.55, and tll.16 p m.; Nt. Andrew*, «t. Ste( ouutr,
phen, Fredericton, Aroostook

.PLUMMER.

Furniture
PORTLAND

Sanford’s Radical Cure

dose instantly relieves the most violent
Sneezing or Head Colds, clears the head as by magfrom the nose and eyes,
ic, stops watery
prevents Ringing Noises in tho head, cares Nervous
Headache ana subdues Chills and Fever. In Chronic Catarrh it cleanses the nasal passages of foul mucous, restores the senses of smell, taste and hearing
when affected, frees the head, throat and bronchial
tubes of offensive matter, sweetens and purifies the
breath, stops the cough and arrests.the progress of
*
Catarrh towards Consumption.
One bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent and Sanford's Inhaler, all in one package, of
all druggists for §1. Ask for Sanford’s Radical
Cure.

and all

Embroideries and worsteds.
CORSETS.
W. E.
Cor.

FERNALD,

..

.110
108

Satis-

and

tailor,

..

121%

Specialy

and upholstery.
Fine, Medium and Common Goods,
FURNITURE Co., 40 Exchange St.

GREAT SAVING BUYING DOLLAR SIZE.

Catarrhal virus, causing healthy secretions,

..

CLOTHING,

and at

1

m.

Berwick,

On and after Monday, Dec. 5th, PaMNenger
Train* will rnn as follows: Leave Portland
for 8t. John, Halifax and the Province*,

Child-

men’s. Youth’* & Boys’
Fine Goods & Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
O. J. & F. R. FARRINGTON, 182 Middle St

variety

ATIIimn SB

a.

Newburyport,

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND,

U • IIT91

CJ

A special
at 6.30 a. m.
Sleeping Gar will be
read7 for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00
train for Boston.
m.
and
is
attached
thi*
to
p.
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill 11
p. m.
At 8.45 a. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Well*, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Rock port,
Lynn, Cnelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At l.lOp.m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, WellB, North and 8outh

f 1.00 a. ra.—From Fabyan's and Bartlett.
0.00 p. in.-From Burlington and Swanwn.
J. H AMILTON Suit'*
Portland, I>ec. 3, 1881.
decodtf

184 Middle Street.
and

Dally (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Port* mo tub,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving

At

m.—For all

a.

leave Portland.

Train*

H. P. BALDWIN,
Agent O. R. R. of N. J.

tions.

BURLEIGH & Co.

riJLOTHING, men’s Roys’
ly dren’s, Wholesale and Retail.

March 10.

LEAVING PORTLAND
stations, through toBnr*
lington, Swanion, Montreal and Ogdtnn
barg.
‘4.45 p. «**.--For Fabyan’s and intermediate sta

Furnishing; Good*,

BOSTON & PORTLAND Clothing Co., 256 Middle.

below.

S. City of Para, Feb. 20 | S. 8. Colon,... March 1
S. Acapulco, lor Isthmus of Panama only

For

L'ntil further notice passenger trains
will run as follows:

CIGARS,

J.

*g|j|

CHANGE OF TIME.
Monday, December 5th, I8S1,

St

assortment of Cloths for Gentlemen’s Wear.
Merchant
237 Middle
AUG. S.

A

Lien. Pass.

New
Zealand and
Australia.
steamers
sail from New
splendid
10th, 20th and 30th of each month

Inland.,

can as
ob the

fork
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
S.
3.

On anil utter

manufacturer and Importer
of Havana Cigars, Wholesale and Retail.
ERNESTO PONCE, cor. Exchange and Middle St.

CLOTHING and

The

MONDAF, DECEMBER 5th, 1881

Portland & OgdensDurg-Railmafl

Cpholsterers,

CABINET

JAPAN, CHINA,
buloick

-ON-

ROUTE.

CALIFORNIA,

FOR

Winter Arrangement will go Into effect

Washington Street, Boston.

r?h26dfcf

to

SMITH, 231

with

210

Gow, 666 Congress Street

makers
and
Dealers in Fine and Medium Furniture.
DEANE BROS. & SANBORN, 183 & 186 Middle

routes at reduced rates.
Cook’* ExrumioniMt. with Maps, by mall lO
cents. THOS. COOK ft SON, 2«1 Broadway, N. Y.;
197 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
feb4eod4m
C. A.
BARATTONI, Manager.

Eastern Railroad.

or cvraua

{

Excursion* leaf® .New York,

Grand

u

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO

NSW ENGLAND AUENCV,

Confections,

successor

FURNACES,

hold duties try Parker’s Ginger Tonic.
If you are a lawyer, minister or business man exhausted by mental strain or anxious cares, do not lake
intoxicatingstimulants,fcutuse Parker’s Ginger Tonic
If you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, Rheumaism, KidneyComplaints, or any disorder of the lungs,
stomach, bow-els, blood or nerves, Parker’s Ginger
Tonic will cure you. Itis the Greatest Blood Purifier
And the Best and Surest Cough Cure Ever Used.
If you are wasting away from age, dissipation or
any disease or weakness and require a stimulant take
Gikgbi Tonic at once; it will invigorate and build
you up From the first dose but will never intoxicate.
it has saved hundreds of lives; it may save yours.
CAUTION ’—Refuse all substitutes. Parker’s Ginger Tonic i>
? composed of the best remedial agents 1q the world, and is entirely
different from preparations of ginger alone. Send for circular to
Hiscox A Co., N. Y. 60c. & $1 sizes, at dealers in drugs.

CATAR

Corrected by Woodbury & Moulton, Investmen
Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.

Portland Water Co., Is.106%
•*
«
2s.107
8s....108

preferred by
of

We take pleasure in informing our readers
that by enclosing a three cent stamp to Foster,
Milburn & Co., Buffalo, N. Y., they can secure, free, a set of their fine lithograph picture

Press *Uock Iiint.

Ask
Offered.
Par Value
Descriptions.
..116
..117
State of Maine Bonds.
..120
Portland City Bonds, Municipal.100
Port’and City Bonds, aid K. R.107
121
Bath City Bonds.100
..102
..111
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years.109
Calais City Bonds.109
Ill

and Fine

I. F. LORD,
CANDIES
Allen

486 Congress St
Ranges and Stoves. Sole
agents for the improved Highland Range.
O. M. & D. W. NASH, No. 6 Exchange St

Town Libraries

PARKER’S

St.

222 Middle

CUSHMAN,

SPRING TONIC AND APPETIZ£11 IT HAS NO BQUAIi.

who have used it, to any

the nasal

Cumberland National Bank.. 40.... 69
Canal National Bank.100_161
First National Bank.100. ...160
Casco National Bank.100_160
Merchant’s National Bank... 75....120
National Traders’Bank.100. ...168
Portland Company. 90
Portland Gas Company. 60... 67
Ocean Insurance Company... 100—106
A. & K. li. R. Bends. 112
Maine Central R. R. Bonds 7’s.120
Leeds & Farmington R.R.b’ds 100.... 111
Potland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,100.112
Romford Falls & B R. B* Receiver
1st 7s.108
Portland & Ogdensburg R K 1st, Os.. 107

n

article,

@100
@ 1 00

Burbanks.@96
Grand Trunk.@96

Daily

:

weak that I was about to give up work. Hoping
that others who have suffered like myself may be o
fortunate as to try your valuable medicine,
T. F. McalAIN.
Truly yours,

year.”—Harvard Lampoon.

Grand Trunk.@100

Portland

1,000 Bottles

over

rage and necessary
rendered impnre by
vegetable decompof ition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps ig superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 30 years duration in every
section of our country of Udolplio Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its nnsoliclted endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
s«d (Jrocers.

1.
Westfield, Mass., March 28,1
J. W. Kittkedge, Agent Elixir of Life Root.
Dear Sir—Having Buttered intensely for four years
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
that time tried various medicines without obtaining relief, I was induced to try a bottle of your
ELIXEROF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me pleasure
to say that one bottle of it completely cured me. I
recommend it as the only valuable and certain cure
I would add
for kidney troubles I have ever seen
that before taking your medicine I had become so

The reason why. “But, Mr. Snodkins, you
should go out more—you owe something to
society.” “Yes, that’s just it; I owe about SO
to those confounded Brewster Germans of last

VlUiVCRl

Prol ill cs.

Sold

bus

tirely cured.

C ooking.2 60@3 00
1 vaporated.14@16
I ried Western....6Ya@7
do Eastern.... 6Vfc@7

Houlton...
Maine Central.

Druggist

Rockland, Me., April 26,1881.
I have sold over one thousand bottles of Elixir of
Life Root, and have never found a case where it
failed to give satisfaction.
WM. H. KITTREDGE.
Nearly Dead and One Bottle Cured Him

Short Breath.
O. Bortle, Manchester, N. Y., was troubled
Had been
with asthma for eleven' years.
obliged to sit up sometimes ten or twelve
nights in succession. Found immediate relief
from Thomas’ Eclectric Oil, and is now en-

bbl.2 60@3 25

Early Rose, & bush:—

As a general be
corrective of watc-

Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Inflammatiou
of the Bladder, Brick Bast Deposit,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Female
Complaints, and all Diseases
of the Urinary Organs.

The Now York Sun is not pleased with Mr.
Blaine’s oration on Garfield. And the worst
of it is, Mr. Blaine refuses to make a new one.
Some men are so disobliging!—Norristown
Herald.

Treatment,

New Tort and Philadelphia

Shoes: Fine and Medium Goods at
low prices.
J. H. WETHERELL & CO.,
Successors to CYRUS LOWELL, 226 Middle St.

Boots

BROOK

('•Ok

April 27th, June 8th. and July 1st, 1882. Full
particulars lu special Pamphlet, Beet free on application. Passage tickets by all Atlantic steames*.
Special facilities for semiring good berths. Touriat
tickets for individual travelers in Europe, by all

M

and

DRY

60
60
60

Cheese.
laino.12 @14
S ermont.... 12 @14
Peanuts—
Wilmington.l 75(22 25 r Y Factory. 12 @14

Malaga...2 75@3

00

SCHNAPPS.

profitable

28 00
13c

Provisions,
15(2/18
Turkeys.
less Boef..ll 00@11
Chickens.
12,214
Mess..
12 25@12
Ex
102/11
Fowl.
Plato.14 25@14
22@23
Eggs.
Ex
Plate..l4
bbl. 3 00@3 25
76@16
Onions,
J ‘ork—
Ornberrios, |> bbl
Backs.. ..21 76@22
Maine. 9 00(2)10 00
Cape Cod,12 00@15 00 Clear.20 75@21

Co.,

ticket, (at any railroad
office In New England) via

BOUND

CORSETS,

BANNER

THE

OTIS HAYFORD, Snpt.
deo3 dtf

Portland, Dec., 6th, 1881.

MUM l/Iiil 1 UAL HAILIMJAIL

for Ladies and Gents, to Measure.
BOOTS
WHITNEY GAITER SHOE

and
CFFIN

Schiedam Aromatic

-OF-

specialty.

a

CLARK,
Congress St.
Shoes, Fine Custom Work,

COAL
factory Prices.
JOS. H.

WOLFE’S

ELIXIR

Alyce Carlysle is a writer in the Chicago
Inter-Ocean. We hope she ys not the gyddy
gyrl her spellyng would yndycate.—Folio.

..

a

RTISTH’ MATERIALS.Architects’ AEngineers’ Supplies, Picture Frames, Art Goods
CYRUS F. DAVIS, No. 693 Congress St

in ftill

There are a number of cases in this vicinity
where gravel stones have been passod without
pain by taking “Elixir of Life Root.” It
softens the stones so that they come away like
sand. All who suffer try it.

..

Prod nee.

dlawThl

ap28

Never ask a woman her age—that is, not
that woman. Ask some other wofnan—North
American Manufacturer.

...

potatoesS 26@5

a

f
fac-SUUlle

—

Sweet

FINEST AND CHEAPEST
MEAT-FLAVOURING
of
weak
STOCK
FOR SOUPS;
in
all
tonic
digestion
palatable
boon for which Nations ahouldfecl grateful." MADE DISHES & SAUCES.
cases

An invaluable and

TT7 :_3 __
V V XUViVAUl

ornament

P rrpa

Clark’s Circulating Library.
BOOKS.
FRANK B.
616

6mos

EXTRACT
OF MEAT

__

an

boat

Congress St

Stationery & Blank Book*,

Qebig COMPANY’S

finally turning to beef is not good dairy
management but may be advisable in stock
raising.

are

6S9

Photographs

and

75@76

7 00(2 7 60 : sew Corn,
XXSpring
car lots,
74®75
Patent, Spring
63
Wheats.8 25@9 0J|< >ata,
aoked
Bran
IS
00@24 00
Michigan WinMids..
27 00
tor beet-7 00&7 25
( ;otton
Common
Seed,car lot 30 00
"
6 75(£7 00
bag lots 34 00
Miohigan
78
<
lorn,bag lots..
St. Louis Win76
7 25@7 50 i leal,
ter fair
66
(
Winter good. .7 50.2.7 75 ►ate,
26 00
Whiter best... 7 75@3 00 1 Iran,
..

eo

jan24

00

...

firain.
H. M. old Corn,
car lots

Flour.

A
ix

purpose should be kept irrespective of its
beef producing qualities. Keeping cows
which are unfit for dairy purposes because
they are good for raising fat steers and

cards, which

buy

ran to

photography

Absolutely

then the kind of stock which is best for that

Ti r.'l_3
AJ.VJ.
»T IV

Jr.,

Artby LAMSON,
opposite Falmouth Hotel.
permanent

9

Haddock.
2
Hake

Gunpowder.
4 00@ 4
Blasting
Sporting.... 6 25@ G

important

Be

fL‘45

Congress

POTHECARY; The Careful
tion of Prescriptions a Specialty.
E. DANA

Fox hunting is an old English institution
and a lively sport to those that like it; but wc
7%
do not believe that it can ever come up in in8Ya
excitement or endless variety to the
46 i terest,
30 j great American pastime of house hunting.—
Y.
Commercial
Advertiser.
N.
ou

6%@

/•...

A

±\.

of it in the end. One interest must be
made subordinate to the other. If dairying
is the most

show the extent and variety of articles
handled, and the names of those large
dealers who make this City the best
market and trade centre for the people
of Maine.
jyParties not prepared to visit Port
land, may order goods from the following classifications with perfect reliance
that their orders will be promptly atSatisfaction guaranteed or
tended to.
money refunded.

ALDEN,

condition.

and most

bV

APOTHECARIES;
imported Perfumes, Soaps. Toilet Artioleo Ar
GUPPY, KINSMAN A
473

pounds of useless flesh many years for the
purpose of making second or third-rate beef

13

@16
@15%

greatly improved

IMJII

APOTHECARIES:

Dairying and Beef Raising.
tBy Henry Reynolds, M. D.]
Dairying and beef raising cannot be carried
The kind of
on together advantageously.
cattle which are best for the one purpose
are not well adapted to the other. It happens
that the best cows for milk are not the best
for raising fat beeves nor for beef themselves. The American Dairyman well says
that for many years dairymen have been
working under the delusion that the profitable cow was the one that could, after her
days of usefulness in the dairy were over, be
turned to account as a good and profitable
beef animal. But, under the latter-day
teachings, it is beginning to be discovered
that it does not pay to carry several hundred

@12
@ 7

Kerosene.
Port. Ref.P’tr
WTater White
Devoe BrilTt..
Pratt* Astral.

a

n

American

the

during
growing
period, using corn meal to fatten them. A
quarter of an acre of clover contains material for a large growth of pork. It is estimated that an acre of clover capable of producing two and one fourth tons of hay per acre
will afford suffieent material to mako 1125
pounds of pork which at eight cents per
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twenty pounds of pork. The cost of 100
pounds of corn meal is about $1 50 which
makes the first cost very near eight cents'per
pound, In order to make pork raising
profitable, our farmers must adopt the practice of feeding the pigs on roots and clover to
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Gold and Jewelled Medal awarded the author of the Science of Life was fairly won and worthily
bestowed.—Massachusetts Ploughman,
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Thousands of extracts similar to the above could bo taken from the leading journals literary, political,
religous an 1 scientific—throughout the land.
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The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, is the most extraordinary work on Physiology
or wish to know, but
There is nothing whatever that the married or single of either sex can either require
wish
for
health.—Toronto
all
who
Globe.
good
what is fully explained. In short the book is invaluable to
or Self-Preservation. It
The book for young and middle aged men to read just now is the Science of Life,
is worth many times its weight in gold.—Medical Titnes.
He reaches the very roots and vitals of disease
The author of the Science of Life is a noble benefactor.
remedies. The hook already is read upon both continents by millions.—
is enabled to
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